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ABSTRACT
A QUALITATIVE CASE STUDY EXAMINATION OF ATHLETE ALLY USING
SOCIAL MOVEMENT THEORY
Samuel H. Schmidt
April 25, 2018
The following study answered the call for more social movement related studies
in sport (Davis-Delano & Crosset, 2008) and lessened the paucity of literature on athlete
activism. The purpose of this study was to examine a sport specific social movement
organization, Athlete Ally, using Social Movement Theory. Social Movement Theory is
guided by three tenets: Resource Mobilization Theory (Edwards & McCarthy, 2004),
Political Process Theory (Kriesi, 2004), and Cultural Theory/Frame Analysis (Williams,
2004). Each of these tenets was used to examine the resources exchanged between
Athlete Ally and their athlete constituents, determine the strategies for engaging with
various sport (i.e. NCAA and NBA) and non-sport governing bodies (i.e. U.S.
Government), and understand the tactics for ensuring frame resonance by Athlete Ally.
The following qualitative case study was conducted through seven employee or board
member interviews with Athlete Ally and an examination of salient organizational
documents.
Findings indicate that a SMO can provide resources to minimize the impact of
negative consequences for engaging in activism. For instance, providing a safe space and
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access to other athlete activists can allow an athlete to engage in activism knowing a
SMO is supporting the athlete. On the other side, athletes also provide SMOs with
resources, most notably a vast social-network of other constituents. From recruitment of
other athlete ambassadors, like teammates, or raising awareness for the organization,
athletes can be proficient resources that few other celebrities can match. Those resources
can then be utilized to engage with various governing bodies. Typically, when Athlete
Ally engages with a protagonist entity, they employ strategies of collaboration.
Conversely, Athlete Ally utilizes combative strategies when faced with an antagonistic
entity. Despite these strategies, Athlete Ally has to ensure their frames resonate with the
intended audience to actually enact change. Athlete Ally accomplishes this by utilizing
athletes’ stories, objective statistics, and a diverse staff to increase the salience of their
messages. Further findings and results are discussed. Overall, the study’s findings speak
to the mutually beneficial relationships sport specific SMOs and athletes can develop to
further the goals of a social movement organization
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
In 2014, Travis Waldron of ThinkProgress questioned where and why the athlete
activist had disappeared (Waldron, 2014). Waldron argued the days of social justice
oriented athletes like Muhammad Ali, Billie Jean King, Tommie Smith, and John Carlos
were gone, replaced by a generation of athletes unconcerned with the plights of the world
(Candaele & Dreier, 2015). Just two years later, the Ross Initiative in Sports for Equality,
a non-profit organization concerned with unifying the power of sport to improve race
relations and encourage social progress, released the From Protest to Progress: Athlete
Activism in 2016 (Ross Initiative in Sports for Equality, 2017). The report listed 225
examples of athlete and team activism from July 8, 2016, to October 29, 2016. The sharp
increase in athlete activism was attributed to the culmination of several major social
events: the deaths of Trayvon Martin, Eric Garner, and Michael Brown at the hands of
law enforcement officers and subsequent release of the officers without being charged in
the deaths; the pay and field condition disparity between men and women soccer players;
North Carolina’s HB2 law, which legislated individuals must use the restroom of their
birth sex; and, the Orlando shootings at a gay nightclub. These events and many others
were catalysts for the return of the athlete activist.
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Activism in the United States
Since the 1960s, during the time of tremendous civil unrest in the United States,
research on social movements and activism flourished. Activists were more likely to be
affluent, which meant they were more likely to have the necessary resources (time,
money, and skills) to engage in activism (Brady, Scholzman, & Verba, 1999). Moreover,
these young activists often did not have children, had freedom from work, and the ability
to structure their own schedules (Wiltfang & McAdam, 1991). Activists were drawn into
their work through their social networks (Louis, Amiot, Thomas, & Backwood, 2016)
and ideological commitment to social issues (Fendrich, 1977). Activists often entered
full-time employment later, changed jobs more frequently, and earned less than their nonactivist counterparts (McAdam, 1989). Still, activists reported high levels of life
satisfaction, personal growth, and social well-being. One group receiving a considerable
amount of scholarly attention was celebrity activists, as they could provide a greater
impact using their resources and social networks to advocate for social injustices.
Celebrity Activism
Celebrity activists bring a number of benefits to a social cause or organization.
They design products to sell in support of charitable organizations; facilitate access to
people with social, political, and economic power; promote general awareness; and
campaign, fundraise, and reward existing supporters (Brockington, 2014). The greatest
benefit celebrities offer an organization is the ability to communicate the issue to the
public through the broad platform given to them by their status (Kogen, 2015; Thrall et
al., 2008). In short, celebrity activists are popular and have access to influential means of
communication. The celebrity activist, however, can struggle to garner public support if
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s/he seems disingenuous toward the issue (Panis & van Den Bulck, 2012) or fails to
effectively articulate what non-celebrity individuals can do to help the humanitarian
efforts (Kogen, 2015). Despite these criticisms, actors, musicians, writers, and other nonathlete celebrity activists are viewed more positively for their social justice when
compared to another group of celebrity activists – athletes (Kaufman, 2008; Kaufman &
Wolff, 2010).
The Athlete Activist
The history of prominent athlete activism in the United States often begins in the
1960s and 1970s. Tommie Smith and John Carlos’ activism at the 1968 Summer Olympic
Games showed the platform prominent athletes could have in society (Smith & Steel,
2008). Their actions were a part of a greater era of athlete activism. Muhammad Ali’s
activism, just a few years prior to Smith and Carlos, is widely recognized in sport,
politics, and popular culture. In 1967, Ali famously refused induction into the U.S. Army
citing religious beliefs and an opposition to the Vietnam War. He was stripped of his title,
banned from boxing, and convicted of draft evasion (Gonyea, 2016; Orkand, 2017).
Another activist, Billie Jean King, used her prominence for equal pay for female athletes;
gender equality; lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) rights; and women’s
reproductive health (Shuster, 2013; Sanchez, 2017). In 1973, the same year she beat
Bobby Riggs in the “Battle of the Sexes” (Smith, 2010), King founded the Women’s
Tennis Association (WTA), a league specifically for female tennis players. Later she was
instrumental in the formation of the Women’s Sports Foundation.
The activism by the aforementioned athletes, and many others not mentioned
here, created the golden age of athlete activists (Hodges & Fanning, 2017). Individually,
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athlete activists steadily engaged with social justice and activism. Yet, each of these
athletes was not alone in their beliefs and work. For example, the Olympic Project for
Human Rights (OPHR) supported Smith and Carlos. The OPHR, established by
sociologist and activist Harry Edwards, was a project aimed at: (a) staging international
protests of the violation of Black people’s human’s rights in the US, (b) exposing
exploitation of the Black athlete in the US, (c) establishing an agenda of social
responsibility by the Black athlete for the Black community, and (d) educating the Black
community of the consequences of their sport involvement (Edwards, 1979). To raise
awareness, the OPHR created pins for their athletes to wear. The OPHR pins can be seen
on Smith, Carlos, and Australian silver medalist Peter Norman’s jackets on the 1968
podium when Smith and Carlos raised their fists. The OPHR was a main driving force
supporting the athletes as they stood on the platform. Tommie Smith, in his
autobiography, noted that he was obligated to win the 1968 Olympic 200-meter race
because of the OPHR (Smith & Steele, 2008). Muhammad Ali’s racial and anti-war
activism was built upon the foundation of the Islamic faith. He found support for his
stance from other Muslims. His strong belief in his faith provided unwavering inspiration
as he lost millions of dollars, his title, and his prime athletic years (Czech, 2016). King’s
self-started organization, the Women’s Tennis Association, provided her with motivation
when Bobby Riggs challenged her in the Battle of the Sexes. King knew she had to beat
Riggs for women everywhere and to ensure the success of the Women’s Tennis
Association (Chapin, 2017). It is evident that the persistence of these athlete activists was
in part due to the organizations supporting them. Whether the support came in the form of
tangible materials, like the OPHR pins (Edwards, 1979), or intangible sources like faith
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(Czech, 2016) or the need to succeed to further advance the women’s movement (Chapin,
2017), athletes benefited from having that organizational support.
Silence of the 1990-2000s Athlete Activist
The golden era of athlete activism did not persist into the 1990s and 2000s.
Money, fame, and respect overrode the desire to speak out against injustices in society
(Candaele & Dreier, 2015; Powell, 2008;). During the 1960s, when boxing and baseball
were prominent sports in the United States, athletes were earning little more than the
urban working class (Candaele & Dreier, 2015). The earning potential from the
1990s/2000s television contracts and commercial endorsements vastly outpaced the
earning potential in the 1960s. Thus, the financial implications were greater in the
1990s/2000s than in the 1960s/1970s.
Michael Jordan most embodies the notion that financial implications lead to the
decrease in activism (Agyemang, 2011; Powell, 2008). Despite his popularity and global
influence, Jordan refused to address issues of race in his home state or sweat shops and
child labor issues with Nike (Agyemang, 2011). Additionally, Agyemang postulates that
the “Be Like Mike” commercial from Nike served as a reminder to young Black athletes
to remain silent like Mike. Some notable athletes became activists during this time
period, however. Craig Hodges, teammate of Jordan during the late 1980s and early
1990s Chicago Bulls teams, was outspoken about discrimination against Native
Americans, the poor and homeless, and the Black community in the United States
(Hodges & Fanning, 2017). Brandi Chastain, of the 1999 Women’s National Soccer
Team, became an advocate for Title IX and gender equality (Macur, 2014). Despite
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Hodges’ and Chastain’s individual activism, many athletes during this time remained
silent.
Athlete activism research helps explain why the silence occurred. Research shows
athletes may experience verbal retaliation from fans, media, coaches, and administrators
(Agyemang, Singer, & DeLorme, 2010; Frederick, Sanderson, & Schlereth, 2017;
Kaufman, 2008; Sanderson, Frederick, & Stocz, 2016) if they are vocal about a social or
political issue. Perhaps, it is because there is a belief that sport is neutral and exists
outside of the political realms (Sage, 1998). In addition, the value of a sponsor’s brand
image decreases when an athlete activist endorses the organization (Schmidt, Shreffler,
Hambrick, & Gordon, 2018), resulting in potential negative financial consequences for
the athlete and his/her associated sponsors. The overall negative consequences for a
modern-day athlete seemed too grand to overcome for Jordan and other prominent
athletes during this time frame.
Return of the Athlete Activist
Today’s athletes are an integral part of various and diverse social movements.
Whether it is Black Lives Matter, the Women’s Movement, or the LGBT Movement,
high profile athletes are returning to activism (Washburn, 2016). Prompted by the
Trayvon Martin’s death in 2012, prominent athletes like LeBron James and Dwyane
Wade, along with the rest of the Miami Heat players, began to speak out against social
injustices (Schmittel & Sanderson, 2015). The world, unfamiliar with prominent athletes
using their platform to highlight the plights of the oppressed, was witnessing the return of
the athlete activists. Athletes from multiple leagues have recently utilized their platforms
for activism spanning multiple issues. Over 50 Olympic athletes joined the Principle 6
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campaign to protest the “anti-gay” Russian laws at the 2014 Winter Olympic Games in
Sochi, Russia (Principle 6, n.d.). The protests took to the field as five St. Louis Rams
players raised their arms in a “hands up, don’t shoot” manner during player introductions
to honor the death of Michael Brown (Sanderson, Frederick, & Stocz, 2016) and LeBron
James and several National Basketball Association (NBA) players wore “I Can’t
Breathe” T-shirts during pregame warm-ups, breaking the NBA dress code to bring
awareness to the death of Eric Garner (Adande, 2014). College athletic teams, like the
University of Missouri football team, threatened to boycott the rest of their season if the
social climate towards minority populations did not change on Missouri’s campus (Maese
& Babb, 2015). In women’s international and professional sport, the USWNT protested
pay discrimination (Das, 2016) and, in the Women’s National Basketball Association
(WNBA), players stood up for Orlando Pride and the Dallas police officer shootings
(Dator, 2016; Kennedy, 2016), In a strong act, Carmelo Anthony, LeBron James, and
Chris Paul’s speech highlighted social injustices in the US during ESPN’s ESPY Award
show (Grossman, 2016), only to be followed up by Colin Kaepernick’s kneeling during
the anthem of a National Football League (NFL) game to protest the oppression of Black
and marginalized voices in the US (Wyche, 2016). Kaepernick’s protest, specifically, was
viewed as culminating moment for athlete activism as over 100 NFL players, Megan
Rapinoe of the USWNT, and individuals in at least 52 high schools, 43 colleges, one
middle school, and two youth leagues in 35 states joined in Kaepernick’s protest (Gibbs,
2016). The aforementioned cases of athlete activism show the diversity and prominence
of athlete activism in the mid to late 2010s in the United States. Whether it was the Black
Lives Matter movement, Women’s movement, LGBTQ movement, student’s rights
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movement, or any other movement, athletes using their platform joined in protest to help
advance social movements in the United States.
Every one of the activism efforts mentioned above was either supported by
several athletes or a formal organization. Just like the activists of the 1960s and 1970s,
today’s athletes work with informal and formal groups to spread their message. The NFL
players kneeling during the anthem to bring awareness to racial injustices in the US are
an example of an informal group supporting each other as teammates. Formally, athletes
like Colin Kaepernick (Know Your Rights Campaign) and Megan Rapinoe (Athlete Ally)
perform activism with support from social movement organizations (SMOs). Just as they
do for activists from a variety of backgrounds, SMOs can provide support for athletes,
while working with political entities and the public. Further, SMOs may help mitigate the
negative consequences athletes experience for their social and political advocacy.
Athlete activists, and their collaborative SMOs, are important to study as they can
provide a major influence in social movements. Athlete activists are celebrity activists
with the ability to reach large numbers of people given their profession. When given a
chance, athletes like Tommie Smith, John Carlos, Billie Jean King, Colin Kaepernick,
and Megan Rapinoe use their platform to influence the public on issues like racial
oppression in the U.S. and LGBTQ rights. Each of these athletes was supported by a
formal organization, in most cases a SMO, to assist in their political and social activism.
For Smith and Carlos, the OPHR was a crucial resource, Billie Jean King was given
confidence from the Women’s Tennis Association, Colin Kaepernick has partnered with
the Know Your Rights Campaign, a campaign to help youths be education on law
enforcement interactions, and Megan Rapinoe became an athlete ambassador for the
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LGBTQ SMO Athlete Ally. Through the study of sport specific SMOs we can begin to
try and understand how athletes, in conjunction with SMOs, impact modern day social
movements.
Social Movement Theory
After witnessing the social movements of the 1960s and 1970s, the call for a
specific theory on social movements was answered in the 1980s (della Porta & Diani,
2006). Prior to the 1960s and 1970s, social movements were not viewed as deliberate and
organized collective action, but spontaneous riots and crazes (Buechler, 2004). In the
1960s and 1970s, however, a group of movements broadly known as the New Left
movements, occurred in the United States. The New Left movements included such
movements as the Civil-Rights movement, women’s right movement, LGBT movement,
and the anti-Vietnam War movement, among others (Broadhurst, 2014). The wave of
New Left movements led social movement researchers to question the spontaneous and
random nature of new social movements based on cultural and identity issues (della Porta
& Diani, 2006; Williams, 2004). Through the constant discourse on newer social
movements, Social Movement Theory (SMT), the theoretical foundation for studying
social movements, was established. Three main theoretical tenets of SMT emerged:
Resource Mobilization Theory (RMT), Political Process Theory (PPT), and Cultural
Theory/Frame Analysis. While Davis-Delano and Crosset (2008) noted two additional
theoretical tenets of SMT, Collective Behavior Theory and New Social Movement
Theory, their findings revealed RMT, PPT, and Cultural Theory/Frame Analysis were
present in sport specific social movements. The three theoretical tenets of SMT (i.e.,
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RMT, PPT, and Cultural Theory/Frame Analysis) provide a holistic lens to view a social
movement theory and its components.
Resource Mobilization Theory (RMT)
The RMT approach investigates how groups overcome prevailing patterns of
resource inequality in their pursuit of social change (Edwards & McCarthy, 2004;
McCarthy & Zald, 1977). RMT targets meso-level analysis, focusing on the organization
as a whole (Buechler, 1993). Specifically, RMT provides a lens for investigating what
resources SMOs utilize for advocacy and/or for their members, the attributes of those
resources, and how resources are acquired. For example, Cress and Snow (1996)
investigated 15 SMOs that worked with homelessness in the United States. In their
investigation into the types of resources gathered by the SMOs, Cress and Snow noted
that having a single benefactor (one main donor) increases the chances of survival by the
SMO. Within sport, Wilson, van Luijk, and Boit (2015) utilized RMT to investigate
Kenyan Olympic runners’ influence on a Run-For-Peace in Africa. The Run-For-Peace
events were a series of running events organized by elite Kenyan runners intended to
promote reconciliation between the Kikuyu and the Kalenjin, two prominent Kenyan
ethnic groups. The Kenya runners provided phenomenal resources for the eace
movement, including, but not limited to: event promotion, transportation, volunteer
recruitment, legitimacy for the event, sponsorships and money, and other resources
through their athlete connections. The study showed the resources athletes could provide
support to an advocacy event, but not necessarily how the SMO might support the athlete.
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Political Process Theory (PPT)
Political Process Theory investigates political entities (i.e. the United States
government, Russian government) and their influence on social movements. Expanding
to a macro-level analysis, PPT focuses on the factors external to movements that can
determine the movement’s ability to succeed (Caniglia & Carmin, 2005). The framework
splits into three variables: political opportunity structures (POS), configurations of
actors/power, and interaction contexts (Kriesi, 2004). At its base, the POS analyzes the
dominant political entity of a country as open or closed, centralized or decentralized, and
weak or strong. The United States, being a decentralized government, is both weak and
open, allowing for easy access into the political system (Kriesi, 2004). Once the POS is
identified, the configuration and power of the actors can be examined.
Actors are categorized as protagonists, antagonists, and bystanders (Hunt,
Benford, & Snow, 1994). Protagonists are ally policy makers, public authorities, media
members, and related movements. For instance, President John F. Kennedy was a
protagonist to the civil rights campaign. Antagonists are adversarial to social movements
including counter-movements, repressive agents, and other public authorities. An
example of an antagonist are Republican senators to the Green movement (McAdam,
2017). Bystanders are not directly involved with the social movement, but attentive to the
social climate (Kriesi, 2004). The general public, not associated with a social movement
one way or the other, is the most obvious example of a bystander. The interaction
context, influenced by the Political Opportunity Structure and configuration/power of
actors, constitutes the last level of PPT. This level is concerned with strategies utilized by
social movements, SMOs, and their opponents by linking structures and configuration to
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agency and action (Kriesi, 2004). For example, Bernstein (1997) noted the different
strategies LGBT SMOs utilized with various political entities in the 1970s. In New York,
LGBT SMOs relied on antagonist and grass roots mobilization strategies as the political
actors were antagonist to the LGBT SMOs missions. Conversely, in Oregon, LGBT
SMOs worked behind closed doors to create policy and influence legislation as the
political actors were protagonists to LGBT SMOs. In sport, Pelak (2005) noted the postapartheid peace movement through netball. During apartheid, the African government
instituted separate sport federations for Africans, Whites, Coloreds, and Asians (Booth,
1998). Once apartheid ended and the political opportunities were opened up, allies of the
peace movement desegregated netball leagues to bolster peace efforts in Africa. Pelak’s
study only investigated national political structures and not local or sport-specific
governance structures.
Cultural Theory/Frame Analysis
The final theoretical tenet of SMT is Cultural Theory/Frame Analysis (Williams,
2004). Post-World War II, social movements focused on the cultural understandings,
norms, and identities (i.e., LGBT equality, race relations, etc.) instead of economic
distribution and material differences (i.e., working class and elites). The result was a
focus on affirmation of expressive needs (della Porta & Diani, 2006) through symbols,
language, discourse, identity, and other cultural artifacts influencing members to join,
mobilize, and sustain membeship (della Porta & Diani, 2006; Williams, 2004).
One of the main forms of SMT analysis uses an advocacy organization or actor’s
frame. Frames (Goffman, 1974) are the interpretive schemas that enable individuals to
“to locate, perceive, identify, and label occurrences within their life space and the world
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at large” (Snow, Rochford, Worden, & Benford, 1986, p. 464). Frames allow SMOs and
advocacy organizations to mobilize activists around certain messages or symbols (della
Porta & Diani, 2006). For instance, the LGBT movement uses a rainbow flag to mobilize
activists and symbolize LGBT sexuality (Alimahomed, 2010).
Social movements frames can differ in several ways: problem identification and
direction/locus of attribution, flexibility and rigidity, inclusivity and exclusivity,
interpretive scope and influence, and resonance (Benford & Snow, 2000). While each
frame can be used to interpret social movements, resonance is important to understanding
the success of frames. For instance, one major criticism of celebrity activism is that
celebrities fail to effectively articulate the frames of the organization to the non-celebrity
public (Kogen, 2015). Thus, the celebrity (in this case athlete) who is unable to articulate
the frames fails to clearly articulate the importance of the message to the public. Two sets
of factors describe frame resonance: credibility and salience (Benford & Snow, 2000;
della Porta & Diani, 2006; Williams, 2004). Schwirian, Curry, and Woldoff (2001) noted
the importance of frame resonance in a movement aimed at preventing public fundraising
for an arena and stadium in Columbus, Ohio. The arena opposition framed the issue of
public funding as corporate welfare, class privilege, fiscal irresponsibility, and the
righteous citizen. The frames resonated with voters as they captured their values, beliefs,
and priorities. The result was victory for the anti-public funding movement as voters
opted not to fund the stadium and arena (Schwirian, Curry, & Woldoff, 2001). The frame
analysis did not include the use of professional athletes as frame articulators, however.
Resource Mobilization Theory, Political Process Theory, and Cultural
Theory/Frame Analysis provide a holistic lens to view a social movement and its
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components. These three tenets allow the researcher to investigate the organizational,
political, and cultural landscape of a social movement organization in the context of
society. In the study at hand, these three areas of SMT will be applied to the social
movement organization Athlete Ally to better understand the resources provided to and
from athlete activists, influence of various political structures, and frames of resonance
(credibility and salience).
Athlete Ally
Athlete Ally is a pro-LGBTQ, 501c-3 nonprofit organization that provides public
awareness campaigns, pro-ally programming, and other tools to foster inclusive sport
environments (Athlete Ally, n.d-a). Hudson Taylor, a straight ally to the LGBTQ
movement, created Athlete Ally in 2011. An ally is defined as “a person who is a member
of the dominant or majority group who works to end oppression in his or her personal and
professional life through support of, and as an advocate with and for, the oppressed
population” (Washington & Evans, 1991, p. 195). Throughout high school and college,
Taylor recognized the homophobic language utilized in sport. He befriended LGBTQ
students as a student-athlete at the University of Maryland, when he recognized the
negative effects of homophobic behavior. While wrestling, Taylor wore an LGBTQ
equality sticker from the Human Rights Campaign on his headgear to stand in solidarity
with the LGBTQ community. As expected, he received criticism from his peers. Taylor,
however, received positive attention from parents and closeted athletes. His experience
encouraged him to start Athlete Ally (Athlete Ally, n.d.-a).
The governing structure of Athlete Ally consists of a 20-member board of
directors, four directors and two coordinator positions, and 22 advisory board members.
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Despite the large number of board members, Athlete Ally only employs 5 full-time staff.
The employees work with and offer support to athletes, sport organizations, and
government actors on a personal level to bring about social change. In addition to
employees and the advisory board, Athlete Ally has formal partnerships with
professional, Olympic, and collegiate athletes, called athlete ambassadors (professional
and Olympic) and campus ambassadors (college). Athlete ambassadors are professional
and Olympic athletes from all over the world: Kenneth Faried of the NBA, Sue Bird of
the WNBA, Mollie Lensig of Major League Quidditch, and Imke Duplitzer of the
German Olympic fencing team, to name a few. Athlete Ally currently has a relationship
with over 150 athlete ambassadors. Athlete ambassadors help promote the mission of
Athlete Ally to peers in their sport and their fan bases (Athlete Ally, n.d.-d). Campus
ambassadors are primarily athletes who represent, recruit, and mobilize resources for
Athlete Ally.
Athlete Ally can be considered a SMO because it “carries movement strategies,
resources, goals, and collective identities” (Minkoff, 2002, p. 263). The organization goes
beyond the classification of an interest group as SMOs are more focused on collective
good compared to interest groups (Andrews & Edwards, 2004). The organization is one
of many SMOs in the gay and lesbian movement, but unique to sport. By examining the
structure and dynamics of Athlete Ally, we can learn about activism in sport at a SMO
level.
Purpose of Study
After decades of silence on social issues, (Agyemang, 2011; Candaele & Dreier,
2015; Powell, 2008), the athlete activist has triumphantly returned with the assistance of
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other athletes and formal organizations (Coombs & Cassilo, 2017; Gibbs, 2016; Ross
Initiative in Sports for Equality, 2017). Formal SMOs, like Athlete Ally, can provide
numerous benefits for athletes engaging in activism as they provide the basis of
mobilization for social movements (Caniglia & Carmen, 2005). Athlete Ally is one
specific SMO dedicated to lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transsexual acceptance in sport.
Other organizations have mobilized or may begin to mobilize for other social injustices,
like racism, gender inequality, poverty, and other societal plights reflected in society and
sport. The use of athlete activists, akin to celebrity activists by magnitude of star power,
may provide a boon to these organizations as athletes can provide unique resources (e.g.,
legitimacy, event promotion, broad communication platform; Brockington, 2014) and
ability to access political entities (Wilson et al., 2015). Therefore, the purpose of this
study was to investigate the resources exchanged between Athlete Ally and their athlete
constituents, tactics for engaging with various governing bodies, and tactics for ensuring
frame resonance by Athlete Ally using Social Movement Theory.
Significance of Study
The study’s significance impacts SMT, SMT research within sport, and athlete
activism. From a theoretical standpoint, the present study investigates resources
exchanged between SMOs and activists. Prior studies have investigated the resources
SMOs provide activists (i.e. Cress & Snow, 1996), but not how activists provide the
SMO with resources. Further, the study attempted to investigate how a SMO interacts
with a sport governing body (i.e. NCAA and NBA), not just non-sport governing bodies
(i.e. U.S. Government; Kriesi, 2004). Finally, the study examined the use of celebrity
through an investigation of frames. Additionally, the study attempted to bring more
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knowledge of a sport SMO into SMT literature. Social Movement Theory’s application to
sport and social movements has been limited (Benford, 2007; Davis-Delano & Crosset,
2008; Harvey, Horne, & Safai, 2009; McDonogh, 2011; Schwirian, Curry, & Woldoff,
2001; Wilson et al., 2015). Only three known sport-based studies have utilized RMT,
PPT, and Cultural Theory/Frame Analysis (Davis-Delano & Crosset, 2008; McDonogh,
2011; Wilson et al., 2015). This study is distinguished from previous studies as it focused
on a sport specific SMO, instead of a sport event or temporary sport league. From a social
movement perspective, this study answered the call from Davis-Delano and Crosset
(2008) who encouraged social movement research in sport to “serve social movements
that they value by doing research that may help the activists to understand how their
movements succeed and fail” (p. 131). Finally, the study may offer insight into a
prominent SMO’s use of resources, political context, and frames. Other social movement
and advocacy organizations can use the findings from this study to provide similar
mechanisms of support to recruit and retain athletes, understand the political context of
US society, and ensure their frames are credible and salient to their audience.
Additionally, athlete activists can understand potential mechanisms of support to help
lessen the burden of athlete activism and encourage athletes to stand up against the social
inequalities in society.
Research Questions
Therefore, the purpose of this study investigates the resources exchanged between
Athlete Ally and their athlete constituents, tactics for engaging with various governing
bodies, and tactics for ensuring frame resonance by Athlete Ally using Social Movement
Theory.
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The above purpose will be achieved by answering the following research questions:
RQ1a: What resources are provided from Athlete Ally to athlete constituents?
RQ1b: What are the perceived resources athlete constituents provide Athlete
Ally?
RQ2: What strategies does Athlete Ally utilize to engage with various governing
bodies?
RQ3: How does Athlete Ally create resonant (credible and salient) frames?
Limitations and Delimitations
As with any study, the current study is not without its limitations and
delimitations. The following section outlines the limitations and delimitations for the
study. According to Hancock and Algozzine (2006), limitations are the factors beyond
the researcher’s control, but that still impact the effect of the results of the study.
Delimitations are the choices the researcher makes that impact the study, often the
boundaries of the case study.
Limitations
One limitation related to a case study methodology is the lack of generalizability
(Flyvjerg, 2011; Snow & Trom, 2002; Yin, 2009). Per critiques of a case study
methodology, the ability of a single case to generalize information to larger populations is
impossible. As noted by the researchers listed here, however, this limitation is often
overblown. Flvjerg (2011) argued knowledge may be transferrable, even if it is not
formally generalizable. Snow and Trom (2002) claimed statistical generalization is not
the only kind of generalization. Analytic or theoretical generalization, the type of
generalization that could emanate from case studies, can provide an additional benefit.
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Finally, Yin (2009) believed case studies are generalizable to theoretical propositions, not
populations or universes. Another limitation to the study was a concern outlined by della
Porta (2014a) in that social movement researchers often study social movements to which
they are sympathetic. As a self-identified advocate and ally to the lesbian and gay
movement, the researcher understands bias may influence the study’s results. As noted by
many researchers (Creswell, 2013; Denzin & Lincoln, 2011; Hays & Singh, 2011), the
effects of personal bias can be limited using peer debriefing.
Delimitations
One delimitation of the current case is the boundary of the case to one case,
instead of multiple cases. The specific use of Athlete Ally narrows the transferability of
the results to sport advocacy organizations in the United States. Another delimitation of
the study was the interviews of individuals who worked for Athlete Ally or athlete
ambassadors. Other constituents, like organization followers or bystanders, were not
interviewed for the current study. This delimitation “privileges” the structure and
organization of the social movement, instead of investigating the entire movement
(Mueller, 1992).
Definitions
Activism – “extra-ordinary, extra-usual practices which aim, collectively or individually,
institutionally or informally, to cause social change” (Bayat, 2005, p. 893-894).
Adherents – “those individuals and organizations that believe in the goals of the
movement” (McCarthy & Zald, 1977, p. 1221).
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Ally – “a person who is a member of the dominant or majority group who works to end
oppression in his or her personal and professional lift through support of, and as an
advocate with and for, the oppressed population” (Washington & Evans, 1991, p. 195).
Athlete Activism – “an amateur or professional athlete’s practices which aim,
collectively or individually, institutionally or informally, to promote progressive social
change” (Schmidt et al., 2018, p. 5).
Bystander publics – Individuals who do not actively support or oppose the social change
sought by the SMO (McCarthy & Zald, 1977).
Beneficiaries – Individuals that directly benefit from the social movement’s proposed or
enacted social change (McCarthy & Zald, 1977)
Cadre – “the individuals who are involved in the decision-making process of the
organization” (McCarthy & Zald, 1977, p. 1227).
Celebrity Activism – “any work by famous people in service of some cause other than
themselves” (Brockington, 2014, p. xxii).
Collective Behavior – “behavior of individuals under the influence of an impulse that is
common and collective, an impulse, in other words, that is a result of social interaction
(Park & Burgess, 1921, p. 865).
Conscience constituents – “direct supports of a SMO who do not stand to benefit
directly from its success in goal accomplishment” (McCarthy & Zald, 1977, p. 1222).
Constituents – Individuals providing resources for a SMO (McCarthy & Zald, 1977).
Countermovement – A movement that seeks to preserve the status quo or repeal recent
changes to the status quo (Dorf & Tarrow, 2014).
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Frames – Interpretive schemas that enable individuals “to locate, perceive, identify, and
label occurrences within their life space and the world at large” (Snow, Rochford,
Woden, & Benford, 1986, p. 464).
Political Opportunity Structure (POS) – the core of the political process framework as
it influences protest strategies and the impact of SM on the environment (Kriesi, 2004).
Potential beneficiaries – Those who directly benefit from a SMO goal (McCarthy &
Zald, 1977).
Professional Cadre – Individuals who devote full-time to a SMO and receive
compensation (McCarthy & Zald, 1977).
Professional Staff – Individuals who devote full-time to a SMO, but are not involved in
central decision making processes (McCarthy & Zald, 1977).
Resource Mobilization – A SMT approach investigating how groups overcome
prevailing patterns of resource inequality in their pursuit of social change (Edwards &
McCarthy, 2004)
Social Movement – “collectivities acting with some degree of organization and
continuity outside of institutional or organizational channels for the purpose of
challenging or defending extant authority, whether it is institutionally or culturally based,
in the group, organization, society, culture, or world they are a part” (Snow, Soule, &
Kriesi, 2004, p. 11).
Social Movement Organization – “complex, or formal, organization, which identifies
its goals with the preferences of a social movement or a countermovement and attempts
to implement those goals” (McCarthy & Zald, 1977, p. 1218).
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Workers – Individuals who intermittently give time to a SMO, but not at the cadre level
(McCarthy & Zald, 1977).
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The purpose of the current study was two-fold. First, this study seeks to identify
the resources provided to and from athlete activists for Athlete Ally. Second, this study
examines tactics for engaging with the political structure and frames utilized by Athlete
Ally. One avenue for athletes to engage in activism is with a social movement
organization, like Athlete Ally. The proposed study aims to serve social movements and
social movement organizations, an area of sport research that experiences a paucity of
research (Delano & Crosset, 2008), by investigating how a prominent advocacy
organization operates with athletes and within the political and cultural landscape.
The following literature review is divided into three sections: activism, social
movements and social movement theory, and the LGBT movement. Activism, the first
content area covered consists literature on general activism, celebrity activism, and
athlete activism. The social movements and SMT section covers literature on the history
of social movements and the three theoretical tenets of SMT (RMT, PPT, and the
Cultural Theory/Frame Analysis). Finally, the last section summarizes the LGBT
movement in the United States since World War II, provides an overview of research
involved LGBT and SMT studies, and finally investigates LGBT and sport studies.
Activism
The following section begins with the definition of activism for the current study.
The author then explains general activism literature, including history, characteristics,
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motivations, and consequences for activism. Celebrity activism is described in brief,
followed by literature on athlete activism. A brief overview of athlete activism in the
United States from the 1960s until today is provided before the author explores why
activism in sport is a natural partnership. Finally, a review of the negative consequences
for engaging in activism and tactics utilized by athlete activists are discussed.
Per Bayat (2005), activism is defined as “extra-ordinary, extra-usual practices
which aim, collectively or individually, institutionally or informally, to cause social
change” (p. 893-894). Bayat equates activism to religion. True believers of the faith not
only passively worship their gods, but also preach their religion. For one to truly be an
activist, one must actively, not passively, support a cause.
Activism is a rich part of US history. In fact, activists were the foundation of the
formation of the United States. For example, college-age students were some of the first
activists, dumping tea into the Boston Harbor and rebelling against British rule in the late
18th century (Broadhurst, 2014). Despite a history of activism, like student rebellions
against classical curriculum, poor food, and lodging conditions by students in the 17th and
18th century (Broadhurst, 2014), social movements in the US did not receive significant
scholarly attention until the 1960s (della Porta & Diani, 2006; Flacks, 1967; Kerpelman,
1969) nearly 200 years after the Boston Tea Party. Since the 1960s, however, a
tremendous amount of research has investigated the biographical characteristics of
activists, the reasons for engaging in activism, and consequences of activism. Activists
were originally from upper-status families in which parents had higher levels of
education and family income (Flacks, 1967). Activists were likely to be college students,
intelligent and engaged in campus activities (Kerpelman, 1969). Thus, affluent
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individuals were more likely to have the necessary resources (time, money, and skills) to
engage in activism (Brady, Scholzman, & Verba, 1999). Moreover, these young activists
often did not have children, enjoyed freedom from work, and had the ability to structure
their own schedule (Wiltfang & McAdam, 1991).
After identifying the prototypical “activist,” research turned to understanding why
people engaged in activism. A prior history of activism, like participation in a sit-in or
monetary contributions to a civil rights organization, was an overwhelming factor
encouraging future activism efforts (McAdam, 1986; 1992; Wiltfang & McAdam, 1991).
Fendrich (1977) noted individuals were more motivated to continue their activism if they
had strong ideological commitment to the social issue, like an ally in the lesbian and gay
movement. Extrinsic rewards, like money, prestige, and security, did not lead to further
commitment (Fendrich, 1977).
Social networks, however, are also an important facilitator of activism. Louis et
al. (2016) noted the importance of groups in mobilizing activists. Louis et al. (2006)
hypothesized that being part of a community group, whether it is an activist group or not,
would be a predictor of activism. Simply put, an individual is more likely to be an activist
if they are part of a social group, like an athletic team. Additionally, Louis et al. (2006)
tested the social network size as an indicator of activism across different social injustices
(e.g. LGBTQ activist also being an activist for women’s rights). The bigger the social
network of the activist, the more likely they will be an activist for different rights,
highlighting the importance of groups and networks for activists. This is further
compounded by della Porta & Diani (2006), who note that a larger social network
increases an individual’s likelihood of being involved in activism, but also shapes the
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participant’s own network. By engaging in activism with a movement or a particular
SMO, one grows their own network and affects subsequent development in activism
efforts. Further, an activist’s affiliation with a group, in combination with other groups,
can create linkage between them (Breiger, 1974; Simmel, 1955). For example, an athlete
working with Athlete Ally has access to the rest of his/her teammates, thus possibly
expanding Athlete Ally’s social network. This is a probable hypothesis, as the majority of
activists in two separate studies (between 60-90%) were recruited from their social
network (Diani & Lodi, 1988; Snow, Zurcher, & Olson-Ekland, 1980). Additionally,
other than recruitment, activists are more likely to remain committed to organizations
when they have social ties to most members of the organization (McPherson, Popielarz,
& Drobnic, 1992). Within the LGBT movement, specifically, the use of networks has
created many advancements for the LGBT movement for equality and LGBT-related
legislation. The leadership of the LGBT Equality Caucasus, founded by Senator Tammy
Baldwin and Barney Frank, were able to unify around inequality found in the LGBT
community and transfer those issues into political spaces (Smitton, 2017). Thus, social
networks are a crucial aspect for social movement organizations.
Finally, consequences of activism have received prominent scholarly attention.
McAdam (1989), in his examination of the 1964 Mississippi Freedom Summer activists,
noted activists entered full-time employment later, changed jobs more frequently, earned
less, and worked fewer years during the 1960s than their non-activist counterparts.
Additionally, women experienced discrimination more than the male activists. Women
were also more often rejected for participation in the 1964 Mississippi Freedom
movement, despite being more qualified. Women also experienced discriminatory
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questions during the interview process, were asked to do clerical work, experienced a
sexual double standard, and had less political roles than males. Despite the negative
consequences of activism, there are positive consequences (Fendrich & Turner, 1989;
Klar & Kasser, 2009). Fendrich and Turner (1979) noted activists in college were more
likely to be politically involved in adulthood than non-activist college students. Klar and
Kasser (2009) concluded activists experienced higher levels of life satisfaction, personal
growth, purpose in their life, and social well-being, as well as basic psychological needs.
In sum, previous research has shown the characteristics, motivations, and
consequences for activism. Despite the various demographics, motivations, and
consequences, two important factors stood out among activists: plentiful resources and
social networks. Having more resources, like time and money, allowed activists the
opportunity to devote time to activism (Brady, Scholzman, & Verba, 1999). Additionally,
having large social networks allowed activists to rely on that network for multiple
benefits (i.e. streamline information about other activism efforts; Louis et al., 2016). One
group that specifically has access to resources and a large social network are celebrities
(Brockington, 2014).
Celebrity Activism
Celebrity activism is defined as “any work by famous people in service of some
cause other than themselves” (Brockington, 2014, p. xxii). The United Nations was one
of the first major organizations to employ celebrity activists (Kogen, 2015). In 1953,
American actor, singer, and dancer Danny Kaye was appointed as the United Nations
Children’s Fund’s (UNICEF) first Goodwill Ambassador (Wheeler, 2011). Kaye utilized
his fame and notorious humor to speak on the behalf UNICEF to advocate for a better
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world for children. Since then, celebrity activists and advocates have publicized field
trips; designed products to sell in support of charitable organizations; facilitated access to
people with social, political, and economic power; promoted general awareness; and
campaigned, fundraised, and rewarded existing supporters (Brockington, 2014). Most of
all, literature supports the idea that a celebrity activist’s largest impact stems from being
able to communicate proficiently with the public (Kogen, 2015). Moreover, celebrities
garner more media attention thus giving the celebrity activist a broader platform from
which to advocate (Thrall et al., 2008). If the celebrity activist is authentically and
genuinely committed to the cause, the credibility of the celebrity increases (Ellcessor,
2016; Huliaras & Tzifakis, 2012). For example, Marlee Matlin’s activism for closed
captioning on television shows was effective because the actress was deaf. She was
personally connected to the cause, thus was seen as more authentic in her activism
(Ellcessor, 2016). Credibility is important as it directly affects non-celebrities intentions
to volunteer time and donate money (Wheeler, 2009).
From the media perspective, celebrity advocates, individuals who plead the causes
of others or defend a cause or proposition (Keck, & Sikkink, 2014), and star power (i.e.,
how famous a celebrity is) are related (Thrall, et al., 2008). Thrall and colleagues noted
activist groups with more celebrity advocates would provide greater news coverage and
help with agenda setting and persuasion. Star power advocacy does provide a benefit for
activist groups in the form of mobilization of constituents (Simonson, 2001) and building
infrastructure, like raising millions of dollars or providing access to the celebrities’
network (Thrall, et al., 2008). Thus, organizations founded on social change, or SMOs
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(discussed at greater length later in this chapter), could benefit from a famous celebrity
activist who can provide star power and media draw.
Despite the benefits of celebrity activism, there is heavy criticism toward celebrity
activists (Brockington & Hensen, 2015; Davis, 2010; Dieter & Kumar, 2008; Huliaras &
Tzifakis, 2012; Kogen, 2015; Panis & van Den Bulck, 2012; Winge, 2008). Generally
speaking, celebrity activism can lead to de-politicizing the conflict, distorting its real
causes, leading one sided campaigns, and painting a simplistic good against bad picture
(Huliaras & Tzifakis, 2012; Winge, 2008). This leads to some claiming celebrities are
unqualified, over simplify issues, and offer only shortsighted solutions (Dieter & Kumar,
2008). Additionally, the use of celebrity activism for large scale events, such as the 1985
rock concert Live Aid, can financially benefit organizers, celebrity participants, corporate
sponsors, event places, providers of event equipment, and the host cities, while providing
only short-term marginal benefits for the intended recipients (Davis, 2010). Focusing
specifically on celebrity activists, non-celebrity individuals often believe celebrities are
just seeking to increase their fame when engaging in advocacy (Panis & van Den Bulck,
2012). Additionally, celebrities, though used for their ability to communicate with the
masses, struggle to articulate what non-celebrity individuals can do to help the
humanitarian efforts (Kogen, 2015) and detract from the efforts by focusing on their
celebrity status (Brockington & Hensen, 2015).
Despite the criticisms mentioned above, Kaufman (2008) and Kaufman and Wolff
(2010) noted actors, musicians, writers, and other non-athlete celebrity activists are
viewed positively compared to another group of celebrity activist, athletes. One reason
for this phenomenon is that celebrities do not often bring politically oriented advocacy
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into the celebrity news mix (Thrall et al., 2008). Athlete activists are known to infuse
their advocacy within their sporting event, as they know the news mix will highlight their
persons to a mass audience (Kaufman & Wolff, 2010). Due to the line between athlete
(celebrity) self and advocate self being blurred, activist athletes are viewed as social
deviants for engaging in activism and are less likely to engage their political views
compared to non-athlete celebrity activists (Kaufman, 2008).
Athlete Activism
Activism in the athletic realm can be defined as “an amateur or professional
athlete’s practices which aim, collectively or individually, institutionally or informally, to
promote progressive social change” (Schmidt et al., 2018, p. 5). Athlete activism
deserves its own definition due to the inherent qualities that provide a natural link
between activism and sport (Kaufman & Wolff, 2010).
Athlete activism in the 1960s and 1970s was prominent. Notable Black athletes
like Tommie Smith, John Carlos, Muhammad Ali, and Bill Russell, to name a few, used
their platform as sport stars to advocate for a better world. Smith and Carlos famously
raised their fists in a Black Power salute on the podium of the 1968 Summer Olympics in
Mexico City (Agyemang, Singer, & DeLorme, 2010) setting the landscape for further
athlete activism. Outside of race, Billie Jean King used her platform as Wimbledon
champion for activism on many fronts. Her LGBT activism is perhaps the most wellknown activism as her efforts, along with Martina Navratilova’s, helped pave the way for
present day LGBT athletes (Carrol, 2016). As mentioned, athlete activism was prominent
and relevant during the 1960s and 1970s. During the 1990s and 2000s, however, athlete
activists remained silent.
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Money, fame, and Michael Jordan are a few of the reasons cited for the decline in
athlete activism (Agyemang, 2011, Powell, 2008). As Powell (2008) states, the
1990s/2000s athlete “…has a comfortable standard of living, a fair degree of fame, a
healthy amount of respect from the public, and because he does not want to jeopardize
any of that, he also has a severe case of laryngitis” (p. 26-27). Additionally, Michael
Jordan could shoulder some of the blame for the decrease in particularly Black male
activism. Jordan was viewed with global fame, equal to Ali’s, to the point of being a
hero. Thus, when individuals, particularly adolescents, look up to the hero, they try to
emulate his/her actions. Such is the case with Michael Jordan. Those who looked up to
him and attempted to emulate his actions saw a man who refused to comment on the 1990
North Carolina Senate race with a race baiting-segregationist. Jordan also refused to
comment on the racial tension and violence in Los Angeles in 1992. He also and failed to
condemn his own sponsor, Nike, for poor treatment of Southeast Asia factory workers
(Agyemang, 2011). Instead Jordan remained silent, opting for financial gains instead of
roughly $110 million from shoes, for a total net worth of $1.3 billion (Badenhausen,
2017). This silence, reinforced by Nike commercials to “be like Mike” commercials may
have had a large hand in ensuring silence among the next generation of athletes. For
example, LeBron James (7-year, $100 million contract with Nike; Badenhausen, 2017)
and Kobe Bryant ($10 million per year; Lynch, 2016) echoed the sport and politics “do
not mix” during the 2008 Summer Olympics (Agyemang, 2011).
Today’s athlete, however, is more inclined to participate in activism. Starting with
NFL players’ responses via Twitter to the George Zimmerman verdict in 2013, Schmittel
and Sanderson (2015) noted the ability of social media an even greater platform for
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athletes to engage in social justice. The St. Louis Rams players increased the steaks by
moving the activism onto the field (Sanderson, Frederick, & Stocz, 2016). Shortly after,
the University of Missouri football team threatened to sit out their remaining football
games if the racial climate was not improved on campus (Frederick, Sanderson, &
Schlereth, 2017). Colin Kaepernick and Megan Rapinoe joined in the activism efforts by
kneeling during the national anthem during NFL games and National Women’s Soccer
League/United States Women’s’ National Team matches respectively (Schmidt,
Frederick, Pegoraro, & Spencer, in review). The actions of aforementioned prominent
athletes, along with the activism of the WNBA, NFL players, NBA players, collegiate
athletes, and many others have solidified the notion that the athlete activism has returned.
Even today, athlete activists receive harsh backlash for their engagements with
social justice. In one of the seminal studies on athlete activism, Kaufman (2008) noted
the sources of backlash for athlete activists. Coaches, players, fans, opponents,
teammates, prominent media members, politicians, and others were all the source of
negative pushback, like verbal abuse from national personalities, coaches, and crowds,
suspensions, stripped of sport accolades, to name a few. While there were positive
comments towards the athlete activist, the loudest and most frequent voices were the
negative. The push back, especially from fans and organizations, has been confirmed
several times through literature (Agyemang, Singer, & DeLorme, 2010; Sanderson,
Frederick, & Stocz, 2016; Schmidt et al., in review).
Sanderson, Frederick, and Stocz (2016) noted the intense racial backlash the
Rams’ organization received directed towards four athletes who held up their hands in a
“Hands up, don’t shoot” motion. The gesture was about the shooting of Michael Brown.
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Fans hurled racial slurs and statements of abandoning fanship on the Rams’ page for the
players’ actions. Similar findings appear in an examination of the Missouri football
team’s Facebook page when the football team threatened to boycott the football season
(Frederick, Sanderson, & Schlereth, 2017). Fans believed the athletes were
manufacturing the issue of racial tensions to deviate from expected behavior. Schmidt,
Frederick, Spencer, and Pegoraro (in review) noted fan’s use of social media to condemn
athlete activism occurring on the field. Colin Kaepernick knelt during the national
anthem to symbolically stand with those oppressed. Despite being inactive with his
Facebook account, Kaepernick’s Facebook page was flooded with negative comments
questioning his patriotism and masculinity and telling him to leave the United States.
Not only are personal attacks a concern for athlete activists, financial backlash
looms for athlete activists (Agyemang, Singer, & DeLorme, 2010; Cunningham &
Regan, 2012). In an interview with Black male collegiate athletes, the athletes were
hesitant to engage in activism against racial inequality for fear of backlash in the form of
a professional contract being taken away. While the athletes in the study were aware of
the deeds of Muhammad Ali, Tommie Smith, John Carlos, they explained the difference
in today’s athletes. With money being so prominent in athletics, the chance of losing
income was too much to overcome. Their fears, however, were largely based on
anecdotal evidence, until Cunningham and Regan (2012) and Schmidt et al. (2018)
studied the marketing implications of athlete activism.
Cunningham and Regan (2012) studied White students’ attitudes towards Black
male athletes engaging in activism based on fit between athlete and product the athlete
was going to endorse. The activism was split into risky activism (anti-war) and safe
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activism (anti-obesity). Results indicated that activism (risky or safe) did not impact the
perceived fit between the athlete and the product. Their conclusions indicated the type of
activism did not have a negative impact on consumer perceptions of fit. The results
certainly hold true for someone with a Black male athlete with a strong brand. Take, for
instance, LeBron James, who situated his brand around his activism (Coombs & Cassilo,
2017). James positioned his brand as a socially conscious athlete, but through a cautious
and deliberate approach by emphasizing attention, not aggression in his messages and
focusing on the community and not protest. Websites like ESPN, Deadspin, and Sports
Illustrated were comparing the athlete’s social justice to Ali, Brown, and Bill Russell.
James expertly navigated his brand to be social justice focused and was mainly praised
for his activism (Coombs & Cassilo, 2017). The results conflict somewhat with Schmidt
et al.’s (2018) study of brand image of an athlete activist engaging in risky activism (antiracial inequality) and safe activism (anti-obesity). The results of their study concluded
there was a statistically significant difference in risky and safe activism on brand image
of the organization. Engaging in risky activism meant a decrease in brand image of the
organization, compared to safe activism. Thus, an organization might be hesitant to
partner with an athlete that hurts their brand (Cunningham & Regan, 2012). The decrease
in brand image of the athlete can lower the evaluation of the endorsed product by
consumers (White, Goddard, & Wilbur, 2009). Therefore, inconsistent evidence supports
and refutes the notion that activism has a negative impact on consumer perceptions.
Literature has also investigated the tactics in which athletic activism persists.
Bundon and Clarke (2014) investigated the messages by individual Paralympic athletes
towards their activism. The activists either used methods of advocating for the
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Paralympic movement by being metaphorically described as “honey,” “vinegar,” and
“sweet and tangy.” The honey method involved indicating ways organizations and people
could be more inclusive towards persons with disabilities. The vinegar tactic involved
showcasing or explaining ways organizations are being exclusive towards persons with
disabilities through their practices. Finally, the sweet and tangy method involved a little
bit of both. Activism, however, does not have to be an individual act. Schmittel and
Sanderson (2014) reviewed social media accounts of prominent NFL athletes after the
George Zimmerman trial. Their results indicated most of the tweets surrounding the case
were commenting on the social climate of America, rather than disbelief, anticipation, or
critiques of the American Justice System. The researchers also contended social media
may be a tactic a prominent athlete could use to engage in activism as it arms the athlete
with many followers.
The notion of an athlete utilizing their platform and followers to engage in social
justice is noted in a study by Kaufman and Wolff (2010). Kaufman and Wolff
interviewed 21 athletes about their activism and their findings revealed that one of the
major links between athletics and activism was interdependence. The athletes understood
their athletic and personal successes were a result of collaboration among many
individuals. Through the work and support of coaches, trainers, fans, family, or other
supporters, the athletes were able to earn significant achievements. Athletes needed a
team to achieve their goals. Through this realization, the athlete activists recognized the
importance of collaborative efforts to achieve social change. The Missouri football team
is a prime example of this notion as all of them threatened a boycott of their season if
social issues were not addressed on campus. The interdependence of each of them, along
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with the head coach pressured administration to resign (Frederick, Sanderson, &
Schlereth, 2017). It is through this collaboration between athletes, the public, advocacy
organizations and others, that a social movement is born.
Social Movements and Social Movement Theory
The following section will provide an overview of the theoretical foundation for
the proposed study: Social Movement Theory. First, the author will provide an overview
of collective behavior and social movements before reviewing SMT. The SMT section is
further divided into the three tenets: Resource Mobilization Theory, Political Process
Theory, and Cultural Theory/Frame Analysis.
Collective Behavior
In the 20th century, social movements were viewed as nothing more than a
subtype of collective behavior with “panics, crazes, crowds, rumor, and riots” (Buechler,
2004, p. 47; Turner & Killian, 1972). The combined sub-types all fell under the umbrella
of collective behavior. Collective behavior is defined as the “behavior of individuals
under the influence of an impulse that is common and collective, an impulse, in other
words, that is a result of social interaction” (Park & Burgess, 1921, p. 865). Gustave Le
Bon first introduced the concept of collective behavior in the late 19th century. Le Bon
(1897) studied crowds, which he defined as a gathering of individuals of whatever
characteristics by whatever has brought them together. Although Le Bon did not mention
the term collective behavior, his description of crowds served as a prototype for
collective behavior: “the sentiments and ideas of all the persons in the gathering take one
and the same direction, and their conscious personality vanishes” (p. 2). To further this
notion, Le Bon claimed, “when the structure of a civilization is rotten, it is always the
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masses that bring about its downfall” (p. 19). Le Bon’s statements seem harsh, but echo
the negative connotation associated with social umbrella under the umbrella of collective
behavior. Le Bon’s work clearly identified the behavior of a mass amount of people,
despite focusing on specifically one portion of collective behavior (crowd). His approach
to group behavior was more psychological, rather than sociological in nature.
In the early 20th century, Park and Burgess (1921) introduced the term collective
behavior and gave it a formalized definition (see above). Park and Burgess approached
collective behavior from a sociologic lens, noting that every individual in a collective was
influenced by the action of every other individual. At this point, collective behavior was
viewed in a negative light. Contextually, in the 1930s, The United States witnessed mass
movements like the Wall Street crash and ensuing Great Depression and global recession,
European fascism, and World War II created a climate where “populist expressions of
dissent were approached with suspicion” (Chester & Welsh, 2011, p. 5). Instead of
movements dedicated for rights and social change, spontaneous eruptions from deviant
behavior were more common. Thus, researchers and sociologists viewed collective
behavior as a negative action.
In 1934, Harold Blumer provided the catalyst collective behavior needed to shake
its negative connotation and solidified collective behavior study in the sociological field
(Chester & Welsh, 2011). Instead of viewing collective behavior as spontaneous and
reckless, Blumer (1951) argued for collective behavior to be viewed as purposive,
meaningful, and potentially creative. He believed collective behavior could introduce
new norms, behaviors, and ideas to the larger society. Blumer’s approach was coined the
symbolic interactionist approach. Turner and Killian (1972) furthered the symbolic
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interactionist by focusing on the individual unit of analysis for collective action. For
example, their viewpoint questioned why individuals joined movements. Their
investigations of collective behavior, primarily focused on social movements, became the
foundation for social movement studies.
Another approach, the structural functionalism approach, expanded the view of
collective behavior. Instead of the individual being the central focus of collective
behavior studies, structural functionalists focused on the broader picture. In the 1962’s
edition of Theory of Collective Behavior, Smelser (2011) articulated the focus of
structural functionalism on the macro-unit of analysis. Instead of focusing on motivations
for involvement in collective behavior, Smelser was more concerned with the political,
social context, and economic changes that stemmed from a mass movement. Further, this
approach believed “…societies tended toward equilibrium, collective action by social
movements could be understood as a natural mechanism reacting to structural strains or
changes in society” (Chester & Welsh, 2011, p. 6). In other words, collective behavior
was framed in ways of strain and breakdown, due to the impulsive nature of collective
behaviors (Smelser, 2011). When social order remained intact, strain and breakdown on
society did not exist and collective behavior was avoided. When societal controls and
morals started to strain and then breakdown, collective behavior thrived (Buechler, 2004).
For instance, before the Stonewall Riots, the gay and lesbian movement was hardly
organized and often employed passive tactics focused on assimilation. On June 28th,
1969, when police raided the Stonewall Inn, the strain of the relationship between the gay
and lesbian community and law enforcement lead to the breakdown of social order
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(Engel, 2001). A multi-day violent raid between police and gay and lesbian members
incurred sparking the official gay and lesbian movement.
While the two views of collective behavior provided a path for future studies of
collective behavior in the 1960s, the 1970s brought criticisms of the approach. Turner
and Killian (1972) noted two reoccurring issues in collective behavior theory: The group
mind issue and the narrative of irrationality and emotionality toward collective behavior
studies. The first concern, the group mind issue, was concerned with whether “there is a
group mind, whether the group is something other than the sum of individual response,
and similar questions” (Turner & Killian, 1972, p. 16). The major concern was the lens
through which collective behavior was viewed and subsequently described by
researchers. Is a group of people separate members or are they all one? By viewing the
group as one entity (e.g. the mob attacked the man), researchers oversimplify the action
and ignore the diversity of individual behavior within the group. However, if researchers
believe only the behavior of individuals can be described, researchers tend to attribute the
individual member’s motives and attitudes to explain the action of the group.
Another reoccurring issue with collective behavior was the emotionality and
irrationality narrative surrounding the study. Turner and Killian (1972) critiqued the
negative views of collective behavior, noting, “destructive mobs, panics, and
revolutionary or totalitarian social movements is reflected in this tendency” (p. 19). The
authors believed emotion and reason were not mutually exclusive, as a well-thought out
plan may be filled with emotion and an inadequate plan may be void of any emotion.
Additionally, other researchers viewed social movements actors as acting rational. Their
image of rational assumed the individual weighed the costs and rewards for collective
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behavior. This cost and reward approach, coined Resource Mobilization Theory, viewed
costs and risks in an economic sense (discussed later in this chapter). Turner and Killian’s
concern with Resource Mobilization Theory approach stemmed from the belief that an
individual’s sense of reward and success was different than other individuals within the
crowd. Thus, the crowd cannot be viewed as one as the reward to one individual, may be
not be a reward to another individual. Similarly, what may be rational to one activist may
not be rational to another. The two concerns rose by Turner and Killian (1972), among
other researchers, signified major flaws in collective behavior literature as social
movements were simply not in the same vein as craze, panics and riots. Slowly the two
separated and by 1980, collective behavior and social movements became a major body
of literature within the American Sociological Association (Smelser, 2011).
Social Movements and Social Movement Organizations
The term social movement was first scholarly discussed by Lorenz von Stein in
1850. He narrowly viewed social movements as a continuous, unitary process by which
the working class gained power (Tilly & Wood, 2013). During this time, Marx and
Engel’s Communist Manifesto (2002) in 1848 noted that past movements were based
through minorities or in the interests of minorities. The widespread European movements
in the 1848 were self-conscious movements by the majority, in the interests of the
majority (Marx & Engel, 2002). As social movement studies entered the 19th century,
scholars differential them by program, organization, and setting. Indeed, political analysts
extended social movements beyond the working class to farmers, women, and other
varieties of groups (Heberle, 1971; Tilly & Wood, 2013). As mentioned, during the early
and mid-20th century, social movements were subsumed within collective behavior
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literature in the early to mid-20th century. This echoes the sentiment from Tilly and Wood
(2013) who argued the term social movement lost value as it was used loosely to include
all relevant popular protest, often confused with the collective actions of organizations
and networks that supported the movement, and was viewed as a single unitary actor
(anyone associated with the social movement in any context; e.g., adversaries, media,
countermovements, cadres) during this time.
It was about the mid-20th century, during the Civil Rights, feminist, and gay and
lesbian movements of the United States, which changed the studies of social movements.
As mentioned briefly before, the rise of the Resource Mobilization Theory approach in
the mid-20th century contested the assumption that social movements belonged under
collective behavior (Buechler, 2004). First, the Resource Mobilization Theory approach
challenged the nature of social movements being a subtype of collective behavior and
postulated that social movements deserved their own framework for analysis. Social
movements were not random outburst of unstructured public behavior like collective
behavior (Blumer, 1951). Instead, social movements were organized and deliberate.
Second, social movements were viewed as having enduring, patterned, and
institutionalized elements. This challenged the former belief that social movements as a
subtype of collective behavior were non-institutionalized. Third, social movement actors
were seen as rationale actors, unlike those in crazes, panics, or riots. Finally, the newer
approaches highlighted the political dimension of movements by conceptualizing them as
group interests. From this point on, social movements were viewed in their own light and
given their own analysis (Buechler, 2004).
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An abundance of definitions for social movements are available. Most definitions,
however, include the three or more of the following characteristics: “collective or joint
action; change-orientated goals or claims; some extra- or non-institutional collective
action; some degree of organization; and some degree of temporal community” (Snow,
Soule, & Kriesi, 2004, p. 6). One of the earliest modern iterations of the definition is “a
set of opinions and beliefs in a population which represents preferences for changing
some elements of the social structure and/or reward distribution in society” (McCarthy &
Zald, 1977, p. 1217-1218). Snow et al. (2004) offer a more moderated definition that was
used in this study:
collectivities acting with some degree of organization and continuity outside of
institutional or organizational channels for the purpose of challenging or
defending extant authority, whether it is institutionally or culturally based, in the
group, organization, society, culture, or world they are a part. (11)
Today, social movements are viewed by many as a counterweight to oppressive power
through popular action against a wide range of ill-devised intentions (Tilly & Wood,
2013). Social movements are viewed as normal behavior and often observed as political
struggles, rational, actor-center, and goal-orientated in academic literature.
One of the important parts of social movements are the SMOs and advocacy
organizations inside the social movement. The earliest definition described SMOs as
“complex, or formal, organization, which identifies its goals with the preferences of a
social movement or a countermovement and attempts to implement those goals”
(McCarthy & Zald, 1977, p. 1218). SMOs are an important area of study as they serve as
the central point for social movement studies (Edwards & McCarthy, 2004). SMOs
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provide the basis for mobilization of a social movement (Caniglia & Carmin, 2005) by
pooling resources, coordinating action, and facilitating later resurgence of activism
(McCarthy & Zald, 1977).
According to McCarthy and Zald (1977), a SMO is comprised of cadres,
professional cadres, professional staff, workers, and constituents. Cadres are individual
members who make decisions, but do not get paid. Professional cadres are decision
makers who receive compensation, like the board of directors or director of
communications. Professional staff devote significant time to the organization, but do not
make decisions. An example may be the administrative workers and interns. Workers are
those who intermediately assist the organization. An individual outside of the
organization who periodically volunteers their time might fall under this category.
Constituents, like donors or celebrities, provide resources (generally time or money) to a
SMO. Those that do not stand to benefit from the social change, but directly support the
organization are conscious constituents. In the case of the gay and lesbian movement,
allies are conscious constituents. Those that benefit directly from the social change are
called beneficiaries. In the feminist movement, one would consider women to be the
beneficiaries of the movement’s goals. Bystander publics are individuals who do not
actively support or oppose the social change sought by the SMO; adherents do not
actively support the SMO, but support the cause. For example, someone may believe in
the Black Lives Matter movement, but not engage in an advocacy or activism to benefit
the movement. Ideally, SMOs attempt to turn Bystander publics into adherents, and
finally into conscious constituents or working members of the SMO (McCarthy & Zald,
1977).
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As mentioned before, Athlete Ally, as a SMO, was the focal point for this study.
One such SMO, Athlete Ally is the focal case for this study. Athlete Ally represents a
unique intersection of the LGBTQ movement and the recent wave of athlete activism in
sport. The organization utilizes both waves of movements to end homophobia and
transphobia in sport. The appropriate theoretical framework for studying Athlete Ally is
Social Movement Theory.
Social Movement Theory
Social Movement Theory is an umbrella theory for different bodies of theories.
For example, Davis-Delano and Crosset (2008) in their systematic review of the
explanatory power of social movement theories, utilized five theories to examine sport
related social movements: Collective Behavior, Resource Mobilization Theory, Political
Process Theory, New Social Movements, and Cultural Theories/Frame Analysis. Their
analysis found support for RMT, PPT, and Cultural Theories/Frame Analysis, but not full
support for Collective Behavior nor New Social Movements. Further, other scholars have
utilized those three specific theories to investigate the Women’s United Soccer
Association movement (McDonough, 2011) and the Kenyan peace movement in 2008
(Wilson et al., 2015). Thus, the current study will utilize Resource Mobilization Theory,
Political Process Theory, and Cultural Theories/Frame Analysis.
The call for a specific social movement theoretical foundation came as early as
the 1940s, but was only fully respected until the 1960s (della Porta & Diani, 2006). Olson
(1965) provided a boon for Social Movement Theory when he challenged the previous
assumption that deprivations and grievances lead to social movements. In theory, social
movements only arose when unrest or grievances were at its peak. Olson (an economist)
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challenged the assumption based on his “free-rider” theory that states a rational actor
would not bear the costs of a social movement to bring about the collective goods
(Giugni, 2008; McCarthy & Zald, 1977). Thus, how could collective behavior materialize
if all actors were acting rationally and in their self-interest? Explaining collective
behavior required attention to the selection of incentives, cost-reducing mechanisms, and
career benefits leading to collective behavior (Oberschall, 1973). This shift in thinking
allowed social movement researchers to develop and provide an explosion of theoretical
and empirical writings on social movements in the mid-1970s. By the 1980s, both Europe
and the United States had formalized approaches to study social movements. America
focused on RMT (how organizations within a social movement mobilize resources) and
the PPT (focusing on the political structures interactions with the social movement).
Europe, conversely, empathized the conflict between lifestyles and identities, known as
the Cultural Theory/Frame Analysis approach (van Stekelenburg, & Roggeband, 2013).
In 1985 and 1986, social movement researchers gathered together in New York and
Amsterdam, respectively, to bridge the theoretical connection between the structural and
cultural components of social movements. In 1999, social movement researchers
concluded on the political opportunities, mobilizing structures, and framing processes as
the core tenants of SMT (McAdam, 1999). While critics of the triad approaches of SMT
claimed the theory lost its luster (see McAdam, Tarrow, & Tilly, 2001), the paradigm has
yet to be replaced. Still, the major approaches of RMT, PPT, and Cultural Theory/Frame
Analysis persist within Social Movement Theory.
Resource Mobilization Theory. The RMT approach investigates how social
movement groups overcome prevailing patterns of resource inequality in their pursuit of
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social change (Edwards & McCarthy, 2004). The perspective adopts prior literature
suggesting social movements should decentralize deprivation and grievances in favor of a
cost and benefit analysis (Olson, 1965; McCarthy & Zald, 1977; Mueller, 1992).
McCarthy and Zald (1977) noted grievances and discontent could be created and
manipulated by issue entrepreneurs and organizations. However, RMT seeks to expand
on the notion that social movements deliver collective benefits, but only a select few
individuals will bear the cost to obtain the benefits. From a rational-choice framework,
Olson’s (1965) stated the self-interested individual will seek to minimize the costs, as the
benefits will be distributed equally to the group. This paradox creates a “free-rider”
dilemma: if a rational individual does not want to shoulder costs, but will wait for
collective benefit, no collective action can be formed. While Edwards and McCarthy
(2004) believed the Olson (1965) paradox could be minimized by the formation of
permanent SMOs, other theorists discussed the out-datedness of the rational-choice
theory (Ferree, 1992; Schwartz & Paul, 1992). The theory believes people will always
make rational and logical choices. An individual bearing the risks of activism to change
society and benefit others is not a logical choice. Ferree (1992) criticized the rationalchoice theoretical approach as it: was a one-dimensional view of rationality, insists on the
outdated theoretical significance of the free-rider, and decontextualizes the individual.
Additionally, other social movement scholars attempted to reconceptualization the actor
to eliminate the free-rider paradox for a new shared-fate model (Mueller, 1992). A
shared-fate model presumes group logic will supersede individual logic, and eliminate the
free-rider problem, based on two criteria: the belief that no one will benefit unless large
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numbers of people come together and the “inability of individuals to distinguish among
themselves in terms of their capacity to contribute” (Mueller, 1992, p. 9).
Types of resources. Resource mobilization theories are concerned with how
social movements and SMOs gain and utilize the resources available to them. While
resource mobilization has been a popular approach to SMT, researchers noted the
frustration of discussing resources without conceptualizing important resources for social
movements (Cress & Snow, 1996). Cress and Snow investigated the salient resources to
SMOs in their study of 15 SMOs combatting homelessness. The authors developed four
major categories of resources: moral (endorsements by external organizations;
sympathetic and solidarity), material (tangible goods and services; supplies, meeting
spaces, office space, transportation, employment, and money), informational (knowledge
capital; strategic, technical, and referrals), and human (people; captive audiences, leaders,
and cadre). However, Edwards and McCarthy (2004) theorize resources from an
economic viewpoint and synthesizing past work conceptual literature on resource types
(Cress & Snow, 1996, Lahuasen, 1996; Oliver & Marwell, 1992). The authors believe the
different resources available to SMOs are moral, cultural, social-organizational, human,
and material resources (Edwards & McCarthy, 2004). Per the authors, moral resources
are the legitimacy and support from external organizations (Cress & Snow, 1996), with
legitimacy receiving the most attention (Edwards & McCarthy, 2004). The key notion is
that an outside entity can give and retract legitimacy to a SMO, causing an image transfer
or shift for the SMO. Just as an external organization or individual can give a SMO
legitimacy through verbal or tangible support, the external organization or individual can
take it away. For example, starting in the 1980s, People for the Ethical Treatment of
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Animals (PETA) utilized celebrity support as a moral resource. Gaining the support from
Rue McClanahan, Betty White, Ted Danson, k.d. lang, the B-52’s, and other celebrities to
earn legitimacy. The resources helped the organization as media calls, membership, and
volunteers all increased during the period of enlisting celebrity support (Simonson,
2001).
Cultural resources are the conceptual tools and specialized knowledge that a SMO
uses to achieve its goal. For instance, a cultural resource could be the knowledge of
enacting a protest event or contacting the media. Social-organizational resources are the
resources utilized to further organizational goals through other organizations, social
networks, and infrastructures. For example, the post office is a social-organizational
resource utilized by SMOs to deliver marketing material or the recruitment of volunteers.
Human resources are the labor, experience, skills, and expertise individuals bring to the
SMO. Not to be confused with cultural resources, human resources provide a “valueadded” approach to a SMO (Edwards & McCarthy, 2004, p. 128). Finally, material
resources are the money and tangible materials SMOs utilize. All the above listed
resources are what SMOs use to mobilize and accomplish organizational goals. The
resource types offer an explanation as to what SMOs are trying to mobilize and different
useful properties of the different resources as well.
Attributes of resources. The above-mentioned resources have differing attributes:
how transferable they are and how proprietary they are to the SMO. Understanding the
attributes of SMO resources is important as they dictate how useful or valuable the
resource is to the SMO (Edwards & McCarthy, 2004). The first attribute, transferability,
touches on the context specificity of the resource to the SMO. A greater exchangeable
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resource is less context-specific compared to a lesser exchangeable resource. For
instance, money is one of the most exchangeable of resources as it can be easily
transferred into different resources. However, human-made signs for a specific protest
may offer only a one-time use, thus being entirely context-specific. The value for the
SMO in a less exchangeable resource is more context-specific, but offers less
transferability. In addition to being transferable, resources also vary based their level of
proprietary. If a resource is completely proprietary, access to the resource is tightly
controlled. Money, human labor, and moral resources, like formal endorsements, are all
completely proprietary. Those that head the SMO cannot dictate freely the amount of
money, human labor, and moral resources that flows into the organization. However,
resources that are less proprietary exists within the public domain and are accessible to a
wider range of individuals and SMOs. Organizational templates and other culturally
available tools are seen as less proprietary as they are easily accessible. The
transferability and proprietary level of resources are important for understanding the role
of a resource provider (Edwards & McCarthy, 2004). A more transferrable and more
proprietary resource, like money, is extremely valuable to the SMO as merchantability is
high and access to the resource is difficult to attain. Thus, resource providers can attach
strings to a SMO dictating its direction and outcomes and makes the discussion around
how SMOs gain resources vital.
Acquisition of resources. While understanding the different resources and
attributes to those resources is important, SMO’s ability to gain access to those resources
are vital to any social movement. The above-mentioned resources have different access
points: Aggregation from constituents, self-production, co-option/appropriation, and
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patronage (Edwards & McCarthy, 2004). Aggregation from constituents is the collection
of resources from a dispersed set of individuals. SMOs often solicit donations from
individual donors or encourage individuals to sign a petition or letter of support to the
organization, which all constitute aggregation from constituents. Next, self-production is
internal resources the SMO creates. The signs, logos, music, literature, and organizational
templates created by the SMO are all prime examples of self-produced resources. Of
note, the self-produced resources could be improvements or changes that add value to
resources gained through aggregation from constituents, co-option/appropriation or
patronage. Third, co-optation/appropriation refers to the borrowing or exploitation of
resources from another SMO. Per Edwards and McCarthy (2004), SMOs develop and
exploit relationships with other SMOs in both formal and non-formal instances. Cooptation is the transparent and permitted use of resources from one SMO to another,
while appropriation is the “surreptitious exploitation of the previously aggregated
resources of other groups” (Edwards & McCarthy, 2004, p. 134). To illustrate, the New
Left was a broad movement encapsulating the student movement, anti-war movement,
Black power movement, and feminist movement, to name a few (Engel, 2001).
Organizations often utilized protestors (human resources) from other movements to
bolster their own presence (for example, the Black power movement lent protestors for
the feminist movement during a rally). Finally, patronage is the gain of resources by an
SMO from an individual or an organization that specializes in giving or sponsorship.
Government contracts, grants, and large private foundation donations all fall within this
category. With any donation of funds, especially large foundation donations, a concern of
influence from the foundation or individual materializes. However, Cress and Snow
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(1996), in their study of 15 homeless SMOs across the United States, noted that most had
a single facilitative organization that donated over 50% of resources. The single
benefactor increased the chances of survival by the SMO, while simultaneously not
modifying the tactics for those specific SMOs. Edwards and McCarthy (2004), in direct
response to Cress and Snow, note the vast number of avenues SMOs use to gain access to
resources makes studying one specific avenue folly.
While SMO resource types, attributes, and how they are mobilized have been well
established, research has yet to appropriately explore how SMOs serve to benefit their
constituents. From a broad perspective, SMOs act as an important point of continuity for
identity and collective action for their constituents (della Porta & Diani, 2006). More
tangibly, SMOs define organizational goals, manage and coordinate contributions, collect
resources, select, train, and replace members and introduce participants to their services
(Scott, 1981). Their services vary from SMO to SMO, but their services can help the
needs of the social movement constituencies or assist with cultural and symbolic
challenges of a new lifestyle. For instance, rape crisis centers, therapy groups, and
communes were created from feminist SMOs. Student movement SMOs offered used
books and advice centers, allowing for the protest action in the right to education to be
both theoretical and practical in nature (della Porta & Diani, 2006). The SMOs mentioned
above served to provide extrinsic logistical support to their constituencies. Intrinsically,
SMOs often claim the personal rewards for engaging in activism. For instance, research
supports activists oftentimes achieve higher levels of well-being (i.e. life satisfaction,
personal growth, and purpose) and social well-being (social integration; McAdam, 1989)
than their non-activist counterparts (Klar & Kasser, 2009).
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Focusing on sport, Wilson et al. (2015) investigated how athletes were able to
provide resources for the Kenyan event Run-For-Peace. The event utilized famous
Olympic Kenyan runners promote African peace and end civil war in Kenya. The Kenya
runners provided phenomenal resources for the movement, including, but not limited to:
event promotion, transportation, volunteer recruitment, legitimacy for the event,
sponsorships and money, and other resources through their athlete connections. Other
sport and social movement studies focused on how organizations can support their
constituents. Antunovic and Hardin (2012) investigated posts on the Women Talk Sports
blog network. The blog allowed users to talk about their fandom of sport, social issues
within sport, and hegemonic masculinity. By advocating for women’s sport, the users
were able to promote the feminist movement. The Women Talk Sports blog network
provided the resource of an area to discuss fandom and concerns with women’s sport and
helped provide forward momentum for the movement. Carty (2002) noted how SMOs
provided resources for their constituents in a movement against Nike’s worker conditions
via the Internet. Anti-Nike SMOs provided virtual training sessions for big protests,
online handbooks, chants, campaign starter kit, petitions, sample letter to university
officials and Phil Knight, strategies, advice on planning rallies and demonstrations at
sports events, fact sheets, sample press releases, fliers, educational anti-sweatshop
workshops, contact list of college presidents, to name a few. Additionally, one SMO
created a listerserv to update constituents on the changing conditions, lend support in real
time, give information on how to contact Nike directly, and organize “National Days of
Action”. The above mentioned were important resources for non-athlete activists and not
created specifically for Olympic and professional athletes.
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While RMT was the dominant approach to SMT until the late 1990s, major
critiques of the approach dampened the importance of the approach. The RMT approach,
focusing on the motivation, recruitment, strategy, tactics, and the like (Buechler, 1993),
leaves out the “contingency, emotionality, plasticity, and interactive character of
movement politics” (McAdam, Tarrow, & Tilly, 2001, p. 15). Additionally, the RMT
approach failed to investigate movement diversity, which can lead to different resources,
analyzing collective identity, and bringing culture into social movement outcomes. Most
importantly, perhaps, the RMT approach investigates the meso-level of analysis
(organizational component), while failing to investigate the micro-level (individual) and
marco-level (greater societal structure) levels of analyses (Buechler, 1993).
Political Process Theory. The PPT is another approach to SMT focusing on the
physical political entities and how the entities hinder or permit social movements.
Following the emergence of RMT, theorists of the political context approach focused
more on movement successes and failures as opposed to SMO infrastructure (as with
RMT). In other words, the PPT focuses on the factors external to movements that can
determine the outcome’s ability to succeed (Caniglia & Carmin, 2005). Meyer (2004)
noted that the point of the PPT “was that activists do not choose goals, strategies, and
tactics in a vacuum” (p. 127). Instead, the political context helps set the grievances
around which activists mobilize. The framework is broken into three variables in order:
political opportunity structure (POS), configurations of actors/power, and interaction
contexts (Kriesi, 2004).
Political opportunity structure. The POS is the core of the political process
framework as it influences protest strategies and the impact of social movement on the
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environment (Kriesi, 2004). At its basis, POS is split into political institutions and
cultural modes. Political institutions include open and closed structures of the dominant
political entity (Eisinger, 1973). The degree of openness is determined on its territorial
centralization and its degree of separation of power. Open structures allow for easy
access into the political system, as opposed to closed systems, which limit political
access. This was further compounded by Kitschelt (1986) who linked open and closed
systems to inputs and outputs. An open system, while allows for more access, has a
limited capacity to output policy as external sources can easily input frames. Conversely,
a closed system has a greater capacity to act and produce output due to the lack of input
from external sources. The nature determining open and closed POS is derived from the
structure’s degree of decentralization. A decentralized structure, implied by multiple state
actors, allow for more openness and greater significance at the national, regional, and
local level. A prime example of this is the United States with strong government presence
at the local, state, and national levels. On the other end, a centralized structure, like that
of France, places less significance at the national, regional, and local level thus closing
the political structure and generating a stronger output potential. The structures closed
and centralized are more likely to be strong states (e.g. North Korea), as oppose to weak
states (e.g. United States). As one can imagine, the type of system, open or closed, can
determine the strategy a political entity uses when being challenged. Closed systems will
utilize exclusive strategies of repression, confrontation, and polarization to interact with
challengers. Whereas, open systems will be more integrative with their strategies and
facilitate, cooperate, and assimilate with challengers (Kriesi, 2004). Kriesi argues that the
reason for a political system being open or closed is in part due to the history and culture
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of the nation. However, open and closed systems are just one model to view the
institutional opportunities social movements have to challenge the political elite.
The other is a cultural model emphasizing on social movement frames called
discursive opportunity structure (Koopmans & Statham, 1999). Koopmans and Statham
argue the mobilization and success of a social movement is the social movement’s ability
to be visible to the public, resonate with public opinion, and be considered legitimate by
the audience. The authors argue success and mobilization will be more successful if “(1)
the more dominant discourse on national identity and citizenship corresponds to and
legitimates the ethnic-cultural ideal-type of national identity, and (2) the less the
dominant conception of the nation is grounded in and legitimized by civic-political
elements” (p. 72). Koopmans and Statham combine their discursive opportunity with
more structured institutional opportunities. When neither discursive nor institutional
opportunities are available, the challenger (social movement) will find no support for
their thoughts or actions, nor will they have access to a political entity. When discursive
opportunities area available, but not institutional opportunities (closed political structure),
the challenger will be stifled by the political elite. The political elite will discard any of
the frames and claims that conflict the dominant ideas. Third, there are no discursive
opportunities, but access to the political structure is open, the challenger is likely to be
co-opted without real gain. Finally, the challenger will find success when the discursive
and institutional opportunities are both available. The political institutions and culture
offer variables within the POS and serve as the first step in the political opportunity
model. The configuration and power of the actors provides the next step in the model.
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Configurations of actors/power. Once the POSs are identified, investigation into
the actors and power of the actors is a logical next step. From the viewpoint of a social
movement, the configuration of actors is split into: protagonists, antagonists, and
bystanders (Hunt, Benford, & Snow, 1994). Protagonists are the allies, including
policymakers, public authorities, the media, related movements, etc. Antagonists
represent those in an adversarial position to the social movement, including countermovements, repressive agents, and other public authorities. Finally, bystanders are those
not directly involved with the social movement, but are attentive to the social climate
surrounding the social movement. Actor configurations include the knowledge of the set
of actors at a given time (capabilities, perceptions, and evaluations of outcomes, and
comparability with other sets of actors). The configuration of political actors is somewhat
determined by the structures of the political context (Kriesi, 2004). Kriesi noted the
importance of an ally and conflict structures between a political actor and the social
movements. The configuration of political actors is much less stable than the structure of
political context. For instance, a social movement has an easier time modifying the
configuration of political actors than the structural political context. A political elite
looking to advance his/her own agenda might provide a social movement with a natural
ally in the political structural political context. This serves as a bridge from the
formalized structures of POS, to the third component the interaction context.
Interaction context. The last level of the framework for studying the political
context is the interaction context, which is influenced by the structural context and
configuration of actors. This level is concerned with strategies utilized by social
movements and their opponents by linking structures and configuration to agency and
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action (Kriesi, 2004). Social movements focus their attention on the context-specific
opportunities social movement actors take to challenge the social norms. Kriesi noted the
internal struggle of social movements to determine factors influencing the benefits and
costs of collective action (means) and the factors related to the desired outcomes of action
(ends). From a political environment lens, the movement’s actors should determine the
risks and gains from each strategic option for action for both their means and ends.
Focusing on the action (means), political authorities may impose sanctions to make
collective action more difficult (repression) or provide resources or moral support for a
favorable movement (facilitation). Switching to the outcomes, after action takes place,
the political authorities may reform, or respond favorably by changing policy.
Conversely, political authorities could provide a threat by responding unfavorably and
changing policies in the opposite direction of the movement’s goals. Of course, there is
always the chance neither reform or threat happens if the authority does not respond.
Movement actors are expected to basis their strategic decisions on the chances of reform
or threat, and the risks of repression or reward of facilitation. Once the action between the
social movement and its adversaries begins, the impact will be felt back on the political
context and the configuration of actors (Kriesi, 2004).
Institutional assets (e.g. open, weak) do not explain: emergence of movements,
levels of mobilization, or existence of protests (della Porta & Diani, 2006). For example,
an open institution will have more access points for the social movement, but also
provides more opportunities for rejection from the polity or access points for
countermovements. Similarly, a closed institution can provide quick social movement
victories as few channels are needed to go through, but those victories can easily be
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stopped if the few channels are antagonistic to the social movement ideals. The
institutional context can help explain which strategies are more effective (della Porta &
Diani, 2006). In the 1970s, the New York City LGBT movement faced a closed and
hostile polity. Opposition, in the form of police beatings and discrimination, was routine
(Bernstein, 1997). LGBT SMOs relied on more theatrical tactics (i.e. marches, rallies,
kiss-ins) to gain societal support in hopes of enacted change. In Oregon, conversely,
access to the polity was available. Thus, Oregon SMOs discouraged mass participation
and favored closed-door meetings with council members (Bernstein, 1997). Therefore,
there is an expectation that an open polity will yield different approaches and tactics than
a closed polity.
The political context has played an important role in sport social movements.
Pelak (2002) noted the benefit Title IX legislation had in providing a collegiate women’s
ice hockey team an opportunity to be a varsity sport. Due to Title IX, the college’s gender
equity record was under intense examination. The opportunity provided one of the
hockey players with an opportunity to request varsity status for the women’s hockey
team. In anticipation, the athletic department agreed to the request and pledged $50,000
for travel, equipment, lodging, and tournament fees over the next three years. Pelak
(2005) also noted the importance of the abolition of apartheid for netball players. The
apartheid government instituted separate sport federations for Africans, Whites, Coloreds,
and Asians (Booth, 1998). Once apartheid ended and an opportunity to mobilize was
present, formal discussions started on desegregation of the four leagues. The ending of
apartheid opened up the political context structure and many seized the moment to
reinstituted de-segregated leagues. Outside of the strictly legal political opportunities, two
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other political opportunities provided an opportunity for the African peace movement
(Wilson et al., 2015). Kenyan runners, in their organization of the Run-For-Peace event,
utilized the upcoming Olympic Games and Kofi Annan (former Secretary-General of the
United Nations) as an opportunity for peace. The approaching Games served as a beacon
for unifying a Kenyan nation amidst civil war. Additionally, athletes were able to claim
they were unable to train in a country at war. The Games provided the mechanism for the
movement to occur and a successful Run-For-Peace event. The other opportunity was a
Kenyan visit from Kofi Annan. Annan mobilized people to come together, talk, and
discuss peace. The aforementioned studies examined how federal legislation and major
sport governance provided opportunities for movement successes within and using sport.
However, the studies failed to provide an in-depth understanding of how to work with
both federal legislation (i.e. U.S. Government) and a major sport governance entity (e.g.
NCAA) concurrently.
Critiques of the political approach to examining social movement success are
plentiful (Goodwin & Jasper, 1999). First, the political opportunity approach does not
properly examine social movements that specifically avoid changing the polity in favor of
changing societal norms, such as the religious, utopian, or self-help movements. Second,
Goodwin and Jasper build on a critique often utilized to combat resource mobilization:
anything that helps a social movement is seen as a political opportunity. While political
opportunity approach theorists attempted to ensure the political opportunity was specific
to structures, fixed, stable and mechanisms outside of a movement’s control, strategies
and cultural messages were subsumed into the political approach. In summation, the
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political opportunity approach fails to recognize the cultural factors that influence social
movements (della Porta & Diani, 2006; Goodwin & Jasper, 1999).
Cultural Theory/Frame Analysis. The latest approach to gain steam in SMT
research comes in the form of the Cultural Theory/Frame Analysis, a framework
emerging in the United States around the 1980s (Williams, 2004). This newer theory
derived from two claims: 1) new social movements indicated a shift to a postindustrial
economy and 2) new social movements are unique from older, working class movements
(Pichardo, 1997). Post-World War II, the new social movements focused on the cultural
understandings, norms, and identities (i.e. LGBT equality, race relations, etc.) instead of
economic distribution and material differences (i.e. working class and elites; Williams,
2004). Adults, post-1960, experienced unprecedented access to education, reduced
exposure from war, and high levels of affluence. The result was a focus on affirmation of
expressive needs (della Porta & Diani, 2006). The theory calls for scholars to focus on
the affirmation of expressive needs through symbols, language, discourse, identity, and
other cultural artifacts influencing members to join, mobilize, and retain members (della
Porta & Diani, 2006; Williams, 2004). The symbols and cultural artifacts are the major
way social movements can organize their grievances and desires for actions towards
bystanders and opponents. Unlike the PPT framework, the cultural context focuses on the
movement, meaning the social movement, its activists, and the meanings associated with
the movement. The cultural context brings about the focus of movement-centric, instead
of context-centric. Despite its close nature to RMT, the cultural context investigates the
demand side of collective action (grievances or shared identity), instead of the structural
factors of a SMO (money, membership, organization, etc.).
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The paradigm is often derived from Goffman’s (1974) discussion on frames.
Frames are defined as interpretive schemas that enable individuals “to locate, perceive,
identify, and label occurrences within their life space and the world at large” (Snow,
Rochford, Worden, & Benford, 1986, p. 464). As della Porta and Diani (2006) noted, the
symbolic production of frames allows individuals to attribute events and behaviors, of
individuals or groups to facilitate the activation of mobilization. Social movement frames
can differ in several ways: problem identification and direction/locus of attribution,
flexibility and rigidity, inclusivity and exclusivity, interpretive scope and influence, and
resonance (Benford & Snow, 2000). The last variation, resonance, is important as it
attempts to understand the success of frames. In other terms, why do frames resonate (or
not resonate) with individuals? Two sets of factors attempt to describe frame resonance:
credibility and salience (Benford & Snow, 2000; della Porta & Diani, 2006; Williams,
2004).
Credibility of frames. The first major function of frame resonance is credibility.
Frame credibility is a function of three factors: frame consistency, empirical credibility,
and credibility of the frame articulators (Benford & Snow, 2000; Snow & Benford,
1988). Frame consistency is the ability of a social movement or SMO to articulate
consistent beliefs, claims, and actions. In other words, are the frames portrayed by the
organization and its constituents contain a unified message? Empirical credibility is the
fit between the frames and the events of the world. In other words, are the frames
empirically verified? Finally, the credibility of the frame articulators is related to
credibility. The individual articulating the frame must have a certain height of status or
perceived expertise to appeal, and ultimately mobilize, adherents or constituents. Benford
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and Snow (2000) claimed, theoretically speaking, the more consistent the frames, the
higher the empirical credibility, and the greater the credibility of the frame articulators
will lead to a more credible frame. From a celebrity activist stand point, the green
movement (Winge, 2008), animal rights movement (Simonson, 2001), Live 8 movement
(Davis, 2010), and LGBT movement (Engel, 2001) to name a few movements, used
celebrities as perceived credible frame articulators. Celebrities with a good fit to the
social issue will be more credible and a better spokesperson (Wheeler, 2009). However,
most celebrity activism research agrees that celebrity activists struggle with inconsistency
among their frames (Brockington & Hensen, 2015; Davis, 2010; Dieter & Kumar, 2008;
Huliaras & Tzifakis, 2012; Kogen, 2015; Winge, 2008).
Salience of frames. Another major function of frame resonance is salience
(Benford & Snow, 2000; Snow & Benford, 1988). Salience is also a function of three
factors: centrality, experiential commensurability, and narrative fidelity. Frame centrality
is how essential the values, beliefs, and ideas of the movement frames to the lives of the
targets for mobilization. For instance, a pro-LGBTQ individual might find pro-LGBTQ
frames salient, but they may not find pro-choice as salient to their beliefs and ideas. Thus,
the individual may reject parts or entire frames from social movement organizations as
the frames do not align with the individual’s beliefs. Experiential commensurability
investigates the movement’s frames and their relation to the everyday lives of the targets
of mobilization. Are the frames congruent or too abstract and distant from the lives and
experiences of the targets? Finally, narrative fidelity investigates the cultural relevance of
the frames. The frames have to be relevant and legitimatized to society (Snow & Benford,
1988), fitting within the stories, myths, and folk tales that are part of the society’s cultural
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heritage (Gamson & Modigliani, 1989). Once again, Benford and Snow (2000) theorize
the more central, experientially commensurate, and greater the narrative fidelity of the
proffered framings, the more salient the movement’s frames are to targets. As
experienced by the LGBT movement, legal victories and the creation of more LGBT
SMOs seldom occurred for LGBT population without the development of salient frames
to ensure a cultural backing from society (Bernstein, 1997; Bernstein, 2003; Kane, 2010).
Celebrity activists experience difficulties in creating salient frames to their audience.
Kogen (2015) postured UN celebrities struggled to provide advice as to how regular
citizens can help in Darfur and the fight against AIDS and HIV, missing out on the
centrality of the frames. Winge (2008) noted Vanity Fair’s special issue, “Green is the
New Black”, which highlighted celebrities and models donning green friendly garments,
known as ecofashion. Ecofashion represented a luxurious style and cultivated taste,
which created a disconnection of salience between celebrities and the regular individual.
The movement frame missed the experiential commensurability of the targets. Research
has yet to examine the celebrity activist and narrative fidelity. Additionally, research has
yet to examine salience in respect to athlete activists.
Investigating credibility and salience of frames within sport, few studies have
investigated how frames are used within sport. Focusing on credibility, Wilson et al.
(2015) noted elite athletes could be perceived as skilled and appropriate leaders and
peaceful people for short-term peacebuilding efforts. Thus, athletes have the ability to be
perceived as credible in their activism. However, the study investigated elite runners for
an initial event, Run-For-Peace in Kenya. The investigation of a formalized organization
that employs hundreds of athletes not surrounded by a particular event, has yet to be
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investigated. Specifically, concerns over the consistency of the frames with so many
athletes arise for the credibility of the frames. Shifting towards salience, Schwirian,
Curry, and Woldoff (2001) noted the importance of salient frames in a movement to
prevent public fundraising for an arena and stadium in Columbus, Ohio. The anti-public
funding movement framed the issue of public funding as corporate welfare, class
privilege, fiscal irresponsibility, and the righteous citizen. The frames were salient to the
voters as they captured their values, beliefs, and priorities. The result was victory for the
anti-public funding movement, despite being economically and politically inferior to the
opposing movement. The study from Schwirian, Curry, and Woldoff (2001) investigated
how an ad hoc organization framed their cause, but the organization did not have
celebrity athletes articulating their frames to non-celebrity individuals.
Like the other two tenets of SMT, the cultural context/NSMT/framing approach
has critiques. An obvious critique is the notion that the cultural context is different to
everyone. Therefore, frames can resonate with some individuals, but not others. One
major critique is the explanatory capacity of frames towards collective actions and social
movements towards the success of the movement. della Porta and Diani (2006) sum of
this critique when they ask, “Is it more important, for the success of a social movement,
to have good communicators, or to operate in favorable political conditions, such as
divided elites?” (p. 85). Because of this critique, partnered with the critiques of resource
mobilization and the political context, that the current study will examine all three
approaches to SMT. The purpose of the study, then, was to investigate the resources
provided to and from athlete activists, tactics for engaging with political structures, and
frames utilized by Athlete Ally.
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LGBTQ Movement in the United States
The current section discusses the lesbian and gay movement (later LGBTQ
movement) bounded by pre-World War II 20th century to the early 21st century in the
United States. Before World War II, homosexuality was present, but invisible. In fact,
many had not heard about what homosexuality was or did not meet others who expressed
their non-heteronormative views. It was the catalyst of World War II that set the
foundation of the lesbian and gay movement. World War II, for the first time in the postindustrial era, separated the nation into men in one area and women in another area. Men,
once enlisted in the army, were thrust together in an environment promoting masculinity
and athleticism. Additionally, the army was known for a) homoerotic language and b)
encouraging men to buddy up with one another. Women, who replaced men in the work
place, were also put into a situation of living in houses with other women. They were
encouraged to make female friends their only companions. World War II did not cause
people to identify as homosexual, but provided the opportunity, for the first time in
America’s history, for men and women who were attracted to members of the same sex
(Engel, 2001).
The return of male troops to America brought the return of heteronormative
ideology (Engel, 2001). Being gay or lesbian was not as accepted, especially as medically
homosexuality was labeled a contagious disease (Renn, 2010). The one surviving piece of
the foundation of the lesbian and gay movement was the networks built from the war of
individuals who identified as lesbian and gay. Bars, which were viewed as safe places for
gay and lesbian individuals, were appearing in New York and Los Angeles. During the
period from the 1950s-1960s, the lesbian and gay movement started as the homophile
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(read: same love) movement. The homophile movement was a few gay and lesbian
advocacy organizations advocating for homosexual acceptance. Two prominent
ideologies spilt the homophile movement: 1) militarized condemning of heteronormative
ideology, and 2) assimilative ideology of emphasizing the notion that the difference
between a heterosexual and homosexual is one minor detail. The first ideology was the
dominant ideology of the early part of the two decades, whereas the assimilative ideology
gained increased traction towards the later ends of the 1960s until the Stonewall Inn riots
(Engel, 2001).
On June 28th, 1969, a group of roughly 200 police officers raided the Stonewall
Inn, a popular gay bar in Manhattan. While the act of police raiding a gay bar was not
new or uncommon, the response was. For the first time, the individuals inside the gay bar
rioted. The riots lasted two days pitting hundreds of police against thousands of
protestors. Many point to this event as the spark of the lesbian and gay movements in the
United States. Instead of promoting one as being “homophile” the emphasis was on one
being “gay”. Being gay was a process beyond coming out. One who was gay accepted
their identity. SMOs dedicated towards homosexual equality quickly spread throughout
the nation. Support was increasing for homosexual individuals. However, the rifts within
the movement were ever present. The combined lesbian and gay movement started to
break apart as the lesbian movement believed the gay movement was only in the fight for
their own equality and were not concerned about the lesbian movement. Further, the
oppression for lesbian individuals was twofold as 1) they were lesbian and 2) they were
women. A second rift, a much more macro-intensive issue, also created struggles within
the lesbian and gay movement. The lesbian and gay movement questioned its
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involvement with other “New Left” movements, such as race, feminist, and other
movements. While some believed the lesbian and gay movement should concentrate its
efforts on their movement and no other movements, some believed the lesbian and gay
movement could help be benefitted by helping others. The end result was the end of the
collective lesbian and gay movement, and the start of the LGBT movement. The LGBT
movement found benefit in incorporating multiple identities and cultures. During the
1970s, the homosexual movement witnessed an explosion of pride, accompanied with
risky behaviors including unprotected sex, drugs, alcohol, and partying (Engel, 2001).
At the beginning of the 1980s, five men were diagnosed with a curious form of
cancer. By the end of 1980s, 300,000 individuals would die from a disease known as
AIDS, (210,000 being gay males; Engel, 2001). The 1980s saw increased support for gay
and lesbian individuals at a terrible cost of hundreds of thousands of individuals within
the community. When AIDS first hit, there was a tremendous amount of backlash
towards the gay community because it seemingly focused on gay men. Support came to
the now-LGBT movement when AIDS was not only found within gay and lesbian
individuals. AIDS affected everyone; in turn causing support for the LGBT movement.
The LGBT movement focused their efforts on showcasing how the disease was killing
their friends, co-workers, individuals they knew. While the AIDS movement caused a
tremendous amount of support for people with the lesbian and gay community, the
movement detracted away from the lesbian and gay movement. Instead of focusing on the
rights of lesbian and gay individuals, the movement was focused on safety. Lesbian and
gay SMOs were committed to providing education on safe sex.
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The 1990s brought about unimaginable support and visibility to the LGBT
movement. The LGBT movement found allies in presidential candidates (i.e. Bill
Clinton) and celebrity activists (e.g. Courtney Love) fighting for the rights of LGBT
individuals. Visibility was also skyrocketed as Hollywood was not only involving gay
actors, but also creating entire shows or storylines about gay individuals (e.g. Big Daddy,
Ellen, Darma and Greg, Will and Grace). The 1990s brought about another change in
terms as the term gay was supplanted for queer (Kulick, 2000). Being queer was once
again met with a sense of pride. It also was an umbrella term to capture the LGBT
movement. Finally, a major rift began when being queer with synonymous with gay,
young, middle to upper class, white male. Those who did not fall into that category were
seen as outsiders and cast away (Engel, 2001).
LGBTQ Movement and SMT
Due to its time period, the LGBTQ movement has witnessed considerable
scholarly attention from the viewpoint of Social Movement Theory. Scholars have
utilized the three approaches separately and combined to create a picture of the social
movement from different points. Just as the evolution of SMT emphasized resource
mobilization in the earlier years of SMT, moving towards political context, and now
incorporating the cultural factors/framing with their predecessors, so too did the study of
the LGBTQ movement.
Utilizing a resource mobilization approach, scholars investigated the strategies of
early gay and lesbian social movement organizations. The passive strategies used by the
homophile movement in the 1960s were unsuccessful (Bernstein, 2003; Ghaziani, Taylor,
& Stone, 2016). Due to a lack of energy and resources and focused on preventing police
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brutality (Bernstein, 2003), few SMO goals were accomplished. Post Stonewall Riots
(1969), however, witnessed a change in strategy for gay and lesbian SMOs (Bernstein;
1997; Bernstein, 2003; Ghaziani, Taylor, & Stone, 2016). Social movement organizations
were proactive, creating shirts, campaigns, flyers, a language to discuss sexuality and
politics (Bernstein, 2003). Additionally, the use of aggressive tactics like a gay pride
parade, “out of the closet, into the streets” activities, and demanding the removal of
homosexuality from the mental disorder list, created positive outcomes for social
movements (Ghaziani, Taylor, & Stone, 2016). The use of protest-orientated tactics
served to boost media attention for LGBT SMOs, but only for a short period of time.
Well-resourced and inclusive identity SMOs incurred sustained media attention when
positive change happened (Elliot, Amenta, & Caren, 2016). This attention converted into
significant political victories during the late 1970s and into the 1980s and 1990s.
The political opportunities for gay and lesbian and LGBT SMOs evolved over the
later part of the 20th century. In the 1970s, gay and lesbian SMOs faced a closed and
hostile polity in New York. The closed polity strengthened the identity of the movement
on the east coast. Oregon, on the other hand, had an open polity. The SMO elites had
closed door meetings with the Oregon polity passing anti-discrimination legislation, but
unsuccessfully managed to create a positive relationship with grassroots activists
(Bernstein, 1997). Dorf and Tarrow (2014) noted the importance of an opening polity
towards gay and lesbian social movement organizations. Three land mark cases in the
1990s and 2000s in the courts lead to an acceptance of gay rights. In 1993, court case
Baeher v. Lewin was the first serious debate about same-sex marriage, as the Hawaii’s
Supreme Court believed gay and lesbian couples might have the right to marry. Romer v.
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Evans, in 1996, provided the United States Supreme Court’s first pro-gay-rights ruling.
Justice Anthony Kennedy’s opinion was not ready to say discrimination about gays and
lesbians were unconstitutional, but condemned Colorado’s Amendment 2 as it
specifically attempted to prevent protection for LGBT individuals. Seven years later,
Lawrence v. Texas, the Court determined the Texas law forbidding sodomy (but only for
same-sex partners) was unconstitutional. The Court’s opinions were becoming
increasingly pro-gay-rights, leading to the increase in the presence of a
countermovement.
As LGBT rights started to widen in the 1990s and 2000s, anti-LGBT SMOs
started to use specific frames to push back on LGBT movement (Dorf & Tarrow, 2014;
Ghaziani, Taylor, & Stone, 2016; Miceli, 2005). In the 1990s, the LGBT movement
suffered from an identity issue. Debates over bisexuality and trans people’s inclusion into
the gay and lesbian movement occurred in gay and lesbian publications. Individuals
identifying as bisexual and transgendered blurred the “membership line” as membership
of the group was unclear. This specific debate gave rise to the collective identity of the
LGBT community, which is necessary and damning. While the collective identity gave
the LGBT community a voice, it also allowed the community to be scrutinized. The
LGBT movement was facing increasing scrutinizing from the Christian Rights groups.
Dorf and Tarrow (2014) noted the rise of the pro-same-sex marriage platform by LGBT
SMOs was a response from an anti-gay-rights countermovement. A countermovement
seeks to preserve the status quo or repeal recent changes to the status quo (Dorf &
Tarrow, 2014). Christian Rights SMOs, part of the LGBT countermovement, witnessed
the pro-gay-rights ruling by the Supreme Court and perceived same-sex marriage as an
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end goal for gay and lesbian social movement organizations. The Christian Rights SMOs
employed the strategy of framing same-sex marriage as the destruction of the American
family. The destruction of the American family was used as a morality frame, claiming
social order would be ruined if same-sex couples were allowed to marry. Christian Rights
SMOs utilized a similar strategy for anti-discriminatory practices in public education
(Miceli, 2005). Their assumptions that same-sex was an end goal for the LGBT
movement, as the LGBT movement had no initial intention on pursuing same-sex
marriage legislative changes until the countermovement advocated banning same-sex
marriage. It was not until grassroots activists witnessed the countermovement present
their frames that LGBT SMOs were pressured by grassroots activists to mobilize.
While the use of all three approaches to SMT shifted in importance throughout
the LGBTQ movement, the use of all three approaches paints a holistic picture of the
movement. Bernstein (2003) noted the change in strategy by gay and lesbian SMOs postStone Wall riots to target the cultural climate, instead of just the political context. By
creating languages to discuss sexuality, designing shirts and campaigns, gay and lesbian
SMOs were able to gain significant allies in society through the normalization of samesex relationships. Television shows like Will and Grace and books publication discussing
same-sex relations were becoming more popular and recruiting more allies. The allies
helped advocate on the behalf of gay and lesbian SMOs to slowly start to open the
political system for gay and lesbian rights (Dorf & Tarrow, 2014). In response, a
countermovement started to develop frames to prevent more legal victories for the LGBT
movement (Dorf & Tarrow, 2014; Ghaziani, Taylor, & Stone, 2016;). The destruction of
the American family and appealing to morality frames were unsuccessful as the frames
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never evolved as society increasingly believed gay and lesbian individuals deserved civil
rights (Miceli, 2005). Without a doubt, the cultural support lends itself to significant legal
victories in the United States (Bernstein, 1997; Bernstein, 2003; Kane, 2010) and abroad
(Calvo & Trujillo, 2011). The opening of the political system through anti-discrimination
legislation and cultural support for the LGBT movement generated more gay and lesbian
SMOs to further the movement towards the present (Kane, 2010). By utilizing all three
approaches of SMT, one is open to seeing how the focus on the SMO strategies leads to
significant cultural victories, which mediated the political victories.
LGBTQ Movement and Sport
The LGBTQ movement in sport has progressed through many years of
exclusionary practice to lead to today’s landscape of ever increasing inclusion. Sport was
known, and is still known, to reinforce dominant heterosexual hegemony. As Sartore and
Cunningham (2009) stated, LGBTQ athletes, coaches and players are often cast out as
“other,” face negative stereotypes, and experience status loss within sport for their sexual
orientation or preference.
In an interview with renowned LGBTQ and sport researcher, Dr. Pat Griffin, the
history of LGBTQ athletes in sport was discussed (Sartore-Baldwin, 2012). Prior to the
1950s, homosexuality in sport was rarely discussed, invisible to the athlete environment.
Even as the world entered the mid and late 20th century, homosexuality was stereotyped
against men and women differently. Questions surrounding a male athlete being gay were
not even considered in the athletic environment until recently. Gay men were supposed to
be weak and non-athletic, so it was inconceivable for society to accept a prominent
athlete being gay. For female athletes, homosexuality was used a tool to attempt to
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discriminate women or prevent their athletic success. When a woman started to dominate
her sport, much like Billie Jean King and Martina Navratilova, their sexual orientation
was questioned. Thus, homosexuality was used to limit participation or discriminate
against women. If a woman were to come out as a lesbian, it would certainly destroy her
image and career. Women had to remain quite about their sexual orientation during their
career. As Dr. Griffin stated, it was not until the late 1990s that this mindset started to
change towards a more inclusive today (Sartore-Baldwin, 2012).
The explosion of LGBTQ inclusivity in the athletic realm can be attributed to the
likes of Bill Tilden, David Kopay, Billie Jean King, and Martina Navratilova (Carrol,
2016). The aforementioned individuals were some of the first athletes to come out as gay
or lesbian. Per Carrol, the LGBTQ sports movement made significant progress on the
backs of two complementing fronts: 1) LGBTQ coaches or administrators confronting
their own sexuality or identity while maintaining careers and 2) efforts to ensure LGBTQ
athletes and participants are comfortable with their sexuality or identity through finding
support from their teammates. To the first point, coaches and administrators hold the
power to dictate the culture on inclusivity (Sartore-Baldwin, 2012). If a player was gay or
lesbian, but the coach was dismissive of LGBTQ individuals, the player would quietly
transfer to another school or play for find another team. The culture, however, was
available for inclusive change when LGBTQ individuals were in those positions of
power. This point is never more evident than in the study performed by Krane and Barger
(2006). The researchers interviewed lesbian college coaches about their experiences
working in collegiate basketball. The coaches noted the negative stereotypes surrounding
lesbian coaches, so much so, that only one of the 13 coaches were openly gay. The others
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felt the need to conceal their identity. When asked how to change their social climate, the
coaches noted being an example of a successful lesbian coach, promoting inclusive
dialogue in the team, and being accepting of all teammates, regardless of their lifestyle
(Krane & Barger, 2006). Through the strategies mentioned by the coaches, an inclusive
environment can be created.
The first front coincided with the efforts to ensure LGBTQ individuals were
comfortable participating in sport and had support for their teammates. The later front has
been the subject of much scholarly attention (Anderson, 2011; Bush, Anderson, & Carr,
2012; Cunningham, 2015). Anderson (2011), in a comparison of openly gay high school
and university athletes between 2008 and 2010 and then 2000 and 2002, found that the
2010 cohort experienced less heterosexism and maintained better support from their
teammates than the 2002 cohort. Instead of having their sexual identities silenced,
teammates used their sexual identities as a source of pride and found it furthered the bond
between gay and non-gay athletes. Bush, Anderson, and Carr (2012) examined the views
of male athletes towards homosexuality throughout four years of college athletics when
the individual shared a locker room with a gay player or coach. After being interviewed
in their freshman year and their final week of college, the researchers revealed there were
significantly more positive views of homosexuality by the straight athletes. When thrust
into a situation with a gay teammate or coach, straight players tended to get rid of
homonegativity over time in favor of support for their teammates. While athletes can
ensure LGBTQ individuals feel comfortable participating in sport through their support,
sport institutions can offer systematic support. Cunningham (2015) noted LGBTQ
inclusive athletic departments can serve as agents of social change by calling out
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exclusionary practices, be an active model of inclusion and show a pragmatic alternative
for other athletic departments. In summation, the two fronts helped provide today’s more
inclusive landscape. Despite the gains, there are still exclusionary practices by some
institutions towards LGBTQ athletes, coaches and participants.
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CHAPTER III
METHOD
The following chapter outlines the methodology used for the proposed study.
First, the researcher reviews the purpose and research questions. Then, the researcher
provides an overview of the research design: a qualitative, social constructivist case
study. The case, Athlete Ally, is described in detail in the following section. Finally, the
data collection and data analysis are outlined, followed by the methods used for ensuring
trustworthiness.
Purpose
The purpose of the study was to investigate the resources exchanged between
Athlete Ally and their athlete constituents, tactics for engaging with various governing
bodies, and tactics for ensuring frame resonance by Athlete Ally using Social Movement
Theory. The case, Athlete Ally, was chosen as athlete activism in the United States
continues to rise and Athlete Ally is one of the most prominent sport SMOs in the United
States.
Research Questions
The following research questions were aimed at understanding the purpose:
RQ1a: What resources are provided from Athlete Ally to athlete constituents?
RQ1b: What are the perceived resources athlete constituents provide Athlete
Ally?
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RQ2: What strategies does Athlete Ally utilize to engage with various governing
bodies?
RQ3: How does Athlete Ally create resonant (credible and salient) frames?
The research questions were derived from the organization’s make up and
interactions with various governing bodies and the public. The first research question was
created because the organization under examination, Athlete Ally, frequently partners
with athletes. These individuals are known as Athlete Ambassadors and are comprised of
professional, Olympic, and international athletes. In addition, Athlete Ally forms
partnerships with university clubs, known as College Chapters. Determining what
resources exchanged between the athlete constituents and Athlete Ally allows the
researcher to determine the benefit of the partnerships. Thus, research question one
investigated the specific resources exchanged between the two entities.
The second research question, which investigated political interactions with
various governing bodies, is derived from the recent movement activity. While Athlete
Ally has partnerships with many leagues across the world, the NCAA and NBA are two
of the most visible entities Athlete Ally interacts with. For instance, Athlete Ally worked
with the NCAA and NBA in their decision to pull seven 2016-2017 NCAA
championships and the 2017 NBA All-Star game, respectively, out of North Carolina due
to the ‘bathroom bill’ (Ellis, 2017). The ‘bathroom bill’, known as House Bill 2 (or HB2),
was discriminated against people who use public restrooms and locker-rooms based on
their identified gender (Aschburner, 2016). The bill was not specifically related to sport
or athletic facilities, but Athlete Ally still worked with the NCAA and NBA to pressure
the North Carolina government into not passing the bill. House Bill 2, was not legislation
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derived from any sport league, but from a part of the U. S. Government. Thus, because of
Athlete Ally’s working relationship with the NCAA and NBA to enact change within
these organizations and the U. S. Government, research question two investigated the
interactions with those three entities.
The final research question examined how Athlete Ally ensures their frames
resonate with the public or other athletes. Following the Cultural Theory/Frame Analysis,
today’s movements are more about identity and cultural acceptance and not economic
differences (della Porta & Diani, 2006). Understanding how Athlete Ally perceives and
ensures their frames to resonate with a larger collective is important as without resonate
frames, movements are less likely to succeed (Schwirian, Curry, & Woldoff, 2001). Thus,
the final research question aimed to understand how Athlete Ally creates resonant frames.
Research Design
A qualitative methodology was utilized to satisfy the purpose of the current study.
Denzin and Lincoln (2011) offer a recent definition:
Qualitative research is a situated activity that locates the observer in the world.
Qualitative research consists of a set of interpretive, material practices that make
the world visible. These practices transform the world. They turn the world into a
series of representations, including field notes, interviews, conversations,
photographs, recordings, and memos to the self. At this level, qualitative research
involves an interpretive, naturalistic approach to the world. This means that
qualitative researches study things in their natural settings, attempting to make
sense of, or interpret, phenomena in terms of the meanings people bring to them
(p. 3).
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A qualitative methodology was appropriate for this specific study for several
reasons. First, qualitative research is appropriate when a study seeks to examine complex
problems (Creswell, 2013). Between investigating Athlete Ally and its athlete
ambassadors through three different lenses, understanding the perceptions from both the
SMO and its constituents, and the paucity of SMT research in sport settings, complex
problems arise and deserve exploration through qualitative methods. Second, qualitative
methodologies empower individuals to tell their story, offer a space to hear their voices,
and minimize the power relationships between researcher and participant (Creswell,
2013). Through qualitative interviews, the researcher attempted to empower the
participants to explain their perceptions of their activism and the SMO with which they
associate. Third, qualitative methodologies gain a deep understanding of one or few
participants (Creswell, 2013). The in-depth knowledge from a few participants provided
the depth and detail needed to answer the research questions, a task unsuitable for
quantitative methods. Finally, qualitative research is appropriate when quantitative does
not fit (Creswell, 2013). Given the complexity of Social Movement Theory and the study
research questions, a quantitative methodology would be lengthy and tiresome for
participants. Quantitative methodologies are more structured than qualitative data,
leading to a rigid and inflexible method. The qualitative approach allowed for a more
fluid approach to research (Patton, 2015), an attribute needed for the proposed study.
Social constructivist framework
The current study utilized a social constructivist framework. A social
constructivist framework assumes individuals try to make sense of the world they live in
through socially constructed models, theories, symbols, and other representative entities
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(Creswel, 2013; Crotty, 1998). Each individual interprets and constructs the world in a
different manner, therefore, it is important to gain a deep understanding of many points of
view within the study (Creswell, 2013; Schwandt, 2000). The researcher gained a deeper
understanding of the participants’ views through multiple means. First, the researcher
positioned himself as close to the subjects as possible to learn how the participants
created and made sense of the activist world. As Crotty (1998) mentioned, researchers
must recall that different people inhabit the world in different ways. Gaining a deeper
understanding from each participant in the study helped the researcher make sense of
those realities and the differences and similarities between them. In addition, the
researcher positioned himself by acknowledging his own personal, cultural, and historical
circumstances (Creswell, 2013). Second, the researcher utilized multiple data sources to
get a better perspective of the issue. Qualitative methodologies attempt to take the reader
into the setting observed (Patton, 2015). Thus, multiple sources of data yield multiple
perspectives of the situation or issue from which the reader can create a holistic picture.
Finally, the interview questions developed were broad to allow the participants to
construct the meaning of the situation, typically formed by interactions with other
individuals. The broad questions allowed the participants to construct meaning of the
situation from the questions asked (Creswell, 2013).
Case Study
A case study is an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary
phenomenon within its real-life context, especially when the boundaries between
phenomenon and context are not clear (Yin, 2009). According to Yin, a case study
approach is appropriate in three contexts. First, the research questions contain “what”,
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“how”, and “why” questions. While “what” questions are more appropriate for surveys or
experiments, the questions may be appropriate when performing an exploratory study
(Yin, 2009). Due to the paucity of research on social movements and sport-based
advocacy organizations, the exploratory nature of the questions was appropriate for the
study. Additionally, “how” and “why” questions are explanatory in nature and allow for
analyses over time, instead of measuring point in time frequencies and incidences. Thus,
“what”, “how”, and “why” questions were utilized in the research questions. Second, in a
case study, the researcher does not have control over behavioral events during the study
(Yin, 2009). All questions and interviews were conducted without influencing the
behavior of the participants. Understanding the depth of the organization was more
important than a direct comparison of behaviors between participants, like in an
experimental study. Finally, Yin suggests case studies be utilized when investigating
contemporary, as opposed to historic, events. The current study interviewed and observed
Athlete Ally personnel at the time of the study, rarely investigating past behavior of the
participants unless the participants brought up past events.
Most importantly, the choice of method depends on the specific study and its
circumstances (Flyvjerg, 2011). Case studies allow investigators to understand real-life
events and complex social phenomena (Yin, 2009). Athlete Ally is a contemporary SMO
in the sport setting that utilizes athletes as prominent organizational spokespeople. The
complexity of understanding how Athlete Ally operates through the lens of SMT
deserves an in-depth examination. Further, case studies are often used in social
movement studies. Snow and Trom (2002) state:
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Since most studies of social movements derive their data from research on a
particular movement or a stretch in time in a movement’s career, one could
conclude that the case study method and the study of social movements are almost
one and the same. (p.146)
Case Description
Athlete Ally is a pro-LGBTQ, 501c-3 nonprofit organization in the United States.
The organization provides public awareness campaigns, pro-ally programming, and other
tools to foster inclusive sport environments (Athlete Ally, n.d.-a). The mission of the
organization is to foster ally-ship in the athletic environment through collaborations with
collegiate, professional, and Olympic athletes. The organization carries out its mission
through trainings and workshops for LGBTQ athletes and allies at colleges and high
schools. Per their website, Athlete Ally also works with the WNBA, NFL, NBA, their
respective players’ associations, and the NCAA.
The researcher worked with Athlete Ally on a separate, unrelated project a year
prior to the current study. To commence that study, the researcher contacted the
organization through their Contact Us page. An email was sent to the organization, not a
specific individual. A full-time employee of the organization agreed to participate in the
previous study. This individual became the gatekeeper to the organization. The
researcher, several months later, contacted the gatekeeper to inquire about participation in
the current study. The researcher provided the gatekeeper with the purpose of the study
via email. Shortly after, the gatekeeper and the researcher initiated a phone call to review
the purpose of the material and consent to participating in the study. The gatekeeper, on
behalf of Athlete Ally, agreed to take part in the study.
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Data Collection
A case study’s strength lies in its ability to provide a variety of evidence (e.g.
documents, artifacts, interviews, and observations; Creswell, 2013; Yin, 2009). Yin
suggests six major forms of data available for case study researchers: documents, archival
records, interviews, direct observations, participant observation, and physical artifacts.
The current study relied primarily on documents and interviews for data collection.
Documents, such as emails sent to the public that signed up for alerts were obtained, as
were social media tweets by the organization and athletes, an educational tool kit for
holding a fundraiser, an educational tool kit for starting a college chapter, a journal from
the 2017 Athlete Ally Annual Action Awards, the Athletic Equality Index (AEI), a report
between founder Hudson Taylor and the NCAA, and a financial statement from 2015
were collected and reviewed by the researcher. In addition, to determine the appropriate
characteristics of the NCAA, NBA, and U.S. Government for RQ2, the research relied on
constitutions, formal reports, and prior literature from the entities. The aforementioned
data sources were used in combination with the final and primary source of data: in-depth
interviews. The documents and information gathered from the website occurred before
and during the in-depth interviews to provide the researcher with more context about the
case when interviewing participants. Document analysis occurred in the months between
November 2017 and March 2018.
Interviews are one of the most common methods of data collection in social
movement research (della Porta, 2014b) and case study research (Yin, 2009) because
interviews focus specifically on the case study topic and provide casual inferences (Yin,
2009). The researcher employed a semistructured interview method. Semistructured
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interviews are well-suited for case studies as the ability to ask follow-up questions after
the initial protocol questions is important. Follow up questions allow the researcher to
probe for more information and encourage the participants to define the world from their
own perspectives, not solely from the perspective of the researcher (Hancock &
Algozzine, 2006).
The researcher relied on della Porta’s (2014b) advice as to what to ask and whom
to interview for social movement studies. Following della Porta’s lead, an interview grid
(McCracken, 1988) assists the researcher in determining what to ask. First, the researcher
listed relevant themes toward which to orient the conversation (e.g. resources given from
Athlete Ally to an athlete ambassador). Second, the researcher turned those relevant
themes into questions (e.g. What resources does Athlete Ally provide it athlete
ambassadors?). Finally, the researcher improved the phrasing of the questions for the
participant’s benefit (What tangible/intangible resources does Athlete Ally provide its
athlete ambassadors?). The researcher used everyday language, avoided double negatives,
avoided asking two questions at one time, and prepared for any potentially sensitive or
difficult questions (della Porta, 2014b). The researcher carefully planned whom to
interview. When deciding whom to interview, the researcher recruited participants based
on knowledge of organization to answer questions related to SMT (della Porta, 2014b)
and based on access to participants. The researcher began with the most easily accessible
participants, identified by the gatekeeper, and slowly incorporated lesser accessible
individuals into the study. Interviews were conducted from December 2017 until March
2018 and until saturation of knowledge was achieved (Creswell, 2013; della Porta,
2014b; Yin, 2009). Saturation was achieved when no additional themes were generated
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for the research questions. Simply put, when no additional resources, strategies for
engaging with various governing bodies, and strategies for ensuring resonant frames were
identified in three consecutive interviews, the authors concluded that saturation was
achieved.
The interviews lasted between 30 and 75 minutes. Interviews were recorded using
an audio recorder and transcribed verbatim. A complete breakdown of questions is listed
in Appendix A. Following the interview demographic information was collected,
including identified gender, sexual orientation, employment status, race/ethnicity, age,
relationships status, and parental status.
Data Analysis
Yin (2009) acknowledged that the least developed, but most important, step in a
case study is the analytical strategy utilized by researchers. A preferred strategy, and one
employed for the current study, relied on theoretical propositions to shape the data
collection and, by extension, the relevant analytical strategy. The strategy calls for the
researcher to orient the analysis around the theoretical propositions of the case study. For
the current study, the researcher positioned the study of Athlete Ally through the lens of
social movement theory. Pattern-matching, comparing the collected empirical data and
with data theorized from SMT, served as the dominant mode of analysis. Using this
method allowed the researcher to use a strong theoretical lens to provide context for the
data.
Data were analyzed using Creswell’s (2013) data spiral. First, data were gathered
and organized. Transcriptions were coded verbatim using a transcription service.
Transcription files were stored on a single, password-protected computer. All obtained
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documents were stored on the computer, as well. Second, data were read multiple times
and notes taken in using NVIVO, a qualitative software analysis. Reading and re-reading
the documents allowed for the researcher to know the data intimately. The researcher
used a hybrid method of a priori coding and coding based on text, as suggested by
Crabtree and Miller (1992). The initial codes were developed with the guidance of SMT
tenets and information, but the researcher allowed for new themes to emerge if the data
did not fit a pre-arranged theme. For example, resources mentioned by Athlete Ally were
placed into one of five typologies created by Edwards and McCarthy (2004). If a resource
did not fit into one of the five typologies, it would constitute its own resource type.
Finally, memoing provided the researcher with more intimate knowledge of the data.
While reading the transcripts, the researcher simultaneously described, classified, and
interpreted the data.
According to McCracken (1998), the first reading is for observations within the
text. An observation is defined as a theoretical relevant utterance. The researcher
interpreted the observations according to the evidence in the interview, meaning, the
researcher separated the data into the three tenets of SMT: RMT, PPT, and Cultural
Theory/Framing. Then, the researcher completed a second reading of the data after
reviewing the theoretical framework and familiarizing himself with other relevant
literature. This allowed the researcher to separate the broad codes from each of the three
tenets into more specific themes in each tenet. For instance, in this step, the research
would code the data in Cultural Theory/Framing, to either credible frames or salient
frames, per the appropriateness of the statement to theory. The final reading connected
the observations to one another (McCracken, 1998). Finally, the data were visualized for
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the reader. The visualization manifested itself through separating the information by
research questions in the findings section of the manuscript (Baxter & Jack, 2008).
Researcher Reflexivity
Researcher reflexivity is an important part of qualitative methodology. Reflexivity
is defined as the manner in which the writer is conscious about the biases, values, and
experiences that the researcher brought to the study (Creswell, 2013). Researchers bring
multiple personalities into a study as an inquirer and respondent, teacher and learner, and
must integrate those personalities before, during, and after the research process (Denzin
& Lincoln, 2011). One method to appropriately self-reflect is peer debriefing (Hays &
Singh, 2011). The researcher utilized three sport management scholars, Dr. Meg
Hancock, Dr. Mary Hums, and Dr. Evan Frederick with knowledge of SMT and activism
for peer debriefings throughout the current study.
Trustworthiness
Trustworthiness is one of the most important parts of qualitative research
(Creswell, 2013). Trustworthiness is the confidence in one’s research to deliver accurate
results (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). According to Guba and Lincoln (1989), there are four
main areas of trustworthiness: credibility, transferability, dependability, and
confirmability. The authors outlined the four criteria for trustworthiness as they paralleled
with conventional paradigms for many years: internal validity, external validity,
reliability, and objectivity. However, the latter speaks to a positivist paradigm while the
former adheres to a constructivist’s paradigm.
Credibility
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Credibility refers to the internal validity or the accuracy of the results (Creswell,
2013). Strategies for proving credibility include prolonged engagement, persistent
observation, peer debriefing, negative case analysis, and member checking (Guba &
Lincoln, 1989). The current study used prolonged engagement and peer debriefing to
establish credibility. The researcher spent multiple months interacting with the
organization before and after the study to gain an understanding of the culture. As
mentioned before, peer debriefing was also used with scholars familiar with the subject
area of the study. Finally, member checking, which Guba and Lincoln (1989) argued is
the most crucial technique for establishing credibility was also be used. Member
checking is the use of participants’ views to review the findings, themes, and accuracy of
the account (Creswell, 2013). The researcher utilized multiple participants after
interviews to assist in this process. For instance, the researcher sent a fully transcribed
copy of the interview to the participant and asked him/her to review the document and
determine if the meaning behind the words is present.
Transferability
Next, transferability refers to external validity, or the ability to generalize the
results of the study (Guba & Lincoln, 1989). In a constructivist framework, transferability
is the empirical process for “checking the degree of similarity between sending and
receiving context” (Lincoln & Guba, p. 241). The major technique for establishing
transferability is thick description, which was utilized in this study. The researcher was
careful to provide a detailed description of the organization Athlete Ally including
mission, vision, and tactics utilized for social change in sport. Additionally, the
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researcher provided numerous quotes and supplemental documents for the reader to gain
an understanding of the thick description of the data.
Dependability
Third, dependability, or reliability, refers to the consistency of results or the
stability of data over time (Guba & Lincoln, 1989). According to Guba and Lincoln,
methodological changes and shifts are expected in an emergent design, in contrast to
stricter quantitative methods. The changes and shifts indicated successful inquiry.
Lincoln and Guba warned that the changes and shifts should be tracked and trackable in a
public sense. Those authors claim the tracking process should be known as an inquiry
audit, a metaphor for a fiscal audit (Guba & Lincoln, 1989). The audit trail focuses on the
description of the researcher’s steps from the start of the project to the end. An external
author should be able to understand the conclusions drawn by the researcher from the
audit. The researcher in the present study kept a separate journal for the audit. Creswell
(2013) offered several additional strategies for ensuring dependability. Enhancing
reliability is possible if the researcher obtains detailed field notes by using a high-quality
recording device and transcribing the interviews verbatim. The researcher utilized a new
tape-recorded purchased for the current study. Additionally, Creswell (2013) also
suggested multiple coders to assist in the data analysis. The researcher utilized qualitative
specialty methodologists, Dr. Alagaraja and Dr. Hancock, to assist with data collection
and analysis.
Confirmability
Finally, confirmability, or objectivity, is the notion that the researcher attempted
to eliminate or make obvious their biases (Guba & Lincoln, 1989). Per a constructivist
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paradigm, the integrity of the findings must be rooted in the data. Creswell (2013)
pointed to the reflexivity journal as an important way for the researcher to establish their
biases and reflect on the researcher and its potential impact. The researcher purchased a
journal to detail his biases and assumptions before, during, and after data collection and
analysis begins.
In summation, this study used a qualitative case study approach to investigate
Athlete Ally through the frame of SMT. Interviews with members of the organization
were the primary data source for the study, with accompanying information from the
website and organization to help triangulate the information. The researcher relied on
theoretical propositions to shape the data collection and the relevant analytical strategy
(Yin, 2009). Data was analyzed using a hybrid method of mainly a priori coding using
SMT, but also allowing the data that does not fit into those codes to emerge and
constitute their own findings, when needed (Crabtree & Miller, 1992). Trustworthiness
was accomplished by a variety of strategies, most notably, triangulation of other data
sources. Overall, the use of qualitative method was appropriate for this study as it
investigated Athlete Ally in-depth to gain an intimate understanding of the organization.
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CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS
The purpose of the study was to investigate Athlete Ally’s resources, political
context, and cultural/framing techniques through the lens of Social Movement Theory.
The study is significant in that it is an in-depth examination of a sport specific SMO that
collaborates with athlete activists at various levels and leagues. By completing this study,
the author wished to showcase effective strategies used by a prominent sport specific
social movement organization. This information can be used by the SMO to refine
practices or other sport specific SMOs to evolve strategies and resources. In addition, the
researcher attempted to determine the major benefits for athletes having a formal
relationship with a sport specific social movement organization. As athletes continue to
engage in activism at an increasing rate, these sport specific SMOs can provide a space
for athletes to effectively engage in activism.
The purpose of the following section is to outline the findings from the present
study. The focus of this study investigated the resources exchanged between Athlete Ally
and their athlete constituents, tactics for engaging with various governing bodies, and
tactics for ensuring frame resonance by Athlete Ally using Social Movement Theory.
The study utilized the following research questions:
RQ1a: What resources are provided from Athlete Ally to athlete constituents?
RQ1b: What are the perceived resources athlete constituents provide Athlete
Ally?
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RQ2: What strategies does Athlete Ally utilize to engage with various governing
bodies?
RQ3: How does Athlete Ally create resonant (credible and salient) frames?
Four employees and three board members of Athlete Ally participated in the
current study. Semi-structured interviews were the main form of data collection for the
case study method. Each interview consisted of questions regarding (a) resources
provided to and from Athlete Ally to athlete constituents, (b) interactions with various
political entities, and (c) the creation of credible and salient frames. The following
sections will outline the demographic information of the participants and the emergent
themes from the research questions.
Participant Demographics
A total of seven participants agreed to take part in the study. To protect their
anonymity as much as possible, pseudonyms were utilized. Demographic data was
collected, but with a small organization, any demographic information given would
reveal the identity of the individual. The participants represent a wide range of positions,
some entrenched with day-to-day operations of the organization (Directors &
Coordinator, henceforth employee), while others establish the strategic plan, fundraise,
and hire for the organization (Board Member).
Table 1.1
Participant Demographic Information
Name
Position with organization
Dean
Director
Lane
Director
Logan
Director
Jess
Coordinator
Luke
Board Member
Kirk
Board Member
Richard
Board Member
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RQ1a: What resources does Athlete Ally provide its athlete constituents?
Edwards and McCarthy (2004) created a fivefold typology of SMO resources
based on previous literature (Cress & Snow, 1996, Lahuasen, 1996; Oliver & Marwell,
1992). The five resources include moral, cultural, social-organizational, human, and
material. The following section outlines the resources that Athlete Ally provides its
athlete constituents. The athlete constituents can be either a professional and Olympic
athlete or an athlete who is part of Athlete Ally’s college chapter. For a comprehensive
list of resource types exchanged between Athlete Ally and its athlete constituents, see
Figure 2. Table 2.1 provides a list of resources Athlete Ally provides its athlete
constituents and Table 2.2 provides a list of resources the athlete constituents provide
Athlete Ally.
Table 2.1
Summary of Resources Athlete Ally provides Athlete Constituents
Type of Resource
Specific Resource
Moral
Credibility & Legitimacy
Community/Safe Space
Cultural
Educational Tool Kits, One-page summary sheets
Collaborations on op-eds & social media posts
Availability or questions
Social-Organizational
Network to athletes and activists
Platform
Human
None
Material
“SWAG”, T-shirts, Stickers

Moral Resources
Moral resources include intangible, external resources like legitimacy, support,
and celebrity provided to the SMO or activist. Interviews with employees of Athlete Ally
consistently showed Athlete Ally provides its athlete constituents with a plethora of
moral resources, including credibility and legitimacy and a community of individuals
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who support athlete activism. When speaking on credibility and legitimacy, Jess
(employee) noted:
I often speak to a lot of athletes who are queer, who are on college campuses, who
are like, ‘I kind of do this work in some capacities, but I’m alone in it and now
that I have this organization’s name, and this organization’s support, I can get
other people to join me in this work under the umbrella of a club.’ So, I think that
credibility and that name is really helpful...
In other words, having the organization’s name and support behind the athlete acts as an
important point of continuity for identity and collective action for their constituents (della
Porta & Diani, 2006). By using the brand, image, philosophy, and shared values of
Athlete Ally, according to Luke (board member), the athlete can more successfully
engage in activism and or mobilize other allies.
Athlete Ally’s support in the form of a community of athlete activists is another
moral resource that Athlete Ally provides its athletes. Athlete Ally provides a space for
athletes to engage in activism. Logan (employee) mentioned that an athlete may not be
comfortable talking about LGBTQ issues whether s/he is LGBTQ or not. Per Logan
(employee), Athlete Ally is “…that organization that creates a sense of inclusion a
community where they can be involved.” Athlete Ally’s website lists over 150
professional, Olympic, and international athletes engaging in activism to end homophobia
and transphobia in sport, so athletes may be more willing to engage in activism once they
see that community of athlete activists. Lane (employee) reiterated the importance of
community as a resource for athletes:
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I think the other piece that we offer is this sense of community in terms of being a
part of a larger social justice movement for human rights of LGBTQ athletes just
being in the social justice space and have it be both expected, we like to say, and
accepted, because as you know, athlete activism is on the rise, but as is criticism
of athlete activism, especially in this country.
As noted, the community is an important resource. Just as important, is the last phrase
about how activism is on the rise, but so are the critics of athlete activism. As Luke
(board member) said:
More often than not, owners of sports professional franchises really don’t want
their athletes being political. You know, they don’t like athlete activism, they
want them to keep their heads down, play the sport, win the games, make money
for them, and be quiet.
Luke offers evidence that certain actors do not want athletes engaging in activism. Fears
of financial backlash from teams or sponsors (Agyemang, Singer, & DeLorme, 2010;
Cunningham & Regan, 2012) and verbal backlash from coaches, fans, and media
(Frederick, Sanderson, & Schlereth, 2017; Kaufman, 2008; Sanderson, Frederick, &
Stocz, 2016) can prevent athletes from engaging in activism. However, Athlete Ally can
provide their athletes with a space to openly engage in activism with a decreased fear of
retaliation. Having a formal organization backing the athlete provides credibility,
legitimacy, and a community of allies if/when backlash does occur. Furthermore, a major
benefit of SMOs is providing a basis for mobilization of activists (Caniglia & Carmin,
2005) and a safe space for sport activists (Antunovic & Hardin, 2012). Being able to
engage with a community that accepts activism would alleviate some of those issues. For
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instance, research has shown that athlete activists can be viewed as manufacturing issues
like racial injustice when engaging in activism (Frederick, Sanderson, & Schlereth,
2017). Being part of a SMO engaging in activism about the same social injustice can
limit this perception. According to the study participants, an athlete and his/her message
are seen as more credible and legitimate when there is organizational support. This can
be done in a variety of ways, such as coordinating action, facilitating resurgence activism,
and defining goals, to show commitment to social justice efforts. In addition, being part
of a group, whether activist group or community group, can enhance activism efforts
(Louis et al., 2016). The analysis of the data suggests adheres to this notion as
participants noted that athletes being part of the group encouraged other athletes to
engage in activism. This notion speaks to the community and ways that Athlete Ally can
encourage athletes to partner with the organization. Broadly speaking, being part of a
SMO as a group and as a community of activists allows athletes to have strong support
mechanisms in place to help facilitate their activism. This can come in the form of
credibility, legitimacy, and a safe space where activism is encouraged and valued.
Cultural Resources
Cultural resources are conceptual tools and specialized knowledge that have not
become widely known (Edwards & McCarthy, 2004). For example, specialized
knowledge to organize a march or a sit in would be a cultural resource for a SMO. In the
case of Athlete Ally, examples include hosting a panel of athletes to speak about LGBTQ
inclusivity, collaborating with a professional sport organization to organize a pride night,
or organizing a petition for athletes and their social media followers to sign. Moreover,
Athlete Ally has positioned themselves to be the actor most knowledgeable on how to
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influence sport and provide more mechanisms for LGBTQ inclusiveness as they conduct
research and engage with sport governing bodies. The organization can than efficiently
disseminate its cultural resources (della Porta & Diani, 2006) to their athletes so the
organization can pool resources, coordinate action, and facilitate activism (McCarthy &
Zald, 1977; Scott, 1981). Interviews with Athlete Ally employees and board members
suggested Athlete Ally provides a plethora of cultural resources for their athlete
constituents. The cultural resources come in different forms: tangible documents
describing anti-LGBTQ or pro-LGBTQ policies and best practices for engaging with
political and athletic actors, collaborations on opinion editorials and social media posts,
and finally intangible resources like counseling and trainings.
Tangible documents describing policies or practices were a main resource Athlete
Ally provided its athletes. As Jess (employee) mentioned, “So, if there’s a policy that is
coming out, we’ll provide them with a one sheeter of what’s going on and what they can
do”. The one-page summary documents are intended to provide specialized knowledge
that athlete constituents need to know about a certain policy or bill. In addition, Athlete
Ally also provides their athletes with in-depth educational toolkits. The toolkits are
documents that help college chapters or athletes in their activism, according to Logan).
The researcher was given access to an Athlete Ally Campus Resource Guide
(educational toolkit), a 15-page document intended for college athletes who want to start
an Athlete Ally chapter on their campus (Athlete Ally, 2017c). The tool-kit was broken
into multiple parts: about Athlete Ally, recent campaign victories like Athlete Ally
working with the NBA to move the All-Star game out of North Carolina because of an
anti-LGBTQ law or launching the Athletic Equality Index, steps to starting a chapter,
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suggested on-campus initiatives and events, talking points for the college ambassador,
and frequently asked questions. The initiatives and events section included six potential
initiatives for campus chapters to engage: writings and op-eds, mass online pledge
signing, mobilizing the student body, pride match, social media campaigns, and the use
of the Athletic Equality Index. Athlete Ally has identified these six initiatives as key
mobilizing actions, which can help athletes be successful in their activism (Athlete Ally,
2017c). These one-page policy summary sheets and toolkits may seem like material
resources as they are tangible; however, the difference between the two is the level of
specialized knowledge.
Some of these tool kits are not just for athletes, but other non-athlete constituents
as well. Around Super Bowl time (February 2nd, 2018), Athlete Ally sent a “be a host”
two-page document to their followers via email. The document contained information on
how to host a party for a Super Bowl or World Cup and how to use that party as a
fundraiser for Athlete Ally. The two-page program gave information about the impact
and benefits of hosting a party, steps in hosting the party, and more information about the
organization (Athlete Ally, n.d.-d).
The goal of the tool kits and one-page policy summaries are to provide athletes
with education and awareness. As Kirk (board member) mentioned, “I think we can
provide people [athletes] with education, awareness. There are plenty of allies all over the
country that just don’t know that there’s a world out here. So, I think awareness is a big
part of it.” By providing the athletes with specialized knowledge, the organization can
build awareness about combating anti-LGBTQ policies, supporting pro-LGBTQ polices,
and practices to help assist the organization complete its mission in a quick and efficient
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manner. This is a common practice in activism related to sport (Carty, 2002). For
example, anti-sweatshop SMOs disseminated similar tools over the internet to activists in
their protest of Phil Knight and Nike’s use of sweatshop labor. The internet served as a
proficient means of disseminating this information to the activists in an efficient manner.
This uniform information provides an opportunity for likeminded individuals to come
together to create a larger collective identity (Carty, 2002). In the context of Athlete Ally,
the findings support this idea. Athlete Ally can provide these resources easily to their
athletes (all documents were found on the internet or provided via email) and create this
larger collective identity of pro-LGBTQ inclusive athletic environments.
A key benefit of the one-sheet policy papers and tool kits is the time saved by
athlete activists. Prior research suggests individuals with more control over their time and
the ability to create their own schedule were most likely to engage in activism (Brady,
Scholzman, & Verba, 1999; Wiltfang & McAdam, 1991). However, athletes are being
pulled in many directions, as stated by the participants in this study. Time is one resource
an athlete may not have after trainings and competitions. As such, the one-page summary
documents and toolkits can serve as a mechanism to decrease the amount of time needed
to engage in activism. Instead of the athlete needing to research a specific policy and its
effects on his/her own time, the organization provides that to the athlete.
Second, the organization collaborates with athletes on making public statements.
As both Dean (employee) and Logan (employee) mentioned, Athlete Ally provides
sample social media tweets or content (e.g. logos) for the athletes if they want to send out
a message. For instance, in March 2018 NBA player Reggie Bullock announced his
partnership with Athlete Ally as he became an athlete ambassador. The tweet, from
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Bullock’s personal account, had a similar structure and appearance to other tweets from
Athlete Ally’s account (See Figure 1). The two tweets having similar logos, fonts, and
design indicate that Athlete Ally helped the athlete design a tweet to send out announcing
his newly formed relationship with Athlete Ally. One can assume that Athlete Ally
provided the logos, fonts, and help craft the message for Reggie Bullock so he could send
the tweet from his personal Twitter account.

Figure 1. A comparison of tweets from an athlete ambassador’s account and Athlete
Ally’s account.
The distinct terminology and phrasing is discussed at greater length in the
Cultural Theory/Frame Analysis section. In addition to sample social media posts and
logos, the organization also collaborates with athletes on opinion editorials (op-ed) or
statements directly from the athlete. The goal of the op-eds is to make a public statement
about a policy or spread the message about the organization. The organization wants the
athletes to be the authors of their own written statements, but the organization is willing
to assist the athlete in crafting that message. This practice serves as a means to best
utilize the celebrity activists. The organization can focus on one of the athletes’ main
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strengths, bringing awareness and communicating major issues to the public
(Brockington, 2014; Kogen, 2015; Thrall et al., 2008). Utilizing this strategy can also cut
down on the issue of celebrities not correctly articulating the issues (Kogen, 2015), as the
organization guides the athlete through universal language. The op-eds, in addition to the
tool-kits and one-page summary sheets, allow the organization to guide the athlete in
what needs to be stated and articulated and how to do so.
Finally, the last major cultural resource the organization provides its athletes are
availability for questions and counseling, in other words, general support. Research has
noted the prevalence of homophobia within sport as athletes and coaches who identify as
LGBTQ are stereotyped and labeled as other (Krane & Barger, 2006; Sartore &
Cunningham, 2009). One way to create progress for the LGBTTQ sports movement is for
athletes and coaches to recognize their sexuality and find support from those around them
(Carrol, 2016). By being available for the athletes, the organization can support athletes
as they recognize orientation and/or share their gender identity and/or sexual identity.
The specialized knowledge of the experiences the athletes will go through can be an
important resource for the athlete and is re-emphasized through employees of the
organization and written materials. Jess (employee) noted that Athlete Ally is always
available to answer questions for the athletes. The Campus Resource Guide mentions
several examples of times that the organization wants to assist, is available for questions,
and wants to stay in touch with their athletes (Athlete Ally, 2017c). In addition, the
organization helps athletes who want to express their sexuality. Richard (board member)
articulated this point, “We also provide support for LGBT athletes, and counsel athletes
who are considering coming out, at every level, from middle school these days through
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professional.” Athlete Ally employees, being comprised of LGBTQ members and having
worked with LGBTQ athletes, have seen the process of athletes coming out and know
recognize the experience of that process. Thus, they can help guide that athlete through
the process and foreshadow the type of typical experiences of an athlete coming out. By
being available for questions from their athletes or counseling them on major decisions,
Athlete Ally can provide the athletes with specialized knowledge.
Social-Organizational Resources
Social-organizational resources can be divided into intentional socialorganizational and appropriable social-organizational resources (Edwards & McCarthy,
2004). Intentional social-organizational resources are created specifically to further
movement goals (e.g. social networks), while appropriable social-organizational
resources (e.g., streets, sidewalks, and post offices) are available to athletes, but Athlete
Ally does not create or provide those resources. Therefore, only intentional socialorganizational resources were examined in this analysis. Intentional social-organizational
resources may include social networks (access to people) and other protagonist
organizations. Per this study, Athlete Ally provides two social-organizational resources: a
vast network and a platform to engage in activism.
One of the most frequently spoken about intentional social-organizational
resource Athlete Ally employees mentioned was a strong social network. Because Athlete
Ally partners with so many athletes and other pro-LGBTQ sport entities, the organization
can provide access to a vast array of connections and access to other athletes as the SMO
serves to be the basis for mobilization for a social movement (Caniglia & Carmin, 2005).
As Jess (employee) mentioned, “...it also seems like connections are very helpful. We
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have multiple chapters in North Carolina at Duke and UNC and we connect them all the
time to do work with all of the horrible legislation that comes out of North Carolina.” The
network and knowledge Athlete Ally provides creates a strong system for the opposition
of anti-LGBTQ policy. Instead of just one group of athletes at Duke University or the
University of North Carolina, Athlete Ally can connect those two groups to create a joint
statement in opposition of a bill or a policy. Jess (employee) also added “They’re like,
‘can you put me in contact with this chapter, because I really like what they’re doing.’
So, in that way, it’s all about connections...” This seems to indicate that Athlete Ally is
also connecting athletes to help learn from one another about best practices. Being the
centerpiece, Athlete Ally can easily provide direct contact with different athletes or teams
to share strategies, information, or collaborate. Part of the reasons this is so valuable is
that a stronger social network of activists leads to future activist intentions (Louis et al.,
2016). In theory, Athlete Ally can utilize their network to inspire activism in more parts
of the country or in different sports. Logan (employee) boasted about the ability of
Athlete Ally’s network reach:
So, I think it increases dialogue, and it’s also cross-sport, so it’s not just...You’re
in your silo, and you’re just a soccer player, or were a soccer player. It’s more like
bridging the gap with different sports so that there’s a bit more of a conversation
going on. And even men and women, because I think there’s even that sort of
division that happens.
Logan (employee) mentioned how they can reach out to other athletes across sport and
gender via Athlete Ally. While no literature has investigated activism between different
sports, literature has investigated activism regarding gender in a general activism sense
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(McAdam, 1992) and within the LGBT movement (Engel, 2001). In terms of general
activism, women have felt more discrimination than male activists, often receiving jobs
tied to administrative roles, instead of leadership roles and are more likely to be rejected
for activism efforts than their male counterparts (McAdam, 1992). Athlete Ally, if
cognizant of these issues, can assist in reducing the discrimination between genders,
especially as the organization is involved in women’s rights. Focusing on the LGBT
movement, lesbian and gay activists have had a tumultuous history as the lesbian
movement claimed the gay movement did not seek to advance gay and lesbian rights, just
gay rights (Engel, 2001). Athlete Ally has the chance to break down both of these barriers
through their network. Perhaps the commonality of sport as the driving force behind the
partnerships or the association with Athlete Ally is bringing different sport and gender
athletes together. Regardless, Athlete Ally provides a basis for those connections to
occur.
In addition to networks, Athlete Ally also provides its athletes with a platform. As
noted before, one of the most commonly discussed resources was a safe space to engage
in activism. Just having a safe space may not be enough, though, without a platform to
engage in activism. Athlete Ally is a platform for athletes to use and connect to other
activists and protagonists. An athlete can share a story or make a statement through
Athlete Ally’s Twitter (23.1K followers at time of study) or Facebook (15.1 likes at time
of study) and access a platform to reach thousands of individuals with their story or
activism. Richard (board member) summarized the importance of Athlete Ally as a
platform:
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So, there's that opportunity, especially for more prominent athletes at the
collegiate, or at the professional level, and coaches who want to be a part of it. I
mean, there's a ton of athlete activism going on right now, whether it's about
racial equality, guns, LGBT equality, and we sort of provide that opportunity for
athletes to use their voice. Because, they're heroed in our society and they have
huge fan bases, and huge social media followings, and we give them the tools and
opportunities to do that, as well.
Additionally, an athlete may speak at the Athlete Ally Action Awards, a fundraising gala
to celebrate and honor activists helping to create LGBTQ inclusive athletic environments
and eliminate homophobia and transphobia (Athlete Ally, 2017a), and provide a point of
inspiration for the hundreds of donors and organizational partners in the room. While not
specifically stated in past literature, this finding is interesting in that athletes are given a
figurative platform due to their status as an athlete (Agyemang, 2011; Kaufman & Wolff,
2010; Wilson et al., 2015). Still, not all athlete activists have unlimited star power and
media attention. Athlete Ally can serve as a platform to collaborate with initiatives, send
out a social media post, or start a campaign to combat anti-LGBTQ legislation to the
subscribers and followers of Athlete Ally for lesser known athletes. While athletes like
Martina Navratilova and Andy Roddick may not need that platform given their star
power, athletes in lesser known sports like quidditch or rowing may tap into that platform
to engage in activism with other athletes and constituents.
Human Resources
Human resources are mainly the labor needed to advance movement goals, but
can also include an individual’s experience, skills, and leadership. For example, if an
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athlete ambassador wanted to hold a rally or a march, but needed physical bodies to
mobilize to increase the size of the rally, Athlete Ally could reach out to any volunteers
or followers to attend the rally. There was no mention from Athlete Ally employees and
board members that this practice ever occured. The athletes are not the ones holding
events and organizing activism efforts - the organization holds that responsibility. In one
instance, Jess (employee) mentioned listening to athletes about the anti-LGBTQ policies
in their respective sports or leagues. An athlete could come to Athlete Ally with an antiLGBTQ policy and Athlete Ally can post a petition on their website for their followers to
sign supporting ending that policy. On October 31, 2017, in fact, Athlete Ally sent out a
letter to World Rugby to adopt the International Olympic Committee’s 2016 policies
related to participation of transgender athletes in sport. When data were collected (March
2018), 492 signed the petition, when 250 signatures was the goal. In theory, an athlete
could have brought the discriminatory policies to the attention of Athlete Ally and the
organization could mobilize their constituents to sign a petition ending the policy. The
above example would constitute a human resource that Athlete Ally could provide,
however no participant mentioned this practice.
Athlete Ally lacking in human resources (only five full-time employees) is not an
unsurprising finding. Social movement organizations are important for coordinating
action (McAdam & Zald, 1977), not necessary supplying bodies for a protest. In addition,
Athlete Ally is a small organization. With only five full time employees and board
members who average two hours of work for the organization per week (according to
Athlete Ally’s financial records), supplying human resources is not a role of the
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organization. Instead, the organization specializes in providing moral, cultural, socialorganizational, and material resources for its athlete constitutes.
Material Resources
Material resources are arguably the easiest resources to identify. They include
tangible items like signs, money, equipment, and posters (Edwards & McCarthy, 2004).
Participants did note that the material resources provided to athletes were minimal.
Almost every member mentioned stickers, t-shirts, graphics, and other “SWAG” as
material resources provided to the athletes. These resources provide the athletes with
awareness opportunities for the cause and Athlete Ally. For the LGBT movement
specifically, using material resources like t-shirts and stickers was a strong way to get
societal acceptance during the 1980s-1990s (Bernstein, 2003). In the case of LGBT
SMOs in the US, the decision to create shirts and other tangible materials to raise
awareness was a result of legal defeats, most notably a court’s decision to claim same sex
couples do not have privacy in the bedroom, unlike non-same sex couples. As a result,
LGBT SMOs had to be proactive and create these tangible goods for activists to wear to
create awareness about the issues in the LGBT community (Bernstein, 2003). In sport,
athletes wear symbols, special clothing or unique clothing to raise awareness for a
specific issue. Case in point, Ramogi Huma was a college football player at University of
California, Los Angeles (UCLA) and president of the National College Players
Association. He, and his UCLA teammates, planned to wear black arm bands during a
nationally televised game against the University of Miami. The black arm bands were
meant to symbolize the opposition to proposition 209 (legislation aimed to end
affirmative action in higher education; Kaufman & Wolff, 2011). The result was a swift
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response from coaches and administrators when the action was brought to their attention
(Kaufman, 2008). Athlete Ally used a similar tactic in the Principle 6 campaign, where
they provided Principle 6 clothing in response to Russia’s anti-LGBTQ laws prior to the
2014 Winter Olympic Games. The level of awareness raised from the campaign helped
society open their eyes to the issue, as Richard (board member) noted:
And I think it was Jason Lou, who did a very high-end beanie, Principle 6 beanie
that went crazy viral on, I think Rhianna, and a same sort of Instagram post
wearing it. And, you know, we achieved great success with very little money
spent. We were able to get P6 into the conversation, not only having celebrities
and athletes wearing P6 gear and posting about it, but literally, when Bob Costas
opened the Olympics, as he always did until this year. With his opening narrative,
he talked about be the movement and the anti-LGBT laws. David Remnick, was
at the games sort of covering it for the New Yorker, and he wrote about it. He
wore P6 gear. And there were a number of athletes who wore P6 stuff at,
potentially great, personal peril because you don't know what's going to go on in
Russia.
The use of celebrities and providing them visible unifying material goods helped
Athlete Ally raise awareness for the Principle 6 campaign and bring issues into the
societal conversation. What started off as a beanie, helped partly inspire journalists and
media members to discuss the anti-LGBTQ Russian legislation. The material resources
served to create a collective identity for the movement (Dorf & Tarrow, 2014; Gamson,
1995). Uniting athletes and activists alike under similar logos and icons provides added
awareness and a basis for mobilization (Caniglia & Carmin, 2005). This tactic is further
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compounded by having celebrities wear these tangible goods to promote awareness
(Brockington, 2014), thus providing more media attention for the movement as a whole
(Thrall et al., 2008), as Richard noted. As noted above, the LGBT movement in the 1990s
gained significant policy victories when celebrities and famous actors were allies (Engel,
2001). The same could be said for Athlete Ally, gaining a boost when a prominent athlete
and/or protagonist wears or displays their material goods and bring awareness to the
organization and its campaigns.
Summary of Findings for RQ1a
Athlete Ally provides a wide variety of resources for their athletes ranging from
intangible to tangible. Overall, Athlete Ally serves as the central point for mobilization
for LGBTQ issues, which has been noted in literature (Caniglia & Carmin, 2005). From
that central point, Athlete Ally can provide a safe space to insulate athlete activists
(Antunovic & Hardin, 2012) from harsh criticism (Agyemang, Singer, & DeLorme,
2010; Frederick, Sanderson, & Schlereth, 2017; Kaufman, 2008; Sanderson, Frederick, &
Stocz, 2016). Providing that safe space for athletes can minimize the amount of backlash
the athlete receives for engaging in activism. Thus, it is crucial for sport SMOs to provide
that safe space, credibility, and legitimacy, especially when athlete activism is not fully
supported in the United States (Kaufman, 2008).
In addition, Athlete Ally coordinates activism via the specialized knowledge (e.g
tool-kits, one-page summary sheets) they provide their athletes (Carty, 2002; della Porta
& Diani, 2006; McCarthy & Zald, 1977; Scott, 1981). With professional and Olympic
athletes navigating rigorous schedules, having expert knowledge on building a program,
fundraising, or on a specific policy allows the athletes to access the information in an
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efficient manner. Athletes can be used as prominent speakers and communicators with
the public (Brockington, 2014). A sport SMO should provide specialized knowledge so
the athlete can focus on speaking and mobilizing constituents.
One of Athlete Ally’s other main contributing resources is their vast social
network. Having a large social network is beneficial for multiple reasons, including the
retention of activists, the longevity of the SMO, and the ability to engage in more
activism (Thrall et al., 2016). Athlete Ally’s large network is also beneficial as it allows
athlete activists to interact with one another to promote activism across sports and
genders. In addition, it allows the athletes to grow their network to other athletes in their
sport as they share a common support of LGBTQ rights. Thus, an implication of this
study is the importance of cultivating a large social-network. While the athletes’ social
network is beneficial (discussed later), the organization’s social-network is also valuable
for the aforementioned reasons. Therefore, it would behoove a SMO dedicated to
establishing relationships with athletes to have a large social network to assist their
athletes.
Finally, Athlete Ally generates awareness through SWAG and t-shirts to create a
collective identity of athlete activists (Dorf & Tarrow, 2014). Having a specific logo with
accompanying merchandise provides visibility to athletes who can be highly viewed as
leaders in society (Wilson et al., 2015). Creating the SWAG and other promotional
materials would be a wise investment for any social movement organization. This allows
organizations to assist in either raising funds through their merchandise or providing
awareness for the organization. An athlete celebrity can further boost the importance of
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this resource if s/he wears the materials, thus creating added awareness to the
organization and movement (Brockington, 2014).
Unsurprisingly, the organization does not provide notable human resources as
Athlete Ally only has five full-time employees. Athlete Ally simply does not have the
numbers to distribute that type of resource. Instead, Athlete Ally provides specialized
knowledge needed to facilitate activism by the athletes. Social movement organizations
should recognize where their strengths and limitations lie. Having specialized knowledge
of when and how to engage in activism should be a strength for the organization, while
more than likely the size of the organization will be a limitation. Thus, building a large
social network to access volunteers and constituents for mobilization is critical. Overall,
the aforementioned resources provide a means of strong support for the athlete activists
so they can focus on using their celebrity to engage in activism. From a broader sense,
SMOs should recognize that providing the correct resources allows the athlete to reduce
barriers to engaging in activism.
RQ1b: What are the perceived resources athletes provide Athlete Ally?
To this research question, the researcher asked Athlete Ally employees and board
members about the perceived resources athletes provide Athlete Ally. A plethora of
literature has noted the importance of resources celebrities and athletes (Brockington,
2014; Wilson et al., 2015) provide SMOs and peace promoting programs. This give and
take with resources between the athletes and the SMO suggests a mutually beneficial
relationship between the two entities. As Lane (employee) suggested, the relationship
between Athlete Ally and their athlete constituents is a “symbiotic relationship.” Like any
great symbiotic relationship, both parties share resources to advance their own goals.
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Athlete Ally provides a variety of resources for their athletes. From intangible resources
like a network of athletes and a community of athlete activists, to tangible resources like
educational tool kits and one-sheeters, the organization supports its athletes in numerous
ways. In return, the athletes themselves provide Athlete Ally with resources, which can
be found in Table 2.2. The following section outlines the resources athletes provide
Athlete Ally. Once again, the resources are broken up into the five resource types.

Table 2.2
Summary of Resources Athlete Constituents provide Athlete Ally
Type of Resource
Specific Resource
Moral
Credibility & Legitimacy
Celebrity
Visibility
Cultural
None
Social-Organizational
Network to other athletes & protagonists
Access to people and spaces
Human
Stories, lived experience
Athlete supporters
Material
Signed merchandise
In-kind trades
Moral Resources
As mentioned before, two important resources that Athlete Ally provided its
athlete constituents were credibility and legitimacy. Interestingly enough, the athletes
also provide Athlete Ally with credibility and legitimacy through their numbers and
celebrity. As Dean (employee) stated, “Well, you know, I think their name and likeness
for us to be able to say we have 150 professional athletes, that lends a little credibility to
the organization.” The question remains how do athletes provide Athlete Ally with
credibility and legitimacy? The number mentioned above in the passage, 150, is an
important part of that quote. The number of athletes can contribute to media presence
(Thrall et al., 2008). Social movement organizations with more celebrities gain more
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news coverage, which increases the awareness of the organization. This remains true in
sport, as literature on athlete activism has focused on activism in groups: the Missouri
football team (Frederick, Sanderson, & Schlereth, 2017), the St. Louis Rams players onfield protest (Sanderson, Frederick, & Stocz, 2016), Huma and fellow UCLA football
players (Kaufman, 2008; Kaufman & Wolff, 2010). Athlete activists are aware of the
collaborations needed to enact social change (Kaufman & Wolff, 2010), so joining with
an organization to collaborate on social justice makes sense. The greater the number of
athletes associated with the organization and willing to use their celebrity reputation to
further the social cause, in theory, the greater chance of social change. Lane (employee)
added, “They also raise the visibility of our organization, so the more athlete
ambassadors we have on board, the bigger the names are, the more people get to know
our work in that way.” Lane also brings up way the athletes lend credibility and
legitimacy other than just the number of athletes: celebrity status.
Celebrity and star power advocacy are crucial for mobilizing activists for SMOs
and advocacy organizations (Simonson, 2001; Thrall et al., 2008). Logan (employee)
provided an actual example, “Some of them [athletes] will show up at events, so for us
that’s a big, big thing. If you can get Jason Collins to attend a party, people are more
likely to go.” Jason Collins was the first active gay player in any of the four major North
American sports. As Logan stated, having Jason Collins attend an event (i.e., Pride Night)
provides more legitimacy for the event and draws more of the public to the event.
Similarly, well-known Kenyan runners participated in Run-for-Peace events. Their
participation gave the events legitimacy because the public was more likely to attend as
people they respected were part of the event (Wilson et al., 2015). The point here is not
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on the number of athletes, but the star power of specific athletes. As Thrall and
colleagues (2008) noted, star-power is important when creating infrastructure for SMOs.
While celebrities struggle to set a strong agenda for the SMO in media, they are
important for raising money and encouraging mobilization for action (discussed later).
This remains true in the athletic environment. High profile ‘celebrity’ athletes are in an
appropriate position to lead activism efforts like mobilizing resources and influencing
political entities (Wilson et al., 2015). All in all, athletes’ transfer their celebrity status to
Athlete Ally, providing the organization with a boon in awareness and
credibility/legitimacy. Whether it is the quantity of athletes or the level of celebrity of the
athletes, Athlete Ally can utilize those moral resources to build infrastructure, raise
awareness, and mobilize constituents.
Cultural Resources
The participants did not note any cultural resources provided to Athlete Ally from
the athlete constitutes. The athletes’ specialty primarily resides in building awareness for
the movement and social movement organization through their celebrity (Brockington,
2014). Their expertise is not in the coordination of action and organization of
constituents, like a social movement organization. Therefore, it is not surprising that
athletes do not provide Athlete Ally with cultural resources.
Social-Organizational Resources
Just as Athlete Ally provides athletes and college chapters with a network and
connections to others, athletes provide Athlete Ally with a network and access to others.
The athletes themselves lend a network to other athletes, connections to state based and
local groups, and generally open doors to other potential protagonists or antagonists. Jess
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(employee), talking specifically about the college chapters stated, “We reached out to our
college chapters and we said, can you share this with your networks? Can you spread the
word?” Logan (employee) described it by saying:
They also help make introductions and relationships. Sort of like a spider web.
They way we get to another athlete is often through another athlete. Or even just
teams and leagues. So, someone will say, ‘Oh, you should be talking to the head
of Major League Soccer. I can get you that meeting.’ That sort of thing.
The opportunity to expand a SMO’s network through constituents is invaluable. A
network of athletes for Athlete Ally is a crucial resource that cannot be overstated. Prior
literature shows that activists get engaged and stay in activism longer if they have a social
network of other activists (della Porta & Diani, 2006; Louis et al., 2016; McPherson,
Popielarz, & Drobnic, 1992). With turnover minimized, the organization can dedicate
more time to coordinating action rather than training new members. Additionally, athletes
serve as a link between Athlete Ally and their own social network (Breiger, 1974;
Simmel, 1955). Research shows that the majority of activists are recruited from their
social network (Diani & Lodi, 1988; Snow, Zurcher, & Olson-Ekland, 1980). If an athlete
participates in a team-focused sport (or even individual sports), Athlete Ally can recruit
other members of that team to be athlete ambassadors. Thus, the importance of a strong
social network is critically important as it helps recruit athletes to Athlete Ally and helps
them remain committed.
But the network is not simply limited to athletes. Athletes, per Lane (employee),
provide Athlete Ally access to “people and spaces, and that kind of access we might not
have. Connecting with high level athletes or their agents, open doors for us to either
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access the other athletes, access to other people interested in the organization...” If it was
not for the athletes providing this network with other high-level athletes, agents, or other
protagonists/antagonists, Athlete Ally may not be able to gain access to those spaces. For
example, there was anti-LGBT legislation in Indiana when Republican Mike Pence was
governor. Richard (board member) noted the importance of a former athlete being able to
access a space previously inaccessible. Richard stated:
We [Athlete Ally] brokered a meeting between Greg Louganis, who's on our
advisory board, and Vice President Pence, which hasn't been often told. We got
Lambda Legal lawyers in to meet with the Governor. And they had refused to
meet with Lambda but, it turns out that the Governor was a big fan of Greg.
Because Greg... I guess the diving program is based in Indiana? Or perhaps it's
some relationship to the diving program and he took the meeting with Louganis.
And Louganis was able to bring in Lambda and, my understanding is that, they
either changed or he did not sign the law.
Greg Louganis gave Athlete Ally an incredible opportunity as the organization utilized
his access to help defeat the anti-LGBTQ legislation. This example once again shows the
strength of celebrity and athlete activists: the ability to connect and reach spaces a SMO
cannot on its own (Brockington, 2014; Wilson et al., 2015). Athlete Ally was unable to
get a meeting with then-governor Mike Pence of Indiana, but through a celebrity athlete,
Greg Louganis, they were able to successfully change legislation. Just as the athletes of
the Run-for-Peace event in Africa were utilized to reach spaces the event organizers
could not, Athlete Ally can do the same.
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Human Resources
Athlete constituents provide a myriad of human resources, most notably their
lived experiences and other activists (i.e. supporters of the athlete). For Logan
(employee), athletes provide the organization with a “variety of voices” and a “patchwork
or quilt of experiences” that aids the organization. Their lived stories represent human
resources because they are not specialized knowledge, but rather are lived experiences
inherent to the constituents. For an example, Dean (employee) talked about Greg
Louganis, a gay former Olympic athlete, being adopted. Dean (employee) can then use
Greg Louganis’ story to help combat an anti-LGBTQ adoption bill. Louganis’ story can
be used by Athlete Ally to help bring the issue into a real-life setting. Using an athlete’s
story is common practice for Athlete Ally. Jess (employee) described how the stories are
used through different channels:
They [college chapters] provide us with a lot of stories, which we use in a lot of
different ways. We use it on our communication front and even in the
development front, when we ask donors for funds, or ‘this is the kind of work
we’re doing, and these are the people it impacts in these stories of our college
chapters’
It is important for Athlete Ally to use these personal stories because they can be a way to
eliminate one of the biggest concerns for celebrity activists: lack of genuine interest in the
social injustice (Davis, 2010; Huliaras & Tzifakis, 2012; Winge, 2008). Further, general
activists feel less committed to activism if they do not have a psychological commitment
to the issues (Fendrich, 1977). By understanding and using personal athlete stories,
Athlete Ally can ensure their celebrity athletes are genuine with their activism as it
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touches their lives and reflects commitment to the issue. This is further magnified as
personal stories can combat the perception of athlete activists manufacturing issues, but
not overcoming the issues (Frederick, Sanderson, & Schlereth, 2017).
Stories are not the only human resource athletes provide Athlete Ally. The
athletes, through their platform (Agyemang, 2011; Kaufman & Wolff, 2010; Wilson et
al., 2015), can help provide “traffic” like human signatures or visits to the website. For
example, Dean (employee) stated:
So, it’s good to have their name and affiliation, they send a lot of traffic our way
in terms of promoting our pledge. So, we’ll be getting... like they’ll encourage
their followers oftentimes and sustain a substantial following to sign the Athlete
Ally pledge.
One of the most effective ways to utilize celebrity activists and advocates is to
communicate to the public and encourage the public to volunteer for a cause
(Brockington, 2014; Kogen, 2015; Wilson et al., 2015). Social movement organizations
like Athlete Ally can then use those human resources mobilized by the athlete activists to
volunteer for marches and events or sign pledges and other slacktivism related materials.
Slacktivism equates to lazy activism, usually completed via the internet with little
risk/effort to the activist, such as posting on social media or signing a pledge (Lim, 2013).
Research has discovered, however, that individuals engaging in slacktivism are more
likely to engage in actual activism, like donating money (Lee & Hsieh, 2013). So, Athlete
Ally can utilize their athletes to provide human resources to the organization and
ultimately increase their number of constituents.
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Material Resources
Finally, material resources are the tangible resources athletes provide Athlete
Ally. Many of the employees suggested signed merchandise as the main material
resource that athletes provide Athlete Ally. Merchandise such as signed basketballs from
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar are then used for auctions. Per an 2015 financial report obtained
from Athlete Ally, most of the money from fundraising and donations was allocated to
compensation to employees and board members, insurance, travel, office expenses, and
legal fees. Another popular “package” provided to Athlete Ally by athletes are sport
opportunities. For instance, Logan (employee) noted, “[we] auction of some cool
packages, ‘Getting to work out with Jason Collins,’ and some unique sport stuff.” While
the athletes may not provide any direct financial resource, they indirectly offer financial
resources through their merchandise and time. Literature supports the notion that
celebrities (Bockington, 2014) and celebrity athletes (Wilson et al., 2015) can provide
this type of resource. It would be inefficient for Athlete Ally not to use their athletes for
raising financial resources to use for organizational goals. While it may not be direct
financial resources, the athletes are providing resources for fundraising purposes.
Summary of Findings for RQ1b
Athlete constituents provide Athlete Ally with a variety of resources. Most of
them are a reflection of the celebrity that comes with being an athlete (Wilson et al.,
2015). It is no secret that athletes are given an elevated platform in society (Agyemang,
2011; Kaufman & Wolff, 2010; Wilson et al., 2015). Using that elevated status, or
celebrity, the athletes can provide the organization with credibility and legitimacy. Being
associated with an athlete who is committed to a social issue can help elevate the stature
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and media attention for the sport social movement organization (Carrol, 2016; Thrall et
al., 2008). Therefore, it would behoove an organization to identify and establish
partnerships with athletes to help build credibility, legitimacy, and awareness for their
organization. Athletes also provide Athlete Ally with access to a broad social network of
other athletes. This is a tangible benefit for Athlete Ally as it allows for more athletes and
constituents to be recruited for activist work. In addition, the athletes can help open new
avenues for movement progress that were previously inaccessible (Brockington, 2014).
As a SMO, Athlete Ally can be shut out from political antagonists (Bernstein, 1997).
Athletes can, and have in the case of Greg Louganis, reached previously unattainable
actors. Another resource athletes provide Athlete Ally is their personal stories and
experiences. These personal stories and experiences (as discussed later) can serve as
starting points for SMO goals or even opportunities to fundraise. Athletes who are fully
committed to Athlete Ally and their goals have a story or reason for their activism. A
sport SMO should tap into these stories to understand why the athlete is committed to the
organization and use those stories to mobilize various resources. Athletes also provide
resources for the sole reason of fundraising. As athletes and celebrities are viewed as
leaders in society (Brockington, 2014; Wilson et al., 2015), their merchandise can
provide materials for fundraising. The one resource missing is cultural resources, but that
is not surprising. As mentioned, the athletes’ strength does not lie in pooling resources,
coordinating action and being a basis for mobilization. Those roles are filled, and should
be filled, by the SMO as it has the specialized knowledge for mobilization (Caniglia &
Carmin, 2005). A SMO should rely on the strengths of the athlete, including providing
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credibility, legitimacy, awareness, their social network, and tangible materials for
fundraising efforts.
Summary of Findings for RQ1
Interestingly, many of the resources exchanged between Athlete Ally and its
athlete constituents are similar. Both entities provide each other with legitimacy and
credibility (moral resources), a strong social network (social-organization resources), and
material goods for building awareness or fundraising (material resources). Moral
resources are shared because the SMO provides a constant basis for mobilization
(Caniglia & Carmin, 2005) and the celebrity of the athletes helps raise awareness and
respect for the organization (Brockington, 2014; Kogen, 2015; Thrall et al., 2008; Wilson
et al., 2015). Social-organizational resources are both present because the activist opens
up his/her social network, while tapping into the social network of the social movement
organization (della Porta & Diani, 2006). Finally, material resources transferred because
the organization wants to create a collective identity through symbols (Carty, 2002; Dorf
& Tarrow, 2014) and the celebrity athletes can utilize one of their strengths in fundraising
(Brockington, 2014). The shared resources indicate the mutually beneficial relationship
between SMOs and athletes. While the SMO provides many resources to the athlete, so
does the athlete to the social movement organization. Broadly speaking, it would be wise
for athletes to partner with advocacy organizations if they wish to engage in activism, just
as it would be wise for advocacy organizations to partner with athletes.
While the two entities have many similarities, cultural resources and human
resources are not exchanged between both parties. Athlete Ally only provides cultural
resources to its athlete constituents. This is not surprising as the SMO’s strength lies in
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coordinating action and serving as the basis for mobilization (Caniglia & Carmin, 2005;
della Porta & Diani, 2006). The organization has only five full-employees who are
dedicated to disseminating cultural resources to athletes and other constituents, like
policy one-sheet summaries and toolkits. With only five full-time members, the
organization cannot help support athletes through the number of bodies they can
contribute to a march or an event. Therefore, it would be wise for athletes to provide the
SMO human resources, as they have numerous supports (Wilson et al., 2015).
Additionally, the use of a strong social-network can assist athletes in mobilizing activists
for the organization. Thus, a SMO partnering with athletes would be wise to make sure
their strength lies in providing specialized knowledge to athletes. Athletes, on the other
hand, should invest in growing their network and mobilizing human resources to
maximize their benefit to a social movement organization.

Athlete Ally
to Athletes
• Cultural

Both
• Moral
• SocialOrganizational
• Material

Athletes to
Athlete Ally
• Human

Figure 2. Comprehensive overview of resources exchanged between Athlete Ally and its
athlete constituents.
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RQ2: What strategies does Athlete Ally utilize to engage with various governing
bodies?
Political Process Theory (PPT) expands the scope of investigation from the
specific social movement and accompanying organizations to the external structures
surrounding the social movement and its actors (Caniglia & Carmin, 2005). The
framework is broken into three variables: political opportunity structures (POS),
configurations of actors/power, and interaction contexts (Kriesi, 2004). First, the POS
investigates the political institutions (i.e. institutional structures) and cultural aspects (i.e.
acceptance of movement goals/claims as legitimate by public/governing body)
surrounding the social movement. The political institutions can be open or closed,
allowing for easier or more difficult input and slow or fast output, respectively. In
addition to the strict political institution, the public or governing body’s opinion can also
influence the political opportunity structure. Public or the governing body’s opinion can
view the movement favorably or non-favorably. Historically, the more open the
institution and more favorable the cultural opinion, the more likely for collaborative
success between the movement and the political entity (Koopmans & Statham, 1999).
The tactics of the social movement and political entities will vary depending on the
degree of openness and public/governing body support (Kriesi, 2004). Second, the
configuration of actors/power notes the various actors in relation to the social movement
at a given time. Actors can either be protagonists, antagonists, or bystanders. Protagonists
are allies to the social movement, antagonists are adversaries to the social movements,
and bystanders are outside of the social movement, but note the environment of the social
movement and its cause. Movements will find more success (without using combative
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strategies) when protagonist actors are in government (Engel, 2001), compared to
antagonist actors (McAdam, 2017). The configuration of actors/power describes the level
of potential conflict and the context of the movement, but does not describe how the
situation evolved or how it was created (Kriesi, 2004). Unlike the almost fixed POS, the
configuration of actors/power is much more malleable and susceptible to SMO influence
(Kriesi, 2004). Finally, the interaction context between the institutional structures and
configurations of actors/power examines the agency and action that is a result of the
interactions (Kriesi, 2004). Activists do not create strategies in a vacuum (Meyer, 2004),
but based on the aforementioned characteristics. For a positive relationship between the
political actors and SMO, the SMO will be more collaborative in nature (Amenta, 2005).
If the relationship is not positive, the SMO will have to resort to more combative
techniques (Bernstein, 1997). The following section outlines the POS, configuration of
actors, interaction context, and discussion for the NCAA, NBA, and U.S. Government,
respectivey. A concluding section will offer a summary of findings for the second
research question.
NCAA
A Board of Governors, a group of 20 members from various titles and divisions,
oversees NCAA operations. The NCAA president, chairs of Division I Council, Division
II Management Council, and Division III Management Council serve as ex officio
nonvoting members (unless there is a tie in voting members; NCAA, n.d.-b). The other
16 members are presidents and chancellors from Division I, II, and III. The Board
ensures that each division operates consistently with the basic purposes, fundamental
policies, and general principles of the NCAA, including electing the President of the
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NCAA. Following the Board of Governors and the President, each division (I, II, and III)
governs the rules and policies in place for the specific division. Each division regulates
itself with committees serving to implement division-specific policies and procedures.
Committees are comprised of college and university presidents, athletic directors,
coaches, student-athletes, staff, faculty members, and conference office personnel from
the respective division. The committees propose rule changes and policy changes for the
rest of the membership to vote on at annual meetings.
The above-mentioned governance structure constitutes an open and weak political
institution. The structure is comprised of 20 members overseeing the entire organization,
followed by each division having its own self-governing body, and committees made of
various actors (including student-athletes) to create and implement policy. Just like the
U.S. Government, the emphasis is placed on the lower levels to develop policy and rule
changes to be voted on at the upper levels. While access to the NCAA is available
through multiple members, the votes to change policy and rules happen once a year with
many voting members.
In regard to the discursive opportunities, the NCAA it is a pro-LGBTQ entity. As
evidence, the NCAA provides numerous resources for LGBTQ athletes and non-LGBTQ
individuals, including: LGBTQ terminology, best practice recommendations, Safe Zone
Ally stickers and magnets, campus climate surveys, links to pro-LGBTQ organizations,
and other articles of interests (NCAA, n.d.-a). In addition, similar to the NBA, the NCAA
had opted to pull championships out of Charlotte in response to North Carolina’s HB2 on
the basis of the “NCAA’s commitment to fairness and inclusion…” (NCAA, 2016, para.
1). Despite these resources and actions, the NCAA has seemingly ignored the LGBTQ
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movement outside of the NCAA. For instance, the NCAA eventually awarded
championships to the state of North Carolina after a modified version of HB2 passed. As
a result, Athlete Ally noted the “hypocrisy” (Carr, 2017, para. 2) of the NCAA.
Additionally, concerns that the NCAA does not have the LGBTQ community’s best
interest arise as they have member institutions, like Brigham Young University, who
have anti-LGBTQ policies and practices (Athlete Ally, 2016). The NCAA, to the public’s
perception, attempted to change Brigham Young University’s anti-LGBTQ stance. The
differing narrative toward the NCAA creates a muddled picture. On one hand, the NCAA
is attempting to provide resources and aid to LGBTQ individuals, thus acknowledging
that the LGBTQ population faces discrimination. On the other than, the NCAA ignores
discriminatory state legislation and NCAA member institutions anti-LGBTQ policies.
Shifting focus from the POS to the configuration of actors, the NCAA acts as both
a protagonist and an antagonist to the LGBTQ movement. Providing resources for
LGBTQ and non-LGBTQ students to be more inclusive indicates a governing body that
is an ally to the LGBTQ movement. The NCAA, however, can be viewed as an
antagonist for allowing schools with anti-LGBTQ policies to be a part of their
membership. Additionally, the NCAA re-awarded championships to North Carolina after
they passed a modified, but similar version of House Bill 2 (Carr, 2017).
Inside Athlete Ally, participants viewed the NCAA as mostly a protagonist to
their cause. The strong relationships, as many participants commented, was a culmination
of Hudson Taylor’s work with the NCAA. In 2012, the NCAA commissioned Taylor to
help create a report called Champions of Respect with LGBTQ and sport advocate Pat
Griffin. The report outlines the importance of LGBTQ issues in intercollegiate athletics
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and policy and best practice recommendations (Griffin & Taylor, 2012). As one
employee, Dean (employee), stated, the Champions of Respect is “essentially the NCAA
guidebook on inclusion.” The relationship has been strong between the NCAA and
Athlete Ally since that time. Per past studies, organizations that adapt to a social
movement are more likely to be open to future activist challenges (McDonnell, King, &
Soule, 2015). The NCAA, as a result of a successful collaboration with Hudson Taylor
and Athlete Ally, has certainly been open to continuing to work with the organization.
One way this relationship continues to be strong is that, as Logan (employee) stated,
“there are a lot of people internally that are super supportive of our issues.” Luke (board
member) echoed that statement, claiming, “We have worked very hard and for a long
time to build relationships with a few key people in positions where their policies are
promulgated to have influence where we can.” This internal support provides a great
working relationship, even though “[T]here are times where, publicly, there may be
someone internally that’s really pushing for some of these issues, but publicly, they can’t
always say it”, according to Logan (employee). Within that statement, one can
understand how the NCAA can be perceived as both a protagonist and an antagonist.
Still, the NCAA and Athlete Ally have a strong relationship, leading Logan (employee)
to consider them “one of the closer partnerships we have.”
The final step of the PPT is investigating the interactions between the political
entity and the SMO or social movement (Kriesi, 2004). Understanding that the NCAA is
a protagonist actor to Athlete Ally, participants noted that in interactions and strategies
Athlete Ally balances between “sage and watchdog.” As mentioned, an important catalyst
for the strong relationship between the NCAA and Athlete Ally stemmed from the
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Champions of Respect document that the NCAA commissioned Hudson Taylor to cocreate. By partnering with the NCAA, Athlete Ally helped collaborate on the inclusion
policies and best practices to be used by the NCAA and its member institutions, while
developing a relationship with the NCAA. Dean (employee), Logan (employee), and Jess
(employee) all acknowledged working with the NCAA to establish and discuss policy
and best practices. Instead of going directly to the NCAA member schools, Athlete Ally’s
initial strategy was to work with the NCAA’s administration. Logan (employee) stated
this best: “For us, it’s sort of like going for the head of the body instead of... you know,
that can kind of have a trickledown effect on the others.” By creating inclusive policies
with the NCAA, the hope was that the NCAA would push those policies on to their
member institutions. Still, member institutions like Brigham Young University and
Baylor University contain anti-LGBTQ policies and the NCAA returned to North
Carolina with championships after a modified version of the HB2 passed. The trickledown strategy used by Athlete Ally did not obtain victories when engaging with the
NCAA.
After some time, participants noted that the tone changed stemming from Hudson
Taylor’s mentality of “going from sage to watchdog,” according to Logan (employee).
One of the ways this happened was through a report Athlete Ally created called the
Athletic Equality Index. The AEI is a ranking and recording of all Power 5 NCAA
members (members in the Atlantic Coast Conference, Big 10, Big 12, Pac-12, and
Southeastern Conference) on their inclusion policies and practices. Each school is graded
on their nondiscrimination policy, accessible resources, LGBTQ-inclusive fan code of
conduct, adoption of NCAA policy for transgender inclusion, presence of LGBTQ
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student-athlete group or initiative, outspoken or allied staff, collaborations with campus
groups, and pro-LGBTQ campaign or statement. Each member (and conference as a
whole) is awarded up to 100 points. The Pac-12 leads all conferences with an average
score of 79.7 for all member institutions, the Atlantic Coast Conference’s score was 72.0,
the Big 10 compiled an average of 65.7, the Big 12 came in almost ten points lower with
an average score of 56.8 and the Southeastern Conference finished last with 56.4 as an
average score. Logan (employee) provides the strategy for the creation of the AEI:
It’s like we gave them the model policies, or we said ‘You should do what the
NCAA encourages, ‘blah, blah, blah. And they can do it or not, right? Well, once
you start ranking and reporting, and making them public, that’s where they’re
like, ‘Shit, I got to do better on this stuff.’
As one may notice, this strategy is not targeted at the NCAA specifically, but the member
institutions. For Logan (employee), the perception for Athlete Ally was that member
institutions would be obliged to change when they are objectively measured against other
institutions in their conference and across the nation. As Luke (board member)
confirmed, the AEI represented a shift in strategy for Athlete Ally. Instead of working at
the top with NCAA, Athlete Ally was using the AEI as a way to “work from the bottom
up.” This puts pressure on schools to make their policies more progressive and hopefully
make their individual athletes more progressive. Luke (board member) noted this strategy
was to build athlete activists and breed that accepted behavior. The board member noted
this was a change in strategy as a response to the NCAA’s decision to go back to North
Carolina despite the House Bill 2.
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Lane (employee), a relatively new employee to the organization, echoed the
current strategies employed by Athlete Ally: “We call them [the NCAA and member
institutions] out on a lot of their non-inclusive and discriminatory policies and practices
that perhaps are also not consistent throughout different aspects of the organization.” As
an example, on March 27, 2018, Athlete Ally sent an email to highlight Transgender Day
of Visibility (March 31, 2018,). The email was a campaign for constituents and activists
to join Athlete Ally in in “demanding college athletic departments adopt the NCAA’s
guidance for transgender participation in college sports.” (email communication, March
27, 2018, para. 1). Interestingly, Athlete Ally utilized the NCAA’s policy as the basis for
their demand. The organization demanded that member institutions follow the policies set
forth by their governing body. The campaign noted that only 10 of the 65-member
institutions of the NCAA Power Five conferences adopted the NCAA’s guideline for
transgender participation in collegiate athletics. The campaign serves to reinforce the idea
that Athlete Ally is not afraid to call out NCAA institutions for non-inclusive policies.
Just one day later, on March 28th, Athlete Ally sent another email detailing the progress
of the campaign. Since their call to action a day ago, 11-member institutions had been in
touch with Athlete Ally to discuss updating their transgender participation policies. Each
member institution was noted by the Twitter account by Athlete Ally for engaging in
conversations to adopt transgender participation policies. The act of calling out member
institutions for their discriminatory policies, similar to using the vinegar method (i.e.
highlighting discriminatory policies) of activism (Bundon & Clarke, 2014), served to
gain a response from some member institutions. Instead of working at the top and hoping
for trickle down, Athlete Ally can take a combative stance against the member
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institutions and work from the bottom up. Still, this would not be possible if it were not
for the close collaboration with NCAA to help legitimize their words and actions. The
change, however, does not represent a complete shift in tactics for Athlete Ally. The
organization still works with key administrators in leadership positions with the NCAA,
but is also willing to work from the bottom up in a more combative manner. This speaks
to the strength of the relationship as all participants continued to iterate that their
relationship with the NCAA is strong and that the NCAA provides Athlete Ally’s
information as a resource on their NCAA and LGBTQ resources web-page.
This analysis of the NCAA suggests that it is an open governing body that acts as
a protagonist to Athlete Ally’s mission. An open governing body allows for easy access
into the political system, but is slow to change (Eisinger, 1973; Krieisi, 2004). In other
words, while inputs (interactions with political actors) are available for SMOs, outputs
(social change) are slow to materialize for the organizations. As noted by Luke (board
member), Athlete Ally spent a long time building relationships with the NCAA stemming
from the Champions of Respect report. The report served as an opportunity to open the
NCAA to working with Athlete Ally on future activist collaborations (McDonnell, King,
& Soule, 2015). They spent a vast amount of time establishing relationships with the
open institution, but have witnessed only slow progress from the NCAA. In terms of the
cultural opportunity, Athlete Ally’s mission and actions are certainly visible to the
NCAA. By dedicating an entire website page to providing resources for LGBTQ students
and outlining best policies, the NCAA legitimizes Athlete Ally’s mission and actions.
Given the open institutional opportunities and available discursive opportunities, success
is possible for Athlete Ally (Koopmans & Statham, 1999).
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. As such, the NCAA should be more open to facilitating policy change and
working favorably toward Athlete Ally’s goals, rather than repressing them (Kriesi,
2004). Therefore, Athlete Ally should prepare strategies in accordance to a governing
body that is willing to respond favorably toward the organization’s mission.
Still, the reality is that the NCAA is not always a protagonist. Athlete Ally has
two roles with the NCAA: sage and watchdog. The sage aspect refers to a non-combative
form of engagement with college athletics’ most prominent governing body when the
NCAA creates LGBTQ inclusive policies. Collaborative strategizing takes place behind
closed doors, discussing best practices and policy, similar to the Oregon LGBT SMOs’
actions in the 1970s (Bernstein, 1997). The Oregon LGBT SMOs had access to the
political entities and semi-insider status. Due to this strategy, mass mobilization and
combative strategies were discouraged. Activists are not needed as much when
cooperation is possible between Athlete Ally and the NCAA. Still, participants noted that
they needed to be watchdogs when the NCAA acted as an antagonist. They created the
AEI as a means of “calling out” member schools for their lack of inclusion efforts by
using the NCAA’s policies. Similar to how Kenyan runners utilized former-SecretaryGeneral of the United Nations, Kofi Annan, for peace efforts (Wilson et al., 2015),
Athlete Ally utilized the NCAA’s policies to call out their member institutions. For
instance, Athlete Ally gave Baylor a negative score of -45 out of 100. The overall
average among the five power conferences (Atlantic Coast Conference, Big 10, Big 12,
Pac-12, and Southeastern Conference) was a 66.1 (Athlete Ally, 2017b). Hudson Taylor
even stated in the report, “The AEI brings our movement into a new era of advocacy,
transparency and accountability” (p. 3). This strategy then can help mobilize constituents
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to highlight the exclusory practices of member school, a la the vinegar strategy employed
by para activist athletes (Bundon & Clarke, 2014). For Athlete Ally, using a combination
of collaborative and combative strategy makes sense given the open and semi-protagonist
classification of the NCAA.
In a broader sense, Athlete Ally’s interaction can provide insight into how SMOs
should determine interactions with governing bodies. Theoretically speaking, when actors
are protagonists, the SMO will have an easier time creating social change. When the
political actors are antagonists, the SMO will have a more difficult time creating social
change (Koopmans & Statham, 1999). Clearly, when the NCAA was a protagonist,
Athlete Ally utilized collaborative relationships as they were able to successfully create
new policies and practices. However, when the NCAA was an antagonist, Athlete Ally
had a more difficult time creating social change and thus had to resort to a combative
strategy working in a bottom-up approach. On a grander scale, this finding seems to
confirm Koopmans and Statham (1999) and Bernstein’s (1997) assessment that
protagonist structures are best suited for collaborative strategies and antagonist structures
are best suited for combative strategies. Other SMOs can take heed of this finding.
NBA
By definition the NBA (and WNBA) is also an open system, though much less
open than the NCAA and U.S. Government. Per the NBA constitution, the NBA Board of
Governors largely controls the operations of the NBA (NBA, 2012). The 30 Board of
Governors are appointed by the majority owners of the NBA franchises, with a Chairman
elected by the Governors at the annual meetings. The Chairman largely serves as a liaison
between the Commissioner and the Board of Governors and conducts meetings in the
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Commissioner’s absence. The Governors duties include, but are not limited to, appointing
committees, voting on any issues that arise (e.g. adding a new member to the
association), expelling a member, amending bylaws, approving unusual expenses,
electing a Commissioner, removing the Commissioner, and rule/policy changes, and
overall supervision of the affairs of the NBA (NBA, 2012). It is the role of the
Commissioner to operate the day-to-day management, when compared to the Governors.
The Commissioner, elected by the Board of Governors, acts as the Chief Executive
Officer for the Association and protects the integrity of the game by resolving disputes
among members, addressing the wrongdoings of the members, suspending, imposing
fines, or penalizing members, players, coaches, and any other parties under the NBA,
setting the date and times of all games, and interpreting and establishing policy and
procedure, rules, regulations, resolutions, and agreements in respect to the provisions of
the Constitution and bylaws (NBA, 2012).
With this given governance structure, the NBA is considered open as there is a
clear separation of total power (Commissioner and Board of Governors), a voting system
in place, and multiple actors in respect to the Board of Governors. By definition, that
constitutes the NBA as an open system as the majority of the 30 Governors vote on
policies and rules for the league. The NCAA and U.S. Government have far more
members. Still, the presence of members and democratic voting implies that the NBA is
an open system.
In terms of the cultural attitudes towards LGBTQ issues by the NBA, the NBA
has shown it views LGBTQ issues as culturally important. Commissioner Adam Silver,
and other NBA and WNBA employees and players marched in the New York pride
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parade, as reported in Athlete Ally’s Twitter account. The support of the Commissioner
and players indicates a strong acceptance of LGBTQ movement legitimacy. In addition,
the NBA moved the 2017 NBA All-Star Game out of North Carolina because of the HB2
bill. The response to the anti-LGBTQ bill by the NBA indicates that the NBA mostly
feels as if the LGBTQ community’s issues are legitimate and resonates with the league as
a whole.
The NBA, being open institution with opportunities for discursive action, lends
itself as a natural protagonist to the LGBTQ movement. This is certainly the case as
participants at all levels of the organization noted the strength of the relationship between
the two entities. Richard (board member) stated, “So, they’re [the NBA] sort of a model
league, and would have to be a considered a model partner.” The comment serves to
showcase the NBA as a flagship league for social issues and a great partner with Athlete
Ally. Logan (employee) added, “So, NBA is definitely, I think, one of our deepest
partners. I mean, at the outset, they're one of our largest funders.” With the NBA
providing a large amount of resources to Athlete Ally, one could imagine there could be
concerns if Athlete Ally disagreed or publicly condemned the NBA. Logan (employee)
did acknowledge the perceived indebtedness to the NBA based on the amount of
financial resources provided to Athlete Ally, but noted that was not the reality. In fact,
when the NBA selected North Carolina for the 2019 All-Star Game, Logan (employee)
noted:
...was actually when they increase their support to us. Because I think they
thought… again there were internal people there at the top that was like ‘shit, this
sucks.’ They don’t have the power to change it. So, for them, the answer was,
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‘Well, how do we invest more in the groups that are fighting this?’ And/or, ‘what
can we do on the local level?’ So, things like making sure that they only work
with LGBT-friendly vendors when they are there. There are tangible things we
can work with the on to make the best of a kind of a bad situation.
Despite the action of bringing the All-Star Game back to North Carolina due to
“corporate pressures”, per Luke (board member), the NBA tried to salvage the issue by
utilizing specific vendors. Still, Athlete Ally expressed disappointment toward the NBA’s
decision to go back to North Carolina after a version of HB2 passed. Luke (board
member) noted the strength of their relationship with the NBA was beneficial in their
making public statements condemning the NBA. Luke claimed, “we were able to talk
with them and hold their hands and vice versa, so they wouldn’t get pissed at us when we
turned on them.” The organization was able to confront and oppose the NBA’s decision,
but still have a great relationship because of their relentless effort to establish those
positive relationships.
With the understanding that the NBA is open and a strong protagonist, Athlete
Ally’s strategies with the entity should be collaborative in nature (Kriesi, 2004). As
expressed, the NBA is considered to have the closest relationship with Athlete Ally of
any major sport organizations. Every participant discussed how the NBA brings in
Athlete Ally for trainings of various members of the association. As Dean (employee)
stated, “For the fourth year in a row, we have trained every incoming NBA rookie on
LGBT inclusion efforts.” Every NBA rooking goes through a Rookie Transition Program
when entering the NBA. Athlete Ally specifically speaks about the LGBTQ component
of the segment on diversity and inclusion. As Dean (employee) stated, “So that's an
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opportunity to talk to hundreds of junior NBA coaches a year on coaching the next
generation of basketball players, and what that means for creating men of character,
talking about diversity and inclusion.” Richard (board member) noted that this a result of
the NBA being proactive on social justice Richard stated:
It’s [Athlete Ally and the NBA] probably our most impactful, collaborative,
relationship. In part because their senior leaders started NBA Cares and have just
leaned in so much on these issues and have been outspoken. Whether it’s after a
player does something unfortunate, or more proactively, getting involved in, for
example, the North Carolina situation to move the All-Star game.
The NBA, as Richard mentioned before, is a model league at least partly because of their
conscientiousness about social issues. With the organization leaning in on social issues
naturally, finding opportunities to get in front of athletes and coaches is easier as they are
more receptive to engaging in social justice efforts.
Outside of trainings for members of the association, Athlete Ally collaborates
with the NBA on differing levels. Per Logan (employee), Athlete Ally serves as
unofficial advisers to the NBA on LGBTQ inclusion policies and practices. Both entities
collaborate to organize Pride Nights, games with pregame panels and in-game content to
highlight LGBTQ diversity, equality, and community (Dowd, 2018). Athlete Ally also
collaborated with the NBA to help move the 2017 All-Star Game out of North Carolina,
in response to HB2. Whether it is through trainings, creating policy, or helping create
specific rallies/nights for the NBA, Athlete Ally uses multiple means to help the NBA be
more inclusive and further the goals of LGBTQ inclusivity within sport. Luke (board
member) attributes this to the NBA’s mindset towards inclusivity and diversity. He
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claimed, “The most responsive league by far and the one that is clearly committed to
diversity is the NBA and that’s where we’ve had the most traction.”
Given the open nature of the NBA and opportunities for discursive action, one can
theorize that Athlete Ally will be successful in their mission for social change within the
league (Koopmans & Statham, 1999). Once again, this is aided by the fact that Athlete
Ally has powerful actors in the organization who are sympathetic to their movement. As
one participant stated, the NBA is one of Athlete Ally’s deepest partners. This is obvious
as Athlete Ally trains every incoming rookie and new coach/administrator on LGBTQ
inclusion efforts. Athlete Ally also partners with the NBA on creating LGBTQ inclusion
policies and practices, collaborating on Pride Nights, and helped move the 2017 All-Star
Game out of North Carolina. Allowing Athlete Ally to teach the NBA’s coaches and
rookies, creating LGBTQ inclusion practices and collaborating with the SMO, means the
NBA is assisting Athlete Ally in achieving their mission. The level of impact the NBA
has on the LGBTQ community and LGBTQ movement in sport, however, has not been
measured. However, the notion that the NBA is a protagonist, lends itself to the
understanding that it helps facilitate Athlete Ally’s goals of ending transphobia and
homophobia in sport. Investigating the actual tactics, Athlete Ally uses a collaborative
strategy for engaging with the NBA, instead of a combative strategy. Once again,
reminiscent of the Oregon LGBT SMOs in the 1970s (Bernstein, 1997), Athlete Ally
mainly works outside the public view to enact social change. Athlete Ally does not need
to mobilize activists to demand action because their claims are not heard or understood.
The SMO has access to a pro-LGBTQ organization and can make positive change. While
the public may fail to see progress being made because the meetings private (Bernstein,
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1997), the organization is making gains through their work. This strategy is successful on
multiple fronts as collaborative methods are more appropriate in favorable situations
(Amenta, 2005). The reason for this successful partnership stems from the NBA’s
dedication to athlete activism and LGBTQ issues and Athlete Ally recognizing that
protagonist tendency. While there are still times that Athlete Ally must “call out” the
NBA for a policy that may run counter to Athlete Ally, the organization can primarily
focus on ways to take a honey approach (i.e. highlighting inclusion policies) and develop
policies and trainings that are inclusive (Bundon & Clarke, 2014).
Dealing with a mainly protagonist actor in the NBA, Athlete Ally utilizes mostly
collaborative strategies with the governing body. This speaks to the importance of the
relationship between the two organizations. As one participant noted, the NBA is
considered Athlete Ally’s closest partner. This relationship was nurtured over time.
Organizations that seek to enact social change should note how the strength of the
relationship allows Athlete Ally to work collaboratively with the NBA. This creates a
formidable relationship and allows the SMO to work behind closed doors, outside the
view of media or a potential countermovement, to enact change.
U.S. Government
Perhaps the easiest POS to understand is the U.S. Government. The U.S.
Government is an open and decentralized political entity. The U.S. puts emphasis on
multiple points of access at the national, regional, and local level. Through local
government to states’ representation in the Senate and House of Representatives, and the
separation of legislative, judicial, and executive branch, the U.S. Government fits the
definition of an open political institution (Kriesi, 2004). As for the public opinion on pro-
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LGBTQ policies/issues, a recent Pew Research Center poll noted the majority of people
in the US (62%) support same-sex marriage, while only 32% oppose it. This is a
significant change from 2001, when 35% of people in the US were in favor of same-sex
marriage, while 57% opposed it (Pew Research Center, 2017). While pro-same-sex
policies do not directly equate to cultural acceptance of LGBTQ individuals in the US,
one can presume people in the US feel LGBTQ issues and policies are legitimate. More
importantly, while the US public is mostly pro-LGBTQ, the presidential administration at
the time of the study has expressed anti-LGBTQ claims. The National Center for
Transgender Equality has even gone so far as to call the President Trump the most antitransgender President in US history, citing rolling back protections for LGBTQ
individuals and appointing actively anti-LGBTQ senior officials (National Center for
Transgender Equality, n.d.). The rights and protections for LGBTQ individuals are not a
legitimate concern for the current executive branch of the U.S. Government.
In terms of the U.S. Government, multiple participants routinely discussed the
“current administration”. While the rest of the U.S. Government (legislative and judicial)
can be considered as points of examination, the participants focused on the executive
branch. Dean (employee) used the 2016 presidential election as a changing moment for
him and many individuals. Dean (employee) stated, “I think many of us were witnessing
and say that the progress we made on a lot of points over eight years of the Obama
administration was going to quickly be reversed or threatened by the Trump
administration.” It was clear that the Obama administration was a protagonist to the work
Dean (employee) did for the LGBTQ community. The next administration, Trump’s
presidency, revealed itself to be an antagonist to Athlete Ally’s work. This stance was
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evident among all participants in the study, regardless of their employment status
(employee or board member). Richard (board member) stated, “I think we have had a
collaborative relationship with the state department under President Obama and Secretary
[John] Kerry, and then [Hillary] Clinton around some of the global issues.” This passage
indicates that it was not just one individual that was a political ally, but multiple political
allies within the U.S. government. Kirk (board member) had an interesting point in terms
of the antagonist nature of the current administration and his work, “I actually think it’s
[mobilizing donors] harder under President Trump, because so much is so fucked up that
you need to focus on the basics in some ways.” The basics that Kirk (board member)
referred to were basic human rights like women’s’ rights, immigrants’ rights and
minority rights. Kirk (board member) believed it was more difficult to mobilize donors
for a sport specific SMO when sport can be seen as a luxury. Speaking about many basic
social issues like women’s or LGBTQ issues, Logan (employee) stated, “I don’t think,
under current administration, that it’s a priority.” Overall, the current president’s
administration can be viewed as an antagonist to Athlete Ally.
The U.S. Government is an open institution, but contains antagonistic opinions
toward LGBTQ issues. Theoretically speaking, Athlete Ally should engage in combative
strategies to mobilize against the U.S. Government (Bernstein, 1997; Ghaziani, Taylor, &
Stone, 2016). When political actors or entities are unresponsive to movement claims,
SMOs have found success in using more combative strategies. For instance, in the 1970s,
LGBT SMOs had no political allies in New York. Instead of working with political actors
behind closed doors, the LGBT SMOs had to mobilize activists to use combative
strategies like “kiss-ins” (instead of sit-ins) at straight bars, demonstrations against police
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brutality, and refusing to dress according to gender roles and heterosexual norms.
Activists in the LGBT movement realized they had little to lose facing a hostile political
entity, but much to gain by using radical political action. In Oregon, where access to
political actors was open and protagonist (particularly for white gay males) strategies of
cooperation were more successful. Oregon LGBT SMOs’ claims were legitimized by
local political entities, thus not requiring radical political action, but rather collaborative
political action (Bernstein, 1997). Therefore, Athlete Ally should either utilize combative
strategies or attempt to influence the configuration of actors.
Athlete Ally, as a 501(c)(3) organization however, cannot legally attempt to
substantially influence the government. As Dean (employee) stated, “We’re a 501(c)(3),
which means we can’t lobby, there’s a difference between a (c)(3) and a (c)(4)
organization. So, we cannot directly mobilize people around specific pieces of legislation
or senate appointments.” Other participants echoed this same barrier of being a 501(c) (3)
organization. Kirk (board member) noted, “There’s lines around actual lobbying,
showing up at the governor’s office and lobbying, we can’t cross those lines. But, it
would be crazy if we were an organization that wouldn’t get into political issues that our
community cares about.” Despite the barriers, participants noted they still had to find a
way to impact political issues in their community and nation. Participants noted the
different ways they can indirectly work with the U.S. Government. As Jess (employee)
stated:
I know Athlete Ally uses its network of Ambassadors and collegiate athletes, and
Olympic athletes to sort of push for any reforms that are happening. So, say our
state based group is working on shutting down an anti-LGBT bill, we would say,
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‘Hey we have these four athletes from that state, and we have these collegiate
athletes who live in that state, we’ll connect you with them, and you let them
know like, what sort of messages you want them to share.’
Here, Athlete Ally is using its network to let athletes engage in activism to influence
political actors. Per the 501(c)(3) guidelines, Athlete Ally cannot influence political
entities, but they can indirectly inspire their constituents to influence political entities.
Logan (employee) noted as similar sentiment:
But I think it’s more about the role we play in leveraging others. Another example
is in Texas, where they were possibly going to do a bad bathroom bill similar to
North Carolina. We were able to work with folks like Mark Cuban. And, again,
it’s all under the offices of Mark Cuban, so it doesn’t really have our name all
over it. But I think leveraging him, who, as a sports owner and a businessman
down there, has a lot of sway. Right? So, when he's saying, ‘This is bad for the
state,’ legislators are going to listen.
The strategy of working through other constituents to influence political actors is
common and absolutely needed, according to participants. For example, Mark Cuban,
owner of the NBA’s Dallas Mavericks and entrepreneur, can act as a celebrity activist in
opposition of a particular legislation or promote a certain agenda (Brockington, 2014;
Wilson et al., 2015).
Expanding on the overall philosophy of Athlete Ally, Luke (board member) noted
that Athlete Ally tried not to change strategies after President Trump’s took over the
White House. The organization wanted to stay the course, despite the switch from a
protagonist to an antagonist in the President’s office. After all, the configuration of actors
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is more likely to change than the actual structures of the institution (Kriesi, 2004).
Changing the entire organization’s mission and vision would be folly given the political
actors could change rapidly. Luke (board member) also mentioned that the organization
needed to stay away from the perception of being a “negative resistance” organization,
but be more focused on the “pushing positive change, not overcome negativity.” This
mentality and tactic centered on the board’s decision to recognize that they are working
in sport as an athlete advocacy organization and not a political organization, despite other
LGBTQ SMOs condemning the administration. Despite these claims, the organization
sends out letters condemning legislation (like the Texas SB6 bill) with the names of their
athlete ambassadors at the end of the letter. In addition, the organization launches
campaigns to oppose those discriminator bills, once again signed by their athlete
constituents. The participants noted the importance of working through people to engage
with politics is a must, despite being a 501(c)(3) organization.
The U. S. Government may also be an open institution, perhaps the most open,
but it is currently also the most antagonistic. With a President and a Senate that are
largely anti-LGBTQ, Athlete Ally will have to utilize more mobilization strategies than
collaborative strategies. Per Koopmans and Statham (1999), a political entity that is open,
but lacks discursive opportunities means Athlete Ally is likely to be without sufficient
gain and movement goals will not be met. Perhaps legal and cultural victories for Athlete
Ally may slow or raising funds will be more difficult because of the inability of Athlete
Ally to collaborate successfully with the administration. Participants frequently noted the
difficulty in working with the current antagonist administration (Donald Trump), while
echoing the protagonist in office prior to Trump (Barak Obama). This rapid switch from
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having a protagonist in the executive branch to an antagonist in office speaks to the lack
of stability of the configuration of the actors/power. Still, Donald Trump’s administration
was viewed as antagonistic to LGBTQ issues. For a strategy, Athlete Ally should focus
on assertive strategies to interact with political entities.
As for actual strategies, it is clear that Athlete Ally utilizes mobilization strategies
with the U.S. Government. The organization will reach out to activist athletes and other
prominent individuals in their network to volunteer, educate, and mobilize their
constituents. They may get a constituent of celebrity status, like Mark Cuban, to weigh in
on political issues and communicate issues to the public (Brockington, 2014). Utilizing
celebrity mobilizations is a common strategy for sport specific advocacy organizations
and events (Wilson et al., 2015). Additionally, they will make statements on their
websites and social media about political legislation to note their stance for constituents
to follow. For instance, in multiple instances, Athlete Ally sent out an open letter,
specifically signed by activist athletes and partners, letting their constituents understand a
ceratin discriminatory policy and take action. Athlete Ally is not utilizing non-combative
strategies (like closed door meetings with the key political actors) as they are primarily
prohibited from doing so due to their 501(c)(3) status. Their strategies are similar to the
New York LGBT SMOs of the 1970s. Per Bernstein (1997), the SMOs were forced to
hold rallies and mobilize activists as they were excluded from a political interaction due
to the antagonistic relationship between New York political elite and the LGBT social
movement organizations. While options are limited for Athlete Ally, they still are able to
interact with political entities through their strong network of athlete activists and allies,
despite being legally excluded from political channels (Armstrong & Bernstein, 2008).
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With the understanding that the current U. S. Government is an antagonist to
LGBTQ movement as a whole, Athlete Ally relies on mostly combative strategies for
engaging with the political entity. This was not always the case, as President Obama was
a protagonist to the movement and that lead to a strong relationship between Athlete Ally
and the U. S. Government. Political actors, however, are easier to change than political
institutions (Kriesi, 2004). Thus, Athlete Ally and other “Left” movements are faced with
an antagonist actor in the White House. Therefore, it would be wise for SMOs to publicly
combat the discriminatory policies and practices offered by the current U. S.
Government.
Summary of RQ2
All three of the governing bodies mentioned – the NCAA, NBA, and US
Government - provide unique opportunities and challenges for Athlete Ally to enact
change. With all three entities being open systems, the chance for Athlete Ally to engage
with a political actor is more likely (della Porta & Diani, 2006, Kriesi, 2004). However,
the outputs or capacity for the political entities is weaker to act. The organizations
represent differing cultural views towards LGBTQ movements with the NCAA being
both a protagonist and an antagonist, the NBA being a protagonist, and the U.S.
Government being antagonists at the time of the study.
As a whole, Athlete Ally interacts with the aforementioned governing bodies in a
closed-door and collaborative manner when the governing body is a protagonist and in a
combative manner when the governing body is an antagonist (Bernstein, 1997;
Koopmans & Statham, 1999; Kriesi, 2004). With the NBA and the NCAA (when it is a
protagonist), Athlete Ally regularly collaborates behind closed doors with the governing
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bodies. Specific training for employees and members of the leagues, collaborating on
policies, or co-hosting Pride Nights are ways for Athlete Ally to engage with the
governing bodies in a productive manner. Mobilizing activists and constitutes is not
needed as success is achieved in a synergistic manner with the NBA and a pro-LGTBQ
NCAA.
However, when the NCAA is acting as an antagonist as is the U.S. Government,
Athlete Ally has to rely on more combative and mobilization strategies (Bernstein, 1997;
Koopmans & Statham, 1999; Kriesi, 2004). For the NCAA, this entailed “calling out” the
member institutions for their lack of progressive policies through an objective tool that
ranks the universities (Bundon & Clarke, 2014). When interacting with the U.S.
Government, who is regularly an antagonist under the current administration, Athlete
Ally has to mobilize activists and constituents to make any gain for the movement. As
mentioned, activists do not create strategies in a vacuum (Meyer, 2004) and the patterns
shown in the data supports this idea.
From a broad perspective, the second research question highlights the importance
of a SMO using a carefully thought out strategy to engage with a political institution. The
patterns in the data suggest that when the entity is a protagonist, collaborative strategies
are the more effective strategy. That makes sense as a governing body that is open and
willing to work with a SMO does not need public condemning. Instead, working behind
closed doors allows for a better chance for successful change. Conversely, when a
governing body is an antagonist, public and combative strategies are necessary. The SMO
needs to convince the public that the issue is important and salient to individuals’ lives.
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This can create a cultural acceptance that has shown to lead to a political acceptance
(Bernstein, 1997; Schwirian, Curry, & Woldoff, 2001).
RQ3: How does Athlete Ally create resonant (credible and salient) frames?
Cultural Theory/Frame Analysis guided the last research question. Cultural
Theory/Frame Analysis derives from two claims: (1) new social movements indicate a
shift to a postindustrial economy and (2) new social movements are unique from older,
working class movements (Pichardo, 1997). The LGBTQ movement represents a new
social movement because it focuses on cultural understandings, norms and identities, not
economic distribution (Williams, 2004). The theory specifically examines the affirmation
of expressive needs of the LGBT community through symbols, language, discourse,
identity, and other cultural artifacts within a SMO or social movement (della Porta &
Diani, 2006; Williams, 2004).
The theory focuses on framing (Goffman, 1974), specifically the credibility and
salience of frames articulated by a SMO. Credible frames are a function of three factors:
frame consistency, empirical credibility, and credibility of the frame articulators. Salient
frames are a function of: centrality, experiential commensurability, and narrative fidelity
(Benford & Snow, 2000). The following sections outline the efforts Athlete Ally utilizes
to ensure their frames are credible and salient to their constituents.
Credible Frames
The first factor, frame consistency, refers to the agreement between an SMO’s
articulated beliefs, claims, and actions (Benford & Snow, 2000). This can be a difficult
task as athletes and members have different voices, perspectives, and modes of
communication (e.g. social media, op-eds on Athlete Ally’s website, press conferences,
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etc.). Additionally, one can imagine with the sheer number of individual protagonists
under the Athlete Ally umbrella (athletes and employees/board members), keeping a
consistent message can be difficult. Athlete Ally needs to ensure that the messages
portrayed by athletes resonate with the public, but still allow the athletes to use their own
voices. Maintaining the athlete’s own voice in the frames is important as it can combat
against failing to articulate the issue to the public (Kogen, 2015) or distracting from the
real injustice because of their celebrity status (Brockington & Hensen, 2015). If the
organization provides a strict script, the athlete may seem disingenuous toward the
activism and harm the activism efforts (Panis & van Den Bulck, 2012). This is noted by
Logan (employee), “... a lot of times [athletes] get something and they’re like, ‘Oh, this
isn’t how I would say it.’” To solve this issue, Athlete Ally articulates a set of core values
and consistent terminology to their followers and athletes.
Athlete Ally ensures that the organization can consistently portray the same
message by creating core values and using universal terminology. Lane (employee)
stated, “We are portraying the same understanding of the organization’s core values
across all channels.” The core values, as Lane noted, were expanded upon by Jess
(employee), “Yeah, this [consistency of frames] is something we are working on, but we
kind of have been shifting to focusing on three pillars of work: Education, policy, and
advocacy.” Instead of working on memorizing the mission and everything Athlete Ally
does, the organization focuses specifically on their three pillars. The channels, as Lane
alluded to, are their spokespeople, employees, social media, and website. As an example,
under the “Our Work” portion of the Athlete Ally website, the core values of the
organization are listed: “We Educate” (para. 1), “We Change Sport Policy” (para. 2), and
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“We Advocate for LGBTQ Rights” (Athlete Ally, n.d.-c, para 3). When employees,
board members, or even athletes are asked about the mission of Athlete Ally, they can
always revert back to their core values. These core values can manifest themselves in a
universal language as Dean (employee) noted, “No matter what we’re talking about, we’ll
have universal language. We believe everyone should have equal access opportunity and
experience in sports regardless of sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression,
that’s a universal belief.” The core values and universal language serve as a strength of
the SMO as it helps build the collective identity of the organization and its allies (Carty,
2002; Dorf & Tarrow, 2014). Specifically, establishing core values serves to benefit the
organization as it provides a basis for group organization and establishes a collective
identity. Without said core values, the identity could crumble (Conversi, 1990; Smolicz,
1988). Establishing core values is important as it allows the organization and the athletes
to create a system to pivot their activism around. Maintaining their system allows
consistency in the messages as the individual can always revert back to the core values.
Without that system and core values, the message can become unclear. By having core
values, athletes and other constituents can utilize those core values or pillars as a basis for
their speaking points. Thus, it is important for SMOs, particularly sport specific SMOs, to
maintain a strong set of core values to help consistently produce frames.
The second factor, empirical credibility, refers to the fit of the frames to the
events of the world (Benford & Snow, 2000). Athlete Ally fits their frames into the
events of the world by grounding their strategies and messages in personal anecdotes
from athletes and using hard data. Multiple organizational members stated that athletes’
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stories were used to make sure their frames were legitimate. For instance, Jess
(employee) noted:
I think the way we make it relevant is that we base it in real people’s anecdotes.
We often don’t come from a place of like, we think this would be a good idea. We
come from a place where some athlete is like, ‘hey this has really affected me and
I need support.’ That was a huge push with USA Rugby. We didn’t just think like,
‘oh, USA Rugby should have these policies because they’re so outdated, it was
that an athlete came to Athlete Ally and said this is happening and I want support
in this’
By grounding their understanding of the issues in sport in their athletes’ stories, the
organization perceives its frames to be empirically valid. If athletes are reporting stories
to Athlete Ally about policies or practices that are discriminatory, they must be
happening. For instance, on Transgender Day of Visibility, Athlete Ally hosted a panel
with trans athletes and athletes impacted by trans issues. One of the panelists noted that
she could not change in specific locker rooms, was mocked by other athletes, and noted
that some states do not allow trans athletes to compete. Using these studies allows
Athlete Ally to display frames at the moment and establish an emotional response for an
individual. McAdam (2017) noted that activism can fail if the issues activists mobilize
around are too distant. For instance, the climate control movement has failed to
successfully sustain itself because the issue seems too distant for the public to understand
its impact. While empirical data may show the eventual issues associated with climate
control, the idea that the worst effects of climate change will happen in the distant future
prevents a successful mobilization of activists (McAdam, 2017). Athlete Ally instead
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utilizes the athletes’ stories at the current moment to highlight a sense of urgency. The
personal stories can be used to elicit an emotional response and a psychological
commitment to the movement (Fendrich, 1977). This is an effective strategy for Athlete
Ally and can serve as a guide for other social movement organizations.
Logan (employee) reiterated the use of personal stories to help the organization,
but also indicated a new tactic for Athlete Ally, “I think definitely, earlier, it was personal
stories. I think now we’re shifting more to hard data with things like the [Athletic
Equality Index], shifting a bit to some fact-based stuff.” It is interesting point that the
organization feels the need to shift to hard data instead of personal anecdotes. One
thought is that the use of a few anecdotal stories from athletes may be powerful, but not
representative of the struggles of a population. Instead, using statistics and facts
describing a larger population can inspire more of an emotional response due to its
generalizability to the population as a whole. As evidence to their commitment to using
statistics and facts, Athlete Ally’s Campus Resource Guide included facts about LGBTQ
issues in sport on the first page. The Guide stated that, “84% of people have witnessed or
experienced homophobia in sports, 1% of people believe LGBTQ people are completely
accepted in sports, and a 2001 study found that the most common reason an athlete felt
comfortable to come out on their team was because of a visible or vocal ally” (Athlete
Ally, 2017c, page 1). Using statistics and facts also puts the issue in the forefront of
people’s minds. Instead of being too far away (McAdam, 2017) current facts and
statistics paint a picture of the current athletic environment. The aforementioned statistics
on the Campus Resource Guide, paired with the AEI can help donors, bystanders, and
constituents understand the larger issues of homophobia and transphobia in sport.
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Finally, the frame makers must be credible in articulating the frames. In order for
frames to be credible, the frame makers (the organization and its athletes) must be
perceived as credible (Williams, 2004). Athlete Ally routinely puts out frames in
response to policy decisions, collaborations with other organizations, or any other type of
news. For example, Athlete Ally noted their support for HB1319 that added protections
for trans citizens. Athlete Ally also established a 2018 partnership with Major League
Quidditch. As such, the organization needs to maintain credibility amongst their
constituents. Lane (employee) speaks to this: “Who do you have working for you, right?
Values and frames [of Athlete Ally] are reflected by the staff that work at the
organization. You know, we are queer, we are people of color.” Lane brought up a story
about the H&M clothing-retail store which had an advertisement with a young black male
in a hoodie sweatshirt with the phrase “coolest monkey in the jungle.” The advertisement
received harsh criticism for racist views of black males. Lane pointed out, “The fact that
nobody at H&M understood that that was an incredibly racist thing to do, to a young
black child and then make it an advertising campaign is unbelievable” to which Lane
concluded, “They have no people of color in positions of power.” Lane speaks to the
credibility of identity when it comes to making claims. Logan (employee) confirmed this
is a broader sense, “...Hudson’s amazing, but being a white straight guy, it can be limiting
at times.” Because Athlete Ally employs people of color and people of different genders
and sexual orientation, they can be more credible in their claims. This is particularly
important for the LGBTQ community. Within the political context, one of the major
catalysts for pro-LGBTQ legislation was the influence of openly gay senators (Bernstein;
2003; Smitton, 2017). Thus, having LGBTQ representation is important as people in that
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group can speak and translate the issues felt by the LGBTQ community to a larger scale
(Smitton, 2017). Thus, it is imperative for SMOs to have a diversity of staff to articulate
the issues they face.
In addition to the organization, athletes are also articulating frames on behalf of
Athlete Ally. This can be a difficult task as the athletes are at distanced from the
organization to varying degrees and commitment levels. Athlete Ally has to be cognizant
about who is going to be a claims maker and what they are discussing. When deciding on
who can be an athlete ambassador, Athlete Ally does not have an extreme vetting process.
As Dean (employee) stated, the process of becoming an Athlete Ally is very minimal:
In terms of how do we judge credibility in terms of coming on board, with a
potential ambassador, it’s not overly robust. It involves us getting on a phone call
with them, understanding their story, understanding why they’re passionate about
this, understanding what they hope to get out of being an ambassador.
Seemingly, the organization is more intent on learning about the athlete and his/her goals
for partnering with Athlete Ally than any other metric. However, an athlete’s passion can
help the organization determine the level of sincerity the athlete has for the issue.
Ultimately, the sincerer the celebrity activist is to the issue, the more credible s/he will
appear (Ellcessor, 2016; Huliaras & Tzifakis, 2012). Therefore, the SMO is wise to ask
about the passion for the issue by the athlete. Lane (employee) spoke about the strategy
for the lack of an intense vetting process:
In general, the philosophy was quantity, where I think years ago Hudson was just
trying to get as many people on board. But I do think that not anyone can join.
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But, I think it takes something pretty egregious for us to say, ‘We don’t want to
work with you’.
To build up credibility and legitimacy, the organization utilized a quantity over quality
approach. This was noted in RQ1 as the sheer number of athlete ambassadors (over 150)
provides Athlete Ally with credibility and legitimacy. As mentioned before, the more
celebrity activists, the greater the amount of media attention (Thrall et al., 2008) and
awareness (Brockington, 2014). Now that the organization has more athletes, it is can be
slightly more selective in who wants to be an athlete ambassador, but as Lane (employee)
noted, it would take something extreme to eliminate a partnership between an athlete and
the Athlete Ambassador program. For instance, Lane (employee) stated “We don’t want
to have an ambassador speaking out for LGBTQ issues that’s a racist, you know?” The
lack of extreme vetting process seems to indicate the platform athletes have in society.
Athletes are looked up to and viewed as leaders in society (Agyemang, 2011; Kaufman &
Wolff, 2010; Wilson et al., 2015). Presuming they are not overly discriminatory, they
provide instant credibility for the social movement organization.
Athlete Ally not only has to determine who is credible to be a claims maker, but
must also ensure that their athletes are credible on what they are discussing. Celebrity
activists can struggle with articulating the real social injustices in society (Kogen, 2015).
This may be because of the celebrity’s platform that an individual does not have
sufficient information (Brockington, 2014) or from the fact that celebrities oftentimes do
not understand the complexities of the issue (Kogen, 2015). Thus, SMOs should be
cognizant as to how athletes are articulating the issues they support. Once again,
terminology can be used to help build credibility in what the athlete is saying. As Richard
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(board member) stated, “Of course, we do our best to train up athletes for the right
terminology. So, those who wanna, you know, speak in a way that's going to be most
embraced by the community.” Athlete Ally finds it important to use correct terminology
to make sure the community at least perceives the athlete to be credible. For example,
Logan (employee) noted, “We actually don’t really publicly use the word ‘straight.’” To
Athlete Ally, as Logan mentioned, being gay or straight does not matter, it is important
that the athlete is standing up for people and being an ally. Thus, the organization will
seldom use the word straight for the word ally. To Logan’s point, on Athlete Ally’s social
media accounts, documents provided to the researcher, and its website, the word straight
rarely appears. Instead, the organization uses the word ally. The certain terminology
helps Athlete Ally and their constituents become engrained in the community. The use of
specific language is not a foreign concept to the LGBT movement (Bernstein, 2003;
Engel, 2001; Kulick, 2000). Ever since World War II, the LGBTQ movement went
through different names as the movement evolved. The movement was called the
“homophile movement” during the 1950s-1960s and evolved to the “gay and lesbian
movement” following the Stonewall Riots. After additional identities were empowered,
the movement evolved into the “LGBT” movement (Engel, 2001). Activists of the entire
movement understood the importance of language as it provided the movement with an
identity. Still, Kulick (2000) notes the difficulty of language within the LGBTQ
movement. It is important, therefore, for the SMO to provide terminology within the
LGBTQ movement so the community can embrace the athletes.
Another way for the claims makers to be credible is to use their athletes’
intersectionality of identities. As Dean (employee) stated:
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I’ll give you an example. Greg Louganis was adopted; Alicia Clarendon, person
of faith, deep faith. So, you’re starting to get intersectional identities about people,
so in Indiana, when they introduced an anti-LGBTQ adoption bill, we know Greg
Louganis is adopted. In Florida, when they’ve introduced an expansion of hate
crime legislation to protect LGBTQ people, we know Martina [Navratilova] lives
in Florida. We have this map of all these different kinds of criteria.
Athlete Ally notes and understands the different identities of their athlete ambassadors.
Therefore, they utilize those identities to help find the most credible claims maker to
provide a statement about a certain policy or issue. Logan (employee) agreed, stating, “I
think it’s [credibility] is a lot more powerful on a local level. If we’re talking about H2B
in North Carolina, getting a North Carolina player, or someone with a tie there, right?”
The reason that Athlete Ally relies on the intersectionality or life stories of their athletes
is that it can help build credibility when the social issue is salient to the activist
(Fendrich, 1977) and his/her celebrity activist (Ellcessor, 2016; Huliaras & Tzifakis,
2012). Personal stories bring a sense of sincerity that specific scripts cannot. Speaking
about this notion, Richard (board member) noted, “Well ... Because I'm not a believer in
the same thing. I mean, I think, people bring unique perspectives and backgrounds to this,
and it's really important for athletes to own it in their own way.” Celebrities can run the
risk of being perceived as insincere with their activism (Panis & van Den Bulck, 2012).
As noted, an effective tool for SMOs to combat this concern is by allowing the athletes to
use their own story or background when engaging in activism.
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Summary of Credible Frames
One of the ways that Athlete Ally can ensure their frames resonate with the public
is by creating frames that are credible (Benford & Snow, 2000; Snow & Benford, 1988).
Three manners speak to the credibility of frames: consistency of frames, empirical
credibility, and the credibility of claims makers (Benford & Snow, 2000; Snow &
Benford, 1988). Athlete Ally creates consistency in their frames by creating core values
and a universal language for their protagonists to use. This helps create a collective
identity for the constituents as well (Dorf & Tarrow, 2014). Therefore, the idea for SMOs
to create core values and a universal language is important and recommended. It allows
the constituents to mobilize around a consistent set of ideals and a vision.
To guarantee their frames contain empirical credibility, Athlete Ally utilizes
athletes’ stories and hard data. This allows the organization to ground the issues they
focus on and subsequent messages in real life experiences and facts. This interesting
discovery lends itself to future research projects. Specifically, is each form of data
(stories and statistics) equally impactful for audiences? Regardless, advocacy
organizations that work with athletes should utilize athletes’ stories to help ground their
messages, followed up by hard data that paints a larger picture of the issues faced by the
LGBTQ in sport community. This ensures that the frames are grounded in reality and not
viewed as too distant from those impacted (McAdam, 2017).
Finally, Athlete Ally uses multiple methods to ensure their claims makers are
credible. The organization’s staff is diverse with people of different races, genders, and
sexual orientations to make sure they are getting a wide arrange of perspectives (Smitton,
2017). In addition, the athletes have to be credible. Athlete Ally employs their athletes
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where their intersectional identities work best. If an athlete is pro-LGBTQ and adopted or
a person from Texas, those individuals can speak to the legislation or policies that are
antagonistic towards Athlete Ally to gain credibility. This helps ground the athletes’
frames in sincerity as the issues impact their lives and avoids perceptions of insincerity
(Ellcessor, 2016; Huliaras & Tzifakis, 2012). Therefore, it is recommended that SMOs
that partner with athletes or celebrity activists understand their intersectionality of
identities. This can help provide sincerity between the athlete and their frames.
Salient Frames
Frame salience is also broken into three factors: centrality, experiential
commensurability, and narrative fidelity (Benford & Snow, 2000; Snow & Benford,
1988). Centrality references the correspondence of the frames being relevant to the realworld setting. Prior to the 1940s and WWII, the LGBTQ movement was not relevant in a
real-world setting (Engel, 2001). The LGBTQ movement was not central to the lives of
activists and the public; instead, movements based on economic differences were more
central (Williams, 2004). However, over time, the LGBTQ movement was centralized
into the cultural context of US society (Bernstein, 2003; Engel, 2000). The LGBTQ
movement in sport, however, has been slow to progress (Carrol, 2016; Sartore-Baldwin,
2012; Sartore & Cunningham, 2009). One concern, as mentioned by board member Kirk
(board member), is that the LGBTQ movement in sport, specifically, can be seen as a
marinalized issue in today’s setting since Donald Trump took presidential office. When
Donald Trump was inaugurated, policies and paradigms toward human rights issues, like
women’s rights, Black rights, Muslim rights, LGBTQ rights, immigrant rights, etc., were
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dramatically shifted (National Center for Transgender Equality, n.d.). As Kirk (Board
member) stated:
So, I think Athlete Ally's job is even harder, because you've got to convince
people why sports are still so central, when the very foundation of their lives has
been shaken by a madman in the White House. So, they want to go out and march
and protest, but they're not marching and protesting for athletes and sports, they're
marching and protesting because they don't believe that Muslims should be
detained.
To summarize, the new administration made it more difficult to come out with frames
that were salient to the real world because it caused LGBTQ communities to fight for
basic rights. The LGBTQ movement experienced this before during the AIDS movement
(Engel, 2001). At the time, the gay and lesbian movement had to halt progress and focus
on the movement as the AIDS movement as that was much more central to the lives of
activists. Today, donors and other protagonists of the LGBTQ movement are so
preoccupied with general LGBTQ protections that they struggle to find LGBTQ
protections in sport as salient. Kirk (board member) reiterated, about sport being “extra”:
Certainly, if you're a swimmer from George Washington University, it doesn't feel
like an extra if you're getting bullied in the pool. It doesn't feel like an extra if
you're on kiss cam at City Field and people are making fun of you because you're
two guys. None of that feels like an extra. But, when we're asking allies to engage
around the country, and they feel like their civil liberties are under threat, that's
where it can feel like an extra if we're not able to tie in why the threat matters, and
why we matter to the threat.
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Being able to articulate the importance of sport inclusivity represents a significant
challenge for Athlete Ally as it continues its mission. While it is easy to articulate the
challenges of LGBTQ individuals in sport, articulating why LGBTQ issues in sport are
important proves to be more difficult. One way to convince donors that LGBTQ issues in
sport are not “fringe” is to speak about the importance of sport and athletes their
influence in US society. Athletes have a tremendous platform (Agyemang, 2011;
Kaufman & Wolff, 2010; Wilson et al., 2015) to be activists and create social change,
especially LGBTQ athletes (Carrol, 2016). Articulating not only the trans- and
homophobia in every day sport and the power of athletes to create larger change outside
of society is a strategy SMOs should use if their niche includes social justice within sport.
Experiential commensurability refers to the ability to create frames that are
congruent with the everyday individual the organization is trying to mobilize. In other
words, do the frames resonate with the target audience’s personal experiences? For
example, Jess (employee) stated, “I think that the stories are inherently relevant because
we’re telling LGBTQ athlete stories and we’re telling stories about allies who are like,
‘I’m here, and I’m supporting you.’ We use those stories to speak directly to LGBTQ
athletes.” The organization knows its audience and the best frames to portray a salient
message to mesh with the life of those individuals. Past research strongly suggested that
LGBTQ athletes are often discriminated against, marginalized, and demonized in sport
(Bush, Anderson, & Carr, 2012; Carrol, 2016; Krane & Barger, 2006; Sartore-Baldwin,
2012; Sartore & Cunningham, 2009). However, as mentioned before, Athlete Ally is
made up of a diverse staff. Additionally, almost every study participant had a history of
sport experience, including multiple collegiate athletes. The staff and athlete ambassadors
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live the experiences of having an LGBTQ identity in sport. They know what is congruent
to the lives of the athletes and can speak to those issues. Once again, the benefits of a
SMO having a staff including diverse athlete activists persist.
When speaking to non-athlete constituents like donors or activists, Athlete Ally
utilizes targeted messaging to ensure their frames are relevant to those they are trying to
mobilize. Athlete Ally recognizes that not every individual is receptive to every frame
sent out by the organization:
…the best thing I think successful organizations do today is understand who
they're talking to and where they're talking to them, and how they should be
talking to them. Because targeted messaging today is extremely important, so we
can, at a very high level, communicate values and beliefs (Dean).
Dean speaks to the importance of having the correct frames delivered to the correct
audience. While, theoretically, every individual constituent associated with Athlete Ally
is pro-LGBTQ, the same may not be true for other forms of activism. As evidence, Dean
(employee) noted:
Now, the challenge then becomes drilling that down to who and when we
communicate that [specific activism frames] to. 50% of America doesn't believe
that. 50% of people actually don't believe in take the knee is active activism. So,
we may not talk to certain audiences specifically about athlete activism.
While activism is one of Athlete Ally’s core principles, the distinction between LGBTQ
activism and general activism matters. If one is a constituent or partnered with Athlete
Ally, s/he is more than likely an ally to the movement and finds the frames about LGBTQ
activism appropriate. General athlete activism, however, is not consistently predictable. A
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donor or athlete may be receptive to marching in a pride parade, but not support athletes
kneeling during the national anthem. Therefore, a SMO has to be selective in their
messaging. Frames will not resonate with the public if their values, beliefs, and priorities
are not understood and articulated (Schwirian, Curry, & Woldoff, 2001). Seemingly,
Athlete Ally has the ability to recognize and target their messaging to specific audiences.
While they may believe in athletes taking a knee during the national anthem, none of
their emails to their constituents mention that form of activism. Instead, the frames are
revolve around LGBTQ issues in sport, as that is the mission of the organization.
Understanding the message’s target audience is crucial for the success of the frames and
should be repeated by other SMOs and advocacy organizations.
Finally, narrative fidelity is the ability of the frames to correspond to the existing
cultural world. The frames have to fit within the stories, myths, and folk tales that are part
of the society’s cultural heritage (Gamson & Modigliani, 1989). Athlete Ally
demonstrated how their frames existed in the cultural model of the U.S. in an obvious
way: sport. Sport is clearly a large part of US culture and has shown to be a prominent
vehicle for social change (Kaufman, 2008; Kaufman & Wolff, 2010; Pelak, 2002; Pelak,
2005; Wilson et al., 2015). Using sport as a way to put the social movement into context
starts with the founder of the organization:
Even when he [Hudson Taylor] talks to athletes, the idea that the key values in
sport, he says, are essentially the values that we're arguing for as a social justice
movement. He's basically saying, on the field, it kind of doesn't matter who your
teammate is. It only matters, really, how they perform. Right? So, it shouldn't
matter that your teammate is sleeping with men, as long as ... Does he perform or
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not on the field? Right? And when you put it in those terms to athletes, they so get
it. Doesn't matter what religion they are, what race they are. How do you perform
as a player, right (Logan)?
The use of sport here is almost a metaphor to help ensure that the frames fit into an
existing cultural model and that model is one of a high importance on sport. Dean
(employe) eloquently summarized this notion:
What is unique about Athlete Ally is the wide spectrum of people we can reach.
Why? Because ultimately sport is universal. Sport transcends politics, it
transcends religion, it transcends race, it transcends sexual orientation, it pretty
much transcends everything. That's a very wide spectrum of people.
Dean (employee) even went as far to say that Athlete Ally holds a competitive edge over
other LGBTQ non-profits because of sport:
Those who are ultra conservative, white straight male in the south and the
complete opposite of that is LA and New York. A lot of LGBTQ non-profits that
are in the space don't have the ability to diversify who they're talking to the extent
that we do. They're constituency is often LGBTQ people, whereas we, because of
who our messengers are, because of athletes in these leagues, we really have the
opportunity to reach unmovable middle, a more conservative audience whose
support can help drive policy change, help change hearts and minds. We can
actually move some of those more harder targets.
Dean mentions that it is because of the athletes that Athlete Ally is able to reach a
more moveable middle. By moveable middle, Dean was talking about bystanders who
were neither protagonists nor antagonists to the movement (Kriesi, 2004). This was
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echoed by Kirk (board member), “If there is a major issue tomorrow, and I speak out on
it, who in the athlete community cares that some political hack from New York cares
about something? They care about what athletes think.” Athletes, as celebrities, are
looked up to with respect (Wilson et al., 2015) and thus are given a culturally relevant
platform. Athletes who identify as part of the LGBTQ community are able to bring media
and cultural awareness to their issues and further the LGBTQ movement (Carrol, 2016).
Athlete Ally wisely uses athletes, as well as the notion of sport, to remain culturally
salient. This is part of the Athlete Ally’s niche. Disney and Gelb (2000) spoke on the
notion of the importance of a SMO’s niche within a crowded social movement like the
LGBTQ social movement. For Athlete Ally, their niche is athlete activism for reducing
homophobia and transphobia in sport. Identifying and understanding that niche is
important for SMOs as athletes are amongst the most visible activists in today’s society
(Coombs & Cassio, 2017).
Summary of Salient Frames
Besides ensuring their frames are credible, Athlete Ally also has to create salient
frames for their constituents and the public. Salience can be analyzed as three factors:
centrality, experiential commensurability, and narrative fidelity (Benford & Snow, 2000;
Snow & Benford, 1988). One hurdle Athlete Ally faces is keeping LGBTQ issues in sport
central to real-world events when fundamental rights are being threatened by the
administration at the time of the study. Still, participants were insistent that the
importance of their work was never more critical than at this moment. Athlete Ally, and
other sport specific SMOs, can utilize the platform athletes possess as a way to impact
greater society (Agyemang, 2011; Kaufman & Wolff, 2010; Wilson et al., 2015). By
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advocating for LGBTQ rights within sport, LGBTQ activists can influence society
outside of sport. Focusing on the individual, and not society, Athlete Ally frames their
messages through athletes’ stories and targeted messaging to their constituents and the
public. Athletes’ and celebrities’ stories have proven to be extremely influential to the
greater society (Carrol, 2016; Ellcessor, 2016). In the case of Athlete Ally, they can help
recruit LGBTQ and ally athletes by utilizing stories of other LGBTQ and ally athletes.
This allows the frames to resonate with the individuals as LGBTQ athletes are also
marginalized through sport (Bush, Anderson, & Carr, 2012; Carrol, 2016; Krane &
Barger, 2006; Sartore-Baldwin, 2012; Sartore & Cunningham, 2009).
Additionally, the use of targeted messaging helps maintain their salience with
non-athletes as well. Frames are effective when they articulate the beliefs, values, and
norms of the target audience (Schwirian, Curry, & Woldoff, 2001). While most
constituents would more than likely be pro-LGBTQ, the same cannot be said for other
movements like the Black Lives Matter movement and the Women’s movement. SMOs
have to be careful when sending out frames to their audience. This is especially true if the
SMO utilizes its athletes’ intersectionality of identities. Social movement organizations
have to know and understand who they are talking to and how they are talking to their
intended audience to ensure their frames will be salient to the individual.
Finally, Athlete Ally utilizes sport to correspond with the cultural world. Sport
being a prominent tool for social change (Kaufman, 2008; Kaufman & Wolff, 2010;
Pelak, 2002; Pelak, 2005; Wilson et al., 2015) speaks to sport’s cultural importance. As
participants noted, sport reaches a large audience and can be utilized to reach a target
market that otherwise would be non-responsive to Athlete Ally’s frames. The use of
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sport, and athletes by extension, for LGBTQ activism falls within Athlete Ally’s niche
(Disney & Gelb, 2000). This finding speaks to the power of sport and, by extension,
athlete activists. Social movement organizations within the athletic environment are
definitely afforded benefits that non-sport SMOs cannot achieve through regular
celebrities.
Summary of Findings for RQ3
The third research question investigated how Athlete Ally ensured their frames
resonated with the constituents they attempt to mobilize. Frame resonance is broken into
credibility and salience (Benford & Snow, 2000; Snow & Benford, 1988). Overall, one of
the prominent benefits of a formal relationship with athletes for Athlete Ally is their
development and implementation of frames. Because sport holds tremendous value in
today’s society and athletes are given a prestigious platform (Agyemang, 2011; Kaufman
& Wolff, 2010; Wilson et al., 2015), the organization can reach an audience that nonsport SMOs cannot. Through sport, these athletes are given credibility. This credibility
can be expanded upon when the organization utilizes the real-life stories of athletes and
their experiences as LGBTQ or ally athletes. These stories can be used to recruit other
athletes or provide the basis for frames or fundraising efforts. While some may argue that
the LGBQT movement in sport can be seen as “fringe”, the successes of pro-LGBTQ
policies and ideologies can influence society outside of sport (i.e. North Carolina HB2).
Additionally, the organization’s make up and culture is important for success.
One way to ensure their frames are resonating with their constituents is to establish a
diverse staff. The diverse staff of individuals of different races, gender identities, sexual
orientations, and ages allows the organization to bring in a diversity of opinions and
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perspectives (Smitton, 2017). These perspectives allow the organization to make sure
their messages resonate with different constituents. The importance of a diverse staff for
SMO success cannot be overstated. Also, Athlete Ally has strong core values that the
organization and accompanying athletes can utilize. These core values serve not only as
the basis of a belief system (Conversi, 1990; Smolicz, 1988), but to maintain consistency
among all protagonists to the organization. Athletes are still allowed to tell their story to
remain sincere about their activism (Kogen, 2015), but can refer to the core values when
articulating the importance of the social issues to the public. Thus, creating an
organization with a diverse staff and strong core values serves as a major boon for a
social movement organization.
Summary of Findings & Implications
The purpose of this study was to investigate the resources exchanged between
athlete activists and Athlete Ally, tactics Athlete Ally utilizes for engaging with different
governing bodies, and frames utilized by Athlete Ally using the theoretical framework of
Social Movement Theory. As athlete activism becomes more common in today’s
landscape (Coombs & Cassilo, 2017), social movement organizations like Athlete Ally
can provide numerous benefits for athlete activists as they serve as the basis for
mobilization (Caniglia & Carmen, 2005). The following section outlines a summary of
the findings for the study.
The study viewed resources exchanged between Athlete Ally and athletes through
the lens of Resource Mobilization Theory. Resource Mobilization Theory provides
researchers a framework for investigating what resources SMOs utilize for advocacy
and/or allocate to their members, the attributes of those resources, and how resources are
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acquired (Edwards & McCarthy, 2004; McCarthy & Zald, 1977). As a means of
facilitating activism, Athlete Ally provides its athletes credibility and legitimacy, a
platform and community of accepted athlete activism, a strong social network, policy and
event toolkits, and tangible materials like stickers and shirts to build awareness.
Credibility, legitimacy, and a platform and community of accepted athlete activism are
resources that can combat the negative consequences for athletes engaging in activism
(Agyemang, Singer, & DeLorme, 2010; Cunningham & Regan, 2012; Frederick,
Sanderson, & Schlereth, 2017; Kaufman, 2008; Sanderson, Frederick, & Stocz, 2016).
Athlete Ally specifically noted these resources as prominent contributions to athlete
activism. For instance, participants noted that athletes were able to accomplish more
under the umbrella of Athlete Ally as they were lent credibility and legitimacy from
Athlete Ally. For other SMOs operating in the athletic realm, offering these resources can
be an attractive incentive to get athletes to partner with the organization. The resources
seem to allow athletes to engage with activism in a more efficient and personally safe
manner. Instead of being shunned by teammates and coaches (Kaufman, 2008), athletes
can access sport specific SMOs and find a network of other athlete activists who share
similar views toward the movement. The current study articulates that sport specific
SMOs can provide support mechanisms to athletes. Future research, from the vantage of
the athlete, can investigate if those support mechanisms help athletes remain engaged in
activism (discussed later).
Furthermore, developing a strong relationship with a SMO can serve to provide
athletes with a stronger social network. Athlete Ally noted a strong social network was a
prominent resource provided to athletes. Strong social networks allow athletes to gain
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access to other athletes and activists through the organization, increasing their likelihood
of retention to the organization (McPherson, Popielarz, & Drobnic, 1992) and continuing
to engage with more activism (Thrall et al., 2016). Theoretically, an athlete can seek to
engage in more activism by gaining access to athletes with different perspectives and
intersectionalities. A SMO could use this as a recruiting tool to establish more athlete
ambassador relationships. Comparatively, athletes can form relationships with SMOs to
engage with a community that accepts and expects activism.
The second set of resources Athlete Ally provides its athletes are policy and event
toolkits and awareness building materials like stickers and shirts. SMOs hold the cultural
knowledge needed to engage in activism (Edwards & McCarthy, 2004). While athletes do
have natural connections to activism (Kaufman & Wolff, 2010) and are cognizant of what
past athlete activists have accomplished (Agyemang, Singer, & DeLorme, 2010), SMOs
should be the experts in mobilizing constituents and gaining information to assist the
movement. Athlete Ally utilizes this strategy as they provide educational tool kits for
holding a fundraiser or creating a college chapter and providing one-page summary
sheets of specific legislation. The sheets may also be used to educate individuals
unfamiliar with a particular social movement. Moreover, these artifacts provide athletes
with information in an efficient and consistent manner. This is a key component for an
SMO attempting to share its message through athletes who have limited schedules. The
SMO should be the entity providing information on when, where, and how to mobilize
against a social injustice. Therefore, a SMO would be wise to invest in knowing and
understanding different political and cultural challenges to the movement and articulate
those challenges to athletes in a succinct manner.
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Other tangible merchandise like t-shirts, posters, and stickers, also unify
constituents under the movement’s identity and builds awareness for the organization
(Dorf & Tarrow, 2014; Gamson, 1995). This tactic is used often in the LGBTQ
movement (Bernstein, 2003; Gamson, 1995). An example of utilizing tangible
merchandise to build awareness can be found in the origin of Athlete Ally. Athlete Ally’s
founder, Hudson Taylor, wore an equality sticker from the Human Rights Campaign
while competing in NCAA wrestling. Because of the attention and letters of personal
experiences from LGBTQ individuals he received from wearing the sticker, Taylor was
inspired to start Athlete Ally and mobilize activists against transphobia and homophobia
in sport (Athlete Ally, n.d.-a). Years later, Athlete Ally still utilizes this strategy to build
awareness for specific campaigns. For instance, the organization recently partnered with
Major League Quidditch (MLQ). Athlete Ally plans on collaborating with MLQ to
develop pride merchandise for sale, and 10% of proceeds would go back to Athlete Ally
(Carr, 2018). Interestingly enough, Athlete Ally merchandise is not available for purchase
on their website. Social movement organizations would be wise to provide their
constituents with merchandise and other “SWAG” with the logo and name of the
organization. This allows organizations to either raise funds through their merchandise or
simply provide awareness for the organization. This is especially important if the SMO
can get a celebrity or a celebrity athlete to wear the merchandise to further boost the
awareness of the organization and movement (Brockington, 2014).
Conversely, athletes can also provide SMOs with resources. Similar to resources
an SMO may provide to its activists, athlete ambassadors provide Athlete Ally with
credibility/legitimacy, celebrity, access to people and spaces, a social network to other
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protagonists, lived experiences through stories, and merchandise for fundraising. For
many SMOs like Athlete Ally, celebrity activists can provide creditability, legitimacy,
and access to otherwise inaccessible populations (Brockington, 2014; Wilson et al.,
2015). Celebrities are able to accomplish this because society often holds them at a
higher status by virtue of their talent and popularity (Kogen, 2015; Thrall et al., 2008).
Sport celebrities occupy a similar place of being respected, especially sport celebrities
engaging in activism (Wilson et al., 2015). Athlete Ally seems to be aware of this fact as
they utilize their athletes often. Participants noted the importance of gaining credibility
and legitimacy by having athletes support the organization. Additionally, the participants
were aware that they provide access to individuals the organization alone cannot reach.
An implication of this study is to highlight the importance athletes represent to a social
movement organization. Sport specific SMOs and celebrities need to capitalize on the
celebrity a professional, Olympic, or international athlete provides. As mentioned,
celebrities (including athletes) facilitate access to people with social, political, and
economic power; promote general awareness; and campaign, fundraise, and reward
existing supporters (Brockington, 2014; Wilson et al., 2015). Utilizing athletes can
supply these different resources and provide a large windfall for social movement
organizations.
Another resource mentioned -- access to spaces and people who were previously
inaccessible -- speaks to the strength of the social network athletes provide Athlete Ally.
Studies show that activists are mainly recruited through their social network (Diani &
Lodi, 1988; Snow, Zurcher, & Olson-Ekland, 1980). Athlete Ally can recruit coaches,
teammates, on-field opponents, referees, and/or administrators through an athlete to help
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grow the network. This is extremely beneficial as activists are more likely to remain
committed to organizations when they have social ties to members of the organization
(McPherson, Popielarz, & Drobnic, 1992). Thus, another benefit to partnering with
athletes is access to more athletes and potential constituents. Social movement
organizations should not only encourage mobilization for and against LGBTQ practices
and policies, but also encourage athletes to speak to any teammates or someone in their
network that is a protagonist to the cause. This can help grow the network of the SMO
and help retain their athletes as partners.
Finally, athletes can provide the SMO with material resources for fundraising
efforts. Athlete Ally not only utilizes signed merchandise like basketballs for fundraising
efforts, but also offers experiences. These experiences can be playing basketball with an
NBA player or soccer with a USWNT member for a financial donation. Once again, a
product of the athlete’s celebrity (Brockington, 2014), SMOs would be wise to utilize
athletes signed merchandise or expertise in sport as a means to generate financial
resources.
In addition to the resource exchanged between athletes and Athlete Ally, the study
also sought to understand how Athlete Ally interacted with different governing entities.
The entities were the NCAA, NBA, and U.S. Government. All three organizations
represented open political systems, but the organizations differed in their relationships to
Athlete Ally. The NBA represented a protagonist, the U.S. Government was, at the time
of the study, an antagonist, and the NCAA acted as both a protagonist and antagonist.
Theoretically speaking, political entities that are open and protagonist to the movement
are more collaborative in nature than closed and antagonistic political entities (Koopmans
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& Statham, 1999). For example, when faced with an open and protagonist political entity,
Oregon LGBT SMOs opted to have closed door meetings with political actors to enact
change. Facing a closed and antagonistic political entity, New York LGBT SMOs took to
the streets to protest the discriminatory legislation and policy (Bernstein, 1997). Thus, it
makes sense for Athlete Ally to collaborate with the NBA and NCAA (when the NCAA
is a protagonist) and combat the U.S. Government and NCAA (when the NCAA is an
antagonist). Activists and SMOs do not, nor should they, create strategies for engaging in
activism in a vacuum (Meyer, 2004). Instead, SMOs should first understand the
institutional structure (i.e. open and closed) they are attempting to mobilize either with or
against. Next, the SMO should understand the configuration of actors (i.e. protagonists,
antagonists, or bystanders) of the governing bodies that SMOs are trying to influence.
Then, the SMO can develop effective strategies.
For the NBA and NCAA (when the NCAA is a protagonist), strategies like
specific trainings for employees and administrators of the leagues, collaborating on
policies, or co-hosting Pride Nights are strategies that Athlete Ally utilizes. These
strategies are only possible because Athlete Ally developed a strong relationship with
political actors who were open to their movement’s goals. Social movement
organizations can utilize this information by focusing on fostering relationships with the
governing bodies they are trying to influence. These relationships can turn into
collaborations to enact positive change. This happens because the governing body is in an
open political system and is a protagonist to the movement (Koopmans & Statham,
1999). This allows the SMO to work behind the scenes to enact change in an efficient
manner without needing public displays of activism.
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Conversely, creating visible campaigns and marches are effective against the
antagonistic governing bodies. When a political entity is open but antagonistic toward the
movement, the challenger or SMO will achieve no sufficient gain. Change is possible, but
at a slow manner and often times stifled by the antagonist (Koopmans & Statham, 1999).
In this instance, LGBT SMOs in particular have found success opting to create cultural
acceptance of their movement by public tactics of activism (Bernstein, 1997). Athlete
Ally routinely utilizes this strategy by creating campaigns where they demand changes to
an anti-LGBTQ policy, practice, or legislation. These campaigns appear on the
organization’s website and in emails to followers, are signed by prominent athletes, and
act in a petition-like manner. The organization also deploys athletes to speak out against a
specific policy or practice. These strategies are often times more public than the
collaborative strategies a SMO is seeking to gain cultural acceptance, which is generally
a precursor to political change (Bernstein, 1997; Kriesi, 2004; Schwirian, Curry, &
Woldoff, 2001; Wilson et al., 2015). Thus, an important finding from this study is the
intentional use of strategy for SMOs when interacting with sport and non-sport governing
bodies. When interacting with an open and protagonist governing body, SMOs should
utilize collaborative strategies. When facing an open and antagonistic entity, having
public and combative strategies are more likely to lead to success for the movement.
An interesting strategy with sport-specific governing bodies, not yet identified in
the broader body of SMO and SMT literature, was that Athlete Ally attempted to
collaborate on policy development and best practices with the NCAA and NBA in the
infancy of their relationships. This strategy was intended to influence the top of the
organization, so that those pro-LGBTQ views could trickle down throughout the
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organization. While Athlete Ally still employs that strategy to a degree, the organization
recognized they were not achieving their desired gains. Specifically, participants pointed
to the NCAA re-awarding championships to North Carolina after a modified version of
the HB2 passed. The organization, in response, created the Athletic Equality Index as a
means of working from the bottom-up. The organization shifted to then include strategies
of affecting the bottom of the organization, so pro-LGBTQ views would work their way
up the organization. This is not just for the NCAA, but the NBA, too. For instance,
Athlete Ally provides all NBA coaches and administrators with training specifically from
Athlete Ally. For the NCAA, Athlete Ally uses a combative strategy and called out
individual NCAA member institutions for their lack of pro-LGBTQ policies through the
Athletic Equality Index. Participants noted that the NCAA was a protagonist, but did not
address whether they will continue to collaborate with the NCAA as a national governing
body after the NCAA re-awarded championships to North Carolina. The strategy of
working from the bottom-up serves to build a foundation of future coaches, school
administrators, and athletes who are accustomed to practices aiming to reduce
transphobia and homophobia in sport. Athlete Ally has witnessed some success with this
strategy as members noted the commitment to social issues by many members of the
NBA and increasing their number of schools who are adopting pro-LGBTQ stances.
While advocating for a SMO to use a bottom-up approach with sport governing bodies is
risky, the strategy might be beneficial for an organization. The logic applies that creating
activists and inclusion among new athletes, coaches, and administrators can help
establish new paradigms over time.
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Despite being a 501(c)(3), Athlete Ally still maintains an ability to interact with
the U.S. Government. Celebrity activists and athlete activists are able to reach political
actors that SMOs or general activists are unable to reach (Brockington, 2014; Wilson et
al., 2015). A prime example of this occurred when Athlete Ally utilized swimmer and
diver Greg Louganis to gain access to meet with the governor of Indiana to prevent an
anti-LBTQ bill from passing. Louganis did not meet with the governor as a member of
Athlete Ally, but was able to advocate as a citizen as to the effect of the bill. Thus,
utilizing athletes SMOs who partner with athletes should utilize their athletes in a similar
manner.
The final research question of this study attempted to investigate how the
organization creates frames and messages that resonate with their constituents and the
public. Frame resonance is accomplished by ensuring the frames are credible and salient
with their intended audiences (Benford & Snow, 2000; della Porta & Diani, 2006;
Williams, 2004). Athlete Ally’s strategy for creating credible and salient frames includes
creating core values and a universal language, utilizing athletes’ stories and hard data,
having a diverse staff and a wide intersectionality of athlete ambassadors, and using sport
as a vehicle for social change. Creating core values and a universal language allows the
organization to mobilize under a collective identity (Dorf & Tarrow, 2014). While the
organization is not utilizing a specific script for athletes, they are guiding their activism
through the use of core values and universal language. An obvious strategy, therefore, is
for a SMO to create core values and a universal language. A SMO would be best suited to
allow the athlete to utilize their platform (Kaufman, 2008) to speak on their experiences
with the social issue, but guide the athlete with core values.
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Speaking on the experiences of the athlete, Athlete Ally utilizes athletes’ stories
and hard data to create empirically valid claims and messages. Athletes’ stories helped
build the foundation for Athlete Ally. The founder of the organization created Athlete
Ally as he witnessed homophobia in sport and heard from others about the prevalence of
homophobia and transphobia in sport. Athlete Ally has continued to use athlete’s stories
and experiences to identify what policies or practices needed to be investigated and as
opportunities to engage with the public. For instance, an athlete Jess (employee) noted
that an athlete in the rugby community noted that World Rugby had yet to adopt a protrans participation policy. Instead, World Rugby’s policy required athletes to undergo a
series of surgical, medical, and legal barriers to play rugby. As a result, Athlete Ally
authored an open letter to World Rugby to change their policy. By grounding their
strategies and fundraising efforts in these stories, Athlete Ally avoids the risk of failing to
mobilize constituents because the activism is out of sight or too distant from the
individual (McAdam, 2017). As noted above, athletes’ stories allow SMOs to ground
their frames in a real-life setting. This allows the organization to reach the individual and
elicit an emotional response. Another strong benefit for SMOs in partnering with athletes
is to utilize their stories to ground their practice in real events and reach the public.
Athlete Ally, however, has noted that their strategy is evolving to the use of hard
data and statistics. This is a strategy to expand their communication efforts from a few
personal stories to the entire population of the LGBTQ community via quantitative data.
Quantitative data helps Athlete Ally show how transphobia and homophobia in sport may
impact athletes, coaches, fans, sponsors, and other stakeholders. Further, objective data
could also help Athlete Ally determine if their organization, activities, and (perhaps more
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importantly) their donors and athletes are making a positive impact on the LGBTQ and
sport movement. While athletes’ stories are an invaluable resource for connecting with
individuals, they represent case studies by a few athletes. The use of hard facts and
statistics (e.g. percentage of LGBTQ athletes who experience homophobia or transphobia
in sport) can provide evidence of the overall presence and impact of transphobia and
homophobia in sport. Showing the larger impact of the discriminatory practice is another
powerful tool for a social movement organization. In addition, using quantitative data can
provide an objective measurement tool for a social movement organization. Therefore, it
would be wise for SMOs to utilize a combination of their athletes’ stories and hard data
and statistics to paint a complete picture of the LGBTQ and sport movement.
Another tactic Athlete Ally uses to build resonance of frames is the diversity in
organizational makeup and the intersectionality of their athletes. As noted by participants,
Athlete Ally is comprised of diverse individuals of different races, gender identities,
sexual identities, and ages. This makeup allows the organization to be cognizant as to
what frames are being sent out and how best to make those frames resonate with their
constituents and the public. Having diverse identities on staff ensures the organization is
accounting for different perspectives when sending out frames into political spaces
(Smitton, 2017) and thus are more likely to resonate. Social movement organizations, if
they do not already do so, should attempt to diversify their organizations as much as
possible.
Having a diverse staff and athlete constituents allows the organization to utilize
each individual’s intersectionality to better the organization. The intersectionality of
athlete identities, in particular,is also something important for a SMO to note. Athletes
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have different identities as they come from different geographical locations, play
different sports, have different upbringings, and bring a variety of other attributes.
Athletes are able to use these differing attributes to speak authentically about different
issues (Carrol, 2016; Ellcessor, 2016; Huliaras & Tzifakis, 2012). By doing so, the
frames can resonate to a high degree with the public. As mentioned by the participants,
Texans does not want to hear from a New York political activist when a player or coach
from Texas can speak on the same issue. The latter individual has more perceived
credibility to the Texas population and can articulate the salience of the issue to the
public more effectively. Utilizing the intersection of identities provides the SMO with a
unique perspective that can overall increase the resonance of the frames. The SMO has to
know, understand, and properly deploy the athletes to best utilize their intersectionality.
Finally, Athlete Ally can build frame resonance by using the platform of sport. As
participants noted, sport transcends race, religion, and “pretty much everything” because
of its cultural importance. Despite sport being one of the most culturally important
aspects of US culture, some may argue that sport is neutral and exists outside of the
political realm (Sage, 1998). However, the prominence of athlete activism and social
movement studies (Agyemang, 2011; Agyemang, Singer, & DeLorme, 2010; Bundon &
Clarke, 2014; Coombs & Cassilo, 2017; Frederick, Sanderson, & Schlereth, 2017;
Kaufman, 2008; Pelak, 2002; Pelak, 2005; Sanderson, Frederick, & Stocz, 2016; Schmidt
et al., 2018; Wilson et al., 2015) certainly combats that notion. Knowing that sport is not
neutral, SMOs should utilize the power of sport to create change. As several participants
noted, sport is a tremendous platform that reaches people that were once inaccessible.
Whether it is an antagonistic government official or a moderate public that can be
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swayed, athletes and sport can reach across audiences. This is a major competitive
advantage and argument for sport-specific social movement organizations. Sport specific
SMOs have the ability to create substantive change for a greater movement by focusing
on the movement in sport. While sport can be seen as being “fringe” or “extra” when
basic civil liberties are under attack, sport specific SMOs have to clearly articulate the
importance of sport and the work that the SMO accomplishes.
From a theoretical perspective, this study investigated a sport specific SMO
through the lens of Social Movement Theory. The study showed the importance of both
athletes and the SMO to the LGBTQ and sport movement. Both entities provide each
other with resources, interact with different governing bodies, and create resonate frames
in a symbiotic relationship. Social movement organizations with an expertise in sport
would be wise to use the athletic environment to engage in activism. Both sport and those
within sport hold a high platform in society (Kaufman, 2008; Wilson et al., 2015) and can
reach traditionally inaccessible populations. It is crucially important, however, for
gathering resources, interaction with political actors, and creating frames, that these
SMOs partner with athletes. Athletes provide the perceived leadership (Wilson et al.,
2015) and attention (Carrol, 2016) that few possess. Athletes would also wise to partner
with SMOs as they provide a basis for mobilization (Caniglia & Carmen, 2005). The
support of a strong SMO provides athletes with invaluable resources that can help
mitigate potential barriers of engaging in activism. When both the SMO and athlete
create a mutually beneficial relationship, both have the ability to advance social
movements in sport and greater society.
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Future Research
The current study was one of the first to investigate a sport specific SMO that
utilizes athlete ambassadors through the lens of Social Movement Theory. The study
responded to the call from Davis-Delano and Crosset (2008) who encouraged social
movement research in sport to “serve social movements that they value by doing research
that may help the activists to understand how their movements succeed and fail” (p. 131).
Social Movement Theory provides an accurate framework for answering this call. While
this study was a case study of one specific SMO, future studies should continue to seek
out and collaborate with other sport specific SMOs to help gain an understanding of why
sport specific movements succeed or fail. For example, other sport-related advocacy
organizations, like Women’s Sports Foundation, Athletes for Hope, National College
Players Association, Advocates for Injured Athletes, LGBT SportsSafe, Pro Athletes
Outreach, and Athletes for Animals exist. They often partner with current and former
professional and collegiate athletes to advance their mission. Researchers can collaborate
with these organizations, comparing and contrasting their operations and mobilization
tactics using SMT, to help paint a clearer picture of activism inside the sport realm.
Moreover, additional research into the subject of athlete activism is necessary for the
academic discipline of sport management. Athlete activism is a continuing trend in sport
(Coombs & Cassilo, 2017). Sport organizations and organizations collaborating with
sport entities need to understand how athlete activism impacts their league, teams, and
personnel both on and off the playing field. For example, research shows that an athlete
activist can diminish the brand image of a sponsor (Schmidt et al., 2018) and that fans
will threaten to sever ties with a sport team if their players engage in activism
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(Sanderson, Frederick, & Stocz, 2016). Additionally, researchers also need to grasp the
experiences of the athletes engaging in activism, not just the organizations. Following the
lead of Agyemang, Signer, and DeLorme (2010), and Kaufman and Wolff (2010),
understanding the athlete’s experience can allow researchers and practitioners to further
understand athlete activism. More research into the impact of this new wave of activism
is beneficial for the industry as a whole.
As mentioned, SMT provided a strong theoretical foundation for this study.
Future research studies can and should utilize this theory as the proper framework for
investigating other athlete activism related studies. For instance, utilizing Resource
Management Theory, future research can compare the different resources exchanged
between athletes and organizations with different sport specific social movement
organizations. While the current study addressed this question for one SMO (Athlete
Ally), others may exchange different resources with athletes. Additionally, future
research should investigate the athletes’ point of view regarding resources. This study
investigated the perceived resources Athlete Ally provides athletes. However, this study
was unable to get the athletes’ perspective on the resources. Therefore, future researchers
should investigate if athletes are actually receiving those resources or additional
resources they are provided from the social movement organization. For instance, Athlete
Ally may believe it provides a safe space where activism is encouraged, but is that the
reality? Is that even a beneficial or necessary resource for athlete activists?
Understanding these specific questions allows sport specific SMOs to determine the
resources most crucial for movement success.
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Focusing on one specific resource -- social networks – also provides a wealth of
opportunities for future research. Social networks are important in general activism as
they lead to strengthening ties to an organization (McPherson, Popielarz, & Drobnic,
1992) and increased opportunities to engage in more activism (della Porta & Diani, 2006;
Louis et al., 2006). Per this study, Athlete Ally provides its athlete constituents with a
large social network and vice versa. The impact of that social-network on the LGBT
movement (and other social movements) has yet to be examined. An investigation into
how the social-network operates, via social network analysis, is a future research project
that could benefit both organizations and athletes. Investigating how connected the
social-network is between athletes and the organization could serve as a recruiting tool
for SMOs and as an opportunity for athletes to expand their networks. Future research
would be wise to study the impact of a social-network on the SMO and athletes and how
both entities can use a strong social-network for engaging in activism and other manners.
Another resource of interest -- support and community -- is a topic for future
investigation. Specifically, what types of benefits do athletes receive from the support
and community of accepted activism provided by Athlete Ally? Activism in the athletic
environment receives a fair amount of criticism (Agyemang, Singer, & DeLorme, 2010;
Frederick, Sanderson, & Schlereth, 2017; Kaufman, 2008; Sanderson, Frederick, &
Stocz, 2016). However, athletes could utilize a SMO to enter a space where there is no
backlash for engaging in activism. As a result, can the athletes engage in more activism?
Does their ‘activist identity’ (Louis et al., 2006) increase being around athletes who are
also engaging in activism? Investigating the impact of the support and community could
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identify a space where athletes can increase social justice efforts as they experience
positive reinforcement for their activism, not harsh criticism.
While RMT is proficient for the study of resources, it cannot be used to study the
entirety of a social movement (Buechler, 1993). Thus, additional theoretical frameworks
can help capture other important aspects of how SMOs engage with political institutions.
Given the findings of this study, the researcher recommends continued use of Political
Process Theory as it provides SMOs a framework to evaluate political institutions and
determine proper strategies for interacting with said entities. For example, one of the
most interesting trends reported by Athlete Ally employees was their strategy for
interacting with the NCAA. Initially, the organization collaborated with the top officials
at the NCAA, in hope that the pro-LGBTQ policies would trickle down to member
institutions. However, the organization is shifting focus to exposing member institutions
that provide significant support to LGBTQ athletes, as well as those institutions that do
not. This shift represents a change in strategy as Athlete Ally hopes pro-LGBTQ policies
and practices move up through coaches, athletes, and administrators. The natural future
research question is which strategy is more effective – top-down policy implementation
or a more grassroots approach from institutional stakeholders? Clearly, Athlete Ally feels
the need to invest resources in the grassroots approach after interacting with the top of the
NCAA for many years. However, given that athletes are only at the organization for four
years at the most and coaches and administrators frequently switch jobs, is the grassroots
approach creating sustained progress towards the organization’s mission? Future research
can investigate the strengths and weaknesses in each approach.
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Future research can also investigate the strategies and tactics of sport governing
bodies and non-sport governing bodies. The current study investigated Athlete Ally’s
interaction with the NCAA, NBA, and U. S. Government. Other leagues (e.g. high school
associations, National Associations of Intercollegiate Athletics, NFL, NHL, MLS, the
International Olympic Committee, to name a few) could also provide unique
opportunities to investigate how SMOs interact with sport governing bodies. For
example, which strategies are more effective with different leagues/associations?
Additionally, determining why certain strategies are more effective than others could
provide SMOs with ideal practices for mobilization. Additionally, understanding exactly
how these interactions with sport-related entities are similar and differ from non-sport
related entities could be a site for future research. Are the tactics utilized for the NFL the
same and as effective as tactics utilized for engaging with a state legislator? The current
study did not seek out to compare the strategies, but determined the context and
interactions with the aforementioned governing bodies. Future studies should investigate
sport specific SMOs engagement with sport and non-sport governing bodies.
Additional future research can also include the effectiveness of Athlete Ally using
generalizable quantitative statistics, instead of just athletes’ stories for engaging with the
public. Athlete Ally’s initial goal was to elicit an emotional response by using the
athletes’ stories of facing adversity due to their LGBTQ identity. Athlete Ally switched to
using hard facts as a strategy/frame for engaging with audience members. While it is
unclear from this study as to why Athlete Ally switched tactics, investigation into the
different responses from athletes’ stories to objective facts and statistics can assist SMOs’
decisions on what is the appropriate strategy to employ. Perhaps the two different
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strategies and frame types benefit from one another or particular frames resonate with
different individuals.
The final tenet, Cultural Theory/Frame Analysis investigates how a SMO creates
frames or messages that resonate with audiences. For a movement to gain cultural
acceptance, its frames and messages must coincide with societies beliefs and values
(Schwirian, Curry, & Woldoff, 2001). The focus of this study was to investigate this issue
from the perspective of the organization. Thus, this study was only able to determine how
Athlete Ally perceives their messages to resonate with their audiences. A natural research
question, then, includes the perspective of the audience. Do the frames created and sent
out to athletes and non-athletes resonate with their intended audiences? In addition, what
is the impact of using sport to reach an otherwise immovable audience? Put another way,
is an individual more likely to have favorable views when from a sport-related LGBTQ
frame compared to a non-sport related LGBTQ frame? The aforementioned future
research study could be used to investigate the impact of using sport to create frames.
Another future research study could examine the difference in the frame sender.
The credibility of the frame maker is an important component in creating a resonate
frame (Benford & Snow, 2000; Williams, 2004). As noted in the first research question,
Athlete Ally helps create social media posts and other frames with their athletes. For
example, Figure 2 showed the similar frame sent out by an athlete ambassador’s social
media account and Athlete Ally’s social media account. An obvious question is: which
frame is more credible to the audience? Is the celebrity activist considered more credible
due to his/her status (Brockington, 2014)? Or is the organization more credible as they
are a formalized organization and the basis for mobilization (della Porta & Diani, 2006)?
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Comparing the effectiveness of the frames sent by the athlete and the organization is a
future research project that can help other SMOs create resonate frames.
The structure of this study, a case study of the SMO Athlete Ally, provided a
strong foundation for future research. As such, additional studies could use a similar
approach for an SMO or multiple SMOs over time. Obviously, one of the limitations of a
case study approach is the lack of generalizability (Flyvjerg, 2011; Snow & Trom, 2002;
Yin, 2009). However, researchers can investigate other sport-related SMOs, to help
discover results that may be transferrable to other SMO contexts. Comparing and
contrasting various sport specific SMOs allows for evolved tactics and, hopefully,
success for movement goals. In addition, future research should investigate these SMOs
over a long period of time. Participants noted the change in strategies and collaborations
over the short lifespan of the organization. Investigating and researching the actual
lifespan of a sport specific SMO can help determine what leads to political and cultural
successes and failures. Future research would be wise to incorporate a diversity of sport
specific SMOs in a longitudinal manner.
Finally, a future research study can investigate Athlete Ally’s overall impact on
the general LGBTQ movement. Athlete Ally operates in the LGBTQ plus sport
movement, where they aim to establish pro-LGBTQ policies and practices in the athletic
environment. While they do sponsor campaigns against specific legislation that is not tied
to sport, the majority of their interactions are through sport and in sport. Does working
through sport, however, impact the overall LGBTQ movement? Sport has the power to
have a major impact on society (Wilson et al., 2015), but how much of an impact can a
sport specific SMO have on a non-sport social movement? Future research should not
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only investigate sport specific social movements with a closer examination, but the
impact of sport specific social movements on greater societal social movements.
Conclusion
The purpose of this study was to examine the resources exchanged between
Athlete Ally and their athlete constituents, strategies for engaging with various governing
bodies, and tactics for ensuring frame resonance by Athlete Ally using Social Movement
Theory. The study answered the call from Davis-Delano and Crosset (2008) to engage
with social movement research to assist activists in the understanding of how their
movements succeed and fail. Additionally, the study aims to further the paucity of
literature on athlete activism by specifically studying a sport specific social movement
organization. Finally, the study highlights the ability of Social Movement Theory to
apply to a sport related social movement and social movement organization.
Overall, results speak to the vast support a SMO can provide athlete activists. It
should be no secret that athletes face negative consequences when engaging in activism
(Agyemang, Singer, & DeLorme, 2010; Cunningham & Regan, 2012; Frederick,
Sanderson, & Schlereth, 2017; Kaufman, 2008; Sanderson, Frederick, & Stocz, 2016;
Schmidt et al., 2018). As such, a SMO can provide resources to help minimize the impact
of those negative consequences. For instance, providing a safe space and access to other
athlete activists who share their beliefs can allow an athlete to engage in activism
knowing a SMO is supporting the athlete. It cannot be stated enough, SMOs provide
athletes with a plethora of resources to help them engage with activism in a more
efficient and effective manner. On the other side, athletes also provide SMOs with
resources. Most notably, athletes provide a vast social-network for the SMO to utilize.
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From recruitment of other athlete ambassadors, like teammates, or raising awareness for
the organization, athletes can be proficient resources that few other celebrities can match.
The study also investigated the interactions between Athlete Ally and the NCAA,
NBA, and U. S. Government. The results overwhelmingly indicate that SMOs should
engage with a protagonist in a collaborative manner and an antagonist in a combative
manner. This is a consistent finding with the literature (Bernstein, 1997; Koopmans &
Statham, 1999; Kriesi, 2004). An interesting finding, and one that should be expanded
upon, is the idea that Athlete Ally is shifting strategies from a top-down approach to a
bottom-up approach. This may provide the SMO with an opportunity to engage with a
younger and larger bystander population.
Finally, Athlete Ally creates resonate frames by providing their athletes’ stories to
their audiences. Celebrities have been known to use their personal stories to engage in
activism in a meaningful way in the past (Ellcessor, 2016). In addition, athlete celebrities
have also engaged in personal stories or struggles to help mobilize the public (Wilson et
al., 2015). Thus, an organization can utilize athletes’ stories as means of creating resonate
and salient frames. The athletes’ stories, coming from the athlete, lends credibility to the
claims maker while making the issue salient and central to the audience. This is an
effective strategy that, once again, speaks to the power of athletes as activists.
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Appendix A – Interview Guide
General Introduction Questions:
1) Tell me a bit about yourself.
a. Tell me about your experiences within sport (probe)
2) How did you get involved with Athlete Ally?
3) What was your inspiration in working with Athlete Ally?
Resource Mobilization Theory Questions:
1. What are the resources Athlete Ally provides its athlete ambassadors?
a. What are tangible resources (physical, touchable assets, money, signs)?
(probe)
b. What are intangible resources (non-physical assets, credibility,
legitimacy)? (probe)
2. What are resources athlete ambassadors provide Athlete Ally?
a. What are tangible resources (physical, touchable assets, money, signs)?
(probe)
b. What are intangible resources (non-physical assets, credibility,
legitimacy)? (probe)
Political Process Theory
1. Politics play a role sport, state and federal law, how does Athlete Ally work with
political entities?
a. Focusing on the NCAA, how does Athlete Ally work with the NCAA?
(probe)
b. Focusing on the Professional leagues like the NBA, WNBA, how does
Athlete Ally work with those leagues? (probe)
c. Now expanding to the United States government, how does Athlete Ally
work with those leagues? (probe)
Cultural/Frame Analysis
We are going to talk about the resonance of Athlete Ally collective action frames.
Collective action frames are defined as “action-oriented sets of beliefs and meanings that
inspire or legitimate the activities and campaigns of a social movement organization
(Benford & snow, 2000, p. 614). Resonance refers to the credibility and importance of
the frames. So, we are looking at the credibility and importance of Athlete Ally’s beliefs
and meanings.
1. Focusing on credibility, how does Athlete Ally maintain their beliefs and
meanings towards the world in a credible way? (probe)
a. How does Athlete Ally maintain consistency in their beliefs and
messages?
b. How does Athlete Ally ensure their statements to the public are culturally
relevant?
c. How does Athlete Ally judge credibility of the spokespeople when
partnering with athletes?
2. Moving to importance, how does Athlete Ally make their beliefs and meanings
important to those who the organization is trying to impact? (probe)
a. How does Athlete Ally utilize make claims relevant to the lives you are
trying to impact?
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b. How does Athlete Ally ensure their beliefs and meanings are personal to
the targets you try to mobilize (other athletes, supporters, donors)?
Demographic questions
To which gender identity do you most identify? M___ F___ Other____ Prefer not to
answer______
Sexual Identity: LGBT____ Non—LGBT ______Prefer not to answer: _______
Employment Status: Employed____ Unemployed: _____ Retired: ______ Student:
______
Race/Ethnicity: Asian___ Black___ Hispanic____ American Indian/Alaska Native___
Native Hawaiian/Other Pacific Islander____ White____
Age: 18-25____ 26-33____ 34-41____ 42-49_____ 50+_________
Relationship Status: Single_____ Partnered_____ Married ______ Divorced______
Widowed______
Parental Status: No children_____ One child______ Two or more children______
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